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The Career Intern Program (CIP) is an alternative high school
for low-income youth between the ages of 16 and 21 who have dropped
out of their regular high school or who are at serious risk of doing
so. . Developed in Philadelphia in 1972 by the Opportunities Industrialization Centers of America, Inc. (OIC/A), the project achieved
notable success in helping youth graduate from secondary school and

in smoothing their transition from school to work, to further
technical training, or to post - secondary education.

This report presents the findings of one nart of RMC Research
Corporation's aucyl.....a theCaree-MlternProgram--the
i
comparison of

the CIP with other similar alternative approaches. The contract for
this study was awarded to RMC by the. National Institute of Education
(NIE) in April; 1978, pursuant to-an Interagency Agreement between
NIE 'and the Department of Labor (DOL).
The major purpose of the
evaluation was to find out if the same beneficial outcomes that,had

been observed in the-Philadelphia prototype could be achieved in
four new sites. 'DOL funded the dissemination effort and, through
the Interagency Agreement, arranged to have NIE monitor both the
dissemination itself and the evaluation of the program at the four
new sites. The total evaluation comprises the comparison study just
mentioned and three other tasks:
an assessment of the CIP's implementation in the four sites; an assessment of the effects of the
program on students; apd an analysis of the relationships between
the CIP's operations and its impact on youths.

The comparison of the CIP with other approaches is also discussed in two separate Task D volumes.
Volume I describes the
comparison of the CIP with other programs emphasizing issues related
to implementation.
The programs described in that volume were
started at the same time as the CIP, but offered different services.
Thus, while it was not feasible to conduct comparisons emphasizing

effectiveness issues, comparisons in terms of implementation were
considered appropriate.
The present volume--Volume II-- encompasses
comparisons of the,CIP with other alternative schools having similar
-program component*
The comparisons emphasize issues related to
five outcomes that reflect, at least to some extent, the effectiveness of the program: attendance, enrollment, retention, graduation,
and pfiCement.
The study explores specific questions such as:
'//"What are the advantges and ,disadvantages of a community-based
organization over a local education agency (LEA), prime sponsor, a
private contractor, or other agency in administering a program like
the CIP?" and 'What are the feitures of alternative programs for

youth that are related to 'their success in attracting youth, in
improving their school attendance, in helping them to graduate, and
'in enhancing their-employability?"

Having stated the focus of this report, it is now, necessary to
clarify its intentions and limitations.
Tt is important, first, to
point out that the question of how the CIP compares in effectiveness

with other approaches has changed from what was originally called
for in ,RFP No. NIE-R-78-0004.
The RFP specified that "projects
undergoing comparable evaluations" be identified.
The search,
however, Although extensive, failed to identify any projects with
evaluations that employed designs similar to that used with the CIP.
Thus, the comparisons that are made in this report employ such
criteria as success in increasing high school retention, decreasing
absenteeism, facilitating graduation, and placing youth in jobs,
college, or skills-training programs.
Since the data reported by
the five comparison sites and the CIP are not exactly comparable,
the findings must be interpreted with extreme caution. Not only do

the evaluation designs differ, but there are major differences in
how indices such. as attendance and attrition are defined and enumerated.

An additional, even more important problem is that the comparison projects were substantially more stable and mature than the

4

CIP.

Two projects had been in existence for seven years.

Comparing

them to the three - year -old CIP is problematic at best.

Finally, there does not appear to be any adequate way, when
conipdiing the CIP to the other projects, to take into account
differences in project effects that may be related to the demon3tra.

tion nature of the CIP.
Any inferences made about the relative
strengths or weaknesses of the CIP's components must be tempered by
the fact that the CIP replications were undertaken as a field-test
study of implementation; the comparison sites were established
programs, not experiments.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

,e

The purpose of this second volume of the Task D Final Report-is
to present comparisons of the Career Intern Program (CIP) with five
otherquite similar alternative programs.
(Volume 1 presents the
comparisons of the CIP with other yEDPA programs in terms of implementation issues.
Volume 3 discusses cost issues.) As an alternativelligh-school program for dropout and potential dropouts, the CIP

Was 'awarded exemplary status in 1977 by the Joint Dissemination
Review Panel of the National Institute of Education---and- the- -U -S.
'AP' 4-Office of Education.
It was tried out in four new sites between

'gi!Medeilier 4977 and October 1980 under a Depvtment of Labor and
National:Institute of Education 'Interagency Agreement.
RMC eval'Uated:the replication effort at' all four sites.
Four tasks were
Undertaken:
Task A assessed the implementation of the program;
taakik,asaessed- student outcomes;
C examined causal linkages
.

IretWeen components -of the treatment and student outcomes; and Task D
compared "the -CIP with other similar alternative programs.

:this portion of the comparison study entailed a nine-month
ferfo'ramt
g
haVingobject',.^s similar to those of the CIP,

search'

Serving _similar target ,groups, and having similar treatment charOteristica. 'Thus, programs that (a) served primarily re. to 21 year
OlOropouts andA)oteniiii. dropouts, (b)- sought to graduate these
_:youth.. (either 14, ,Preparing them for a regular high school diploma
a4i0iand,(c) attempted tosmooth-the transition from school to
work;, were Considered'.
In addition, the candidate programs had
to ,provide instruction in basi0 academic skills, have a careeredupation'focus, and provide some forM of counseling. Every attempt
was: -made to. select alternative programs having a .striking resemblance tothe'CIP.

The search for CIP-like program's led to a review of over 500
'programs, 424 of which appeared' to be within,the study's scope.
,Careful examination. of the. :documentation of the 124 programs reAtulted in
identifidation of-only five-alternatIve schools which
had a .striking- reseMbiancc. to the CIPAind could provide sufficient
data,regarding treatment and outcomes.tO justify comparisons.
These
.fiVe-alterhative schools were

The Alternative Leaning Center, of WestOver, West Virginia;
The 1arbor. City Learning Experience-Based Career Education
Program of,Baltimore, Maryland;
The. Independence High School of Newark,' New Jersey;

o The Kensington-Edison Youth Program of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; and

The Urban League Street Academy of New Orleans, Louisiana.

While these five programs close Yy resembled the CIP, features such
as operating under the jurisdiction of the LEA, offering stipends or
paid work experience, and providing specific skills training and
child care services clearly distinguished them froM the CIP.
Also,

four of the programs had been in existence much longer than the
CIP (two had existed for as long as seven years).

The comparisons of the CIP with the selected alternative programs focused on five effectiveness measures:
enrollment, attendance, retention, graduation, and placement.
Unfortunately, the
programs used .different formulae for calculating attendance and
retention rates", and employed different definitions of several
outcome variables.
Consequently, feature-by-feature and outcome-byoutcome contrasts wnre usually not possible.
Instead, a case study
approach was adopted wherein each program's processes and treatments
Were described.
Differences between them and the CIP'4Fere highlighted and the outcomes were compared in terms of contrasting
factors thought to be related to stated or implied outcomes. Some
tentative inferences were drawn about the relative merits of various
program features.
However, the inferred causal'linkages between the
treatment and the outcomes could not be unambiguously drawn even
where the data appeared to be quite persuasive.

In terms-of-achieving-enr-ollment_o_bjectilthe most relevant
factors appeared to be a good reputation in the community, an intake
schedule that was coordinated with the regular high school, a nonthreatening working relationship with the LEA, a catchment area with

a large enough pool of potential program enrollees, a location in
which there were not many other programs competing for the same

students, and reasonably stable funding.

The CIP was at some

disadvantage during its first years' operation in that it did not
have 'enough time to establish itself in the community.
It also
experienced the presence of competing alternative programs and fell
under the threat of funding termination on more than one occasion.
However, once it became stable, it was able to meet its enrollment
objective.

The CIP and all five comparison programs had difficulty maintaining high attendance levels.
However, projects that provided
incentives such as child care, paid. work, 'and car fare had more
success iii getting students to attend.
The findings also point
clearly to the fact that school attendance is improved by firm
attendance policies.
A caring staff and daily follow-up of absent,
students Ame two-further lactore that appear helpful in maintaining
acceptable attendance levels.
Attendance is also improved when
strong connections are mane betweeen graduation and attendance and
when unexcused absences are grounds for termination.
The CIP and the comparison programs also experienced substan-

tial difficulty in retaining students.
Programs which served
primarily dropouts were at a particulai disadvantage compared to
programs serving a majority of potential dropouts.
The data also

x
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indicated that; while strict attendance poliCies increased attendance, they decreased retention.
Finally, programs offering parttime work had less success in retiintffi students because the students often were offered (and accepted) fail-time employment.

The isladuation findings indicated that programs offering GEDs
had more ilAcess graduating students than the CIP and other programs
offering regular high school diplomas. The main factor accounting

for this difference appeared to be the accelerated nature of GED
progrems:
programs were also more flexible in that they did
to conform to LEA curriculum requirements.
not have to

In regard to the fifth and final outcome, placement, the findings indicated that the CIP had an advantage over most of the comparison programs. in placing graduates in college, but in terms of
job placements, the-comparison programs generally had the advantage.
Thia finding strongly reflects the emphasis of the CIP on encouraging particiOants.to continue their education, rather than directly
entering employment.
There was no difference between GED and high
school diploma programs in terms of job placements.
The kinds of
linkages that are made with the college and business community, the
job or college orientation of the programs; and the availability of
employment in the area'are factors that are related to the differences in college and job placements.
1

In summary; the findings ofcthe present study revealed a number
of:-.features.that appear related to improved enrollment,'attendance,
and retention, and to s program's ebUity to graduate and place
atudents in college, jobs, or on-the-job training programs.
The
,

implimentation difficulties experienced by the CIP placed it at a
diadVantage on two of these outcomes -- attendance and enrollment.
In regard to retaining students, no striking advantage or disadvantages were noted for ;he CIP although Paid work experience, lax
attendance policies, and a positive caring staff enhanced retention.
The.dED programs hadMore success graduating' youths than did pro-grams-offering-s-regular high school diploma.
Finally, the CIP had
some advantage over other programs.in Plating students in college.
o
a

It is RMC's. general conclusion that had the CIP been a fully
functioning program thkoughout the three-year demonstration period,
it Would have accomplished in&perhapsleven surpassed its objectives
on the five outcome measures. As it was, however, persistent diffi.culiiii such a:interrupted funding, lack of sufficient time to
establish its reputation in the coMMUnity, the presence of,competing
'alternative prograMS, a lack of time to set up, poorly coordinated
intake schedules., anda.lack of time to follow up on absent students
detraCted from its performance in each of the five effectiveness
areas.-

'xi
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Study Pilau/
The purpose of this report is to compare the CIP with other
quite similar alternative high school projects in terms of their
effectiveness..-The central question addressed is, "How does the CIP
approach compare in effectiveness, as well as feasibility and other

factors importafor poli4, with other approaches designed to help
yOuths who have dropped out or who are at risk of dropping out of
sChociit"
The intent of the comparison is to. provide information
abOut the -relative advantages and disadvantages of alternative
intervention strategies and different systems for; delivering programs-designed to increase the "employability" of youths.

oirerviewof Comparison Programs
--An initial,aeirch,of career and vocational education programs,
either ,operating as separate alternative schools or' as part of
regulaX,SehOot,prOgraMs,Tioduded some 500 projects.
Only i24 of

the0/506 -projecti.-Were alternative schools.
comparability in t erms

Lack of program

At,_scsipe. ,..4,jectitas ,-and-pFogr,

ait-tr eatmene-r-

is

.is- the liCk of descriptive and evaluative data, however,
Ultimately reduced this Tool to only five alternative- school pro,

-

The five.coMparison projects are strikingly similar to the CIP.
Like-the CIP; they serve dropouts, and/or :Potential dropouts.
All
-operate-as,:autonoOop&alternative;:schools and are located in buildings that do
regular high schools'.- Their educational
programs and teaching.methoda emphaiize- such features as small
ckilaest.andindividuaiized instruction and, like. the CIP, are
different from those found in the traditional school: Finally, all

not reoelt4

the--ProSeCti,
cOUnaeling. services.

acideil6 cOMponen, a career focus, and
The major distinguishing .features of the

Aprojects are listed below.

Only one of the projects:is a community-based program, like
the ,CIP.
Three others operate under the jurisdiction of the
LEA.
The fifth project is a private school 'operating inde-pendentiy ot the LEA.

Three:Of the sites offer a high school diploma, as does the
CIP.
The other two.prOgrams'prepsre students for the high
school equilialenci examination (GEO.

Fotir of the' projects offer either stipends or paid work
experience, unlike the CIP which offers neithe

.

!'

Twosof the projects ,provide specific skills t aining.

O

Two of the projects provide child care services for participating students, unlike the CIP.

-

One 'Project has been operating for three years, two for four
years, and the other two for seven and eight years respectiYely.
/

These and other characteristics of the CIP and the five comparison

:

progiams/ are quimmarized in Table

I.

Specific -Study Questions

,
0

The common and distinguishing elements of the _five comparison
programs and the CIP make, it possible to address a number of questions/
relevant- to ,policy makers and policy analysts interested
,
in ,enhancing: the employability ',f youths.
Given that all the project4 operate as ,autonomous alternative. schools, for example, but
axe. 1admiñistered by ifterent_ organizations, some information can
be 4,firiiidedyabrint:-the iOetiVe effectiveness of these different
Agencies iiiprOyidtng: services designed to increase youth employ,4:speb:ific question to be addressed is What are the
abiliLty

liclYlntages

.,

disadvantages

of a community=based organization over

a; 1:41 education agency, ,prime sponsor, a priyate contractor, or
;oth4r agency administering a program, like the CIP? Additionally,
gzvn that some programs make provisions for stipends or paid work
,for yci4thsi,,day care s'efviOesi,," and skills training, questions can be
asked - as -to Whether or not these program features are related to
.

n>.

3:40,rOYetk. j04:0-,aftenclanc*, improved

retention rate, increased job

i111 increase
in the -finmber, of ,graduates. It must be
_reSttlihered,,.;,11OWeyeri, that while .differences in project, -features are
readily

itp-parpit

establishing causal linkages between features and

difficult

Approach
--

5'
'47

In,-drawing;-the ,comparisons, RpiC ,avoided,,feature-by-featore and
Rather, a case Study approach was

,outcome-}by7biitcoSie oontrasts-.

,project's components were described in terms of

used 'herein each

11404:,:a4 the treatments provided

-Subsequent discus-

,pointed 'gilt. 'differences ,between those processes and

sion

those

of the CIP

was analyed i.nr,-terms of the
achieved -Stated - or implie4_ objectives._ The
prqgram
cloF 11!194#14 to be related to the program's outcomes were
ana1yzed usng informaçipn ;gleaned from in-depth interviews with
-the; '41feCt-ive'r.i'e'S_s -.Of-a/Oh-project

extnt. to which

it

diract9zs and project

staff and various evaluative -and descriptive

docenta. 1, 'the ,rofoii.*:4: :404 :-441c4iges drawn were in terms of
compared to, those _thought to be
iportant

to

the are success.

From

analysis 'it was possible
.

iske'44MOV54htatiye,-Stai#Miht0 abut the relative merits of the
41-i=0::OOMpiri.iekte,'ihe-:othei..altethatilie-approacheso,0
,

-,-,0

Table 1
Characteristic's of the CIP and Comparison Programs

.Approximate

$cv!,*!TO
Operation

Lcitatton,+:_

No'. Par-

ticipants

Type of Youth School
X Potential
X
Dropouts Dro outs

,

ternativel earning

4,

78

50

50

100-200/
site

50

50

97

90

?tehlteit ALC)

'Type of
High School
Diploma

GED
Diploma

Funding
Source

LEA

tWeatover, WV

kCeer .Inte.;*tiogrmm

Poughkeepsie;

,

1

Seattle
3.

Regular

10

50

Regular
and GED
Preparation
Regular

DOL/
N]E

CETA;

LEA

Sponsoring
':enc

Other Distinguishing
Features

"Monongalia
County
Schools

Paid work
experience;
specific
skills
training

OIC/A

Mayor's Off.
of Manpower
Resources;

Student stipends, child
..are center

LEA
DOS,, YEDPA

State Title

Youthwork, Inc.

Paid work
experience

Philadelphia
Sc. Dist.

Specific
skills
training

°XX

-'0001Peitt4i4Oef

A4400404

Nii0i4004.401'

GED
Preparation

Title IV
ESEA; U.S. Y;

Urban
League

Office of
Career Ed.

eninibet 'of enrollees over a one "year period.

15

Report Organization

The remainder of this report is divided into four chapters.
Chapter II describes the search for candidate projects. Chapter III
presents a summSry, of CIP outcomes in the areas of enrollment,
attendance, retention, graduation, and placement.
It also contains
case-study comparisons of the CIP with each of the five comparison
projects.
The case-study descriptions include outcome information
and, where it seemed reasonable to draw them,
inferences about
relationships between treatment IcOmponents and program outcomes.
These inferred relationships, initurn, are compared and contrasted
with those observed in the CIP.
An analysis of the results across
the six programs and the inferences drawn from the comparisons arepresented in the fourth, chapter, followed by the fifth and final
chapter which,presents the summary and conclusions.

-

t.

.,

,

;,

II.

SELECTING PROJECTS SIMILAR TO THE CIP

The Task D search for projects similar in scope to the CIP was
Ondeitaken on a wide scale. Nominations were sought from many
sOUrces, and several literature reviews were also undertaken. This
prOCeli, WO ongoing from September, 1978 until May, 1979, when the
acceptance of nominations had to be cut off.
Nomination 'Sources

:Because the CIP is a career education project,, the primary
focus of the search was on Federal, State, and local career educa-

tiOn-prOjeCts;, but adult and vocational education - projects were not
.clear and distinct
excluded from-the study's scope
:clifferenOeS.:001(iithese different .kinds of ;prograins do exist, they
all serve complementary purposes in offering basic skiIlt. training
The search was
and initinCtidn, ;pertinent to ,.int World' 'Of wOrk.
21-year-old
youih.
Mated, t6,-iiirojecti,.thit-ierired 16- to

,.

were used to identify
;font majotsOnrCei of-:nominations
the
literature
on career and
*pleats. The first major source was
,*

were obtained
: ,vocational education. A wide variety of ,:publications
anci ,othet SourCes.
:Catalog

wete:

,

lona

,

;Motidg

phs:

Edncation

-Programs' (1976)=,' Report.. on
ferenc e: on:Career , EdUcatiOn' (1976

.A ReVtew,7of.'-,Career:::Education

Cireet.'..EdUcat

.Fistaljeari:.1977 1978
.:EvaluationT,StiProgram',Plan-lor
-,,Profiles--Of.Career,,Education Projects

.;Educat ion
..,(:-1,914," -and" the'';;Nali.Onal

Ixp"trience-Based-Career

:;native2:schoOlcsprogtanis,,,Wa*AiliofprOVided,,by 'the, NIE,:P.tojeCt Officer.

'-,euttent.

,

,

initt.DeVelopinent in Educa-Of/ the Jodrnal
Jodi:nal:4d :Career.*.Edifcat ion: Were also. revieWed.

.....

second', *jot source of. nOininationS 'were ,persons in Federal,

of contact
State,, and 100 ,igencieti.'Who eirhet. provided namesFor
example,
of
,specific
proj'ects.
persons for nom.nations or names
members

Ot:iChe.:,VOcatinnil edudation, staff

at

the- Bureau of

Occupa-

members of the
,-;tionil,
tional and Adult Education were contacted as werethe
Chief State
on
=Career
'Education,
;Mitional Advisory Council
the
State
Coordinators
of
Career
Education.
School Officers, and

S:taftilembeis of several research, firms were the third major
)made to
source of project :noplinstiong. Most profitable were visits specific
.Research
in
1,alc:,
Alto
to
review
the American Institutes for
:pto.fe.Ct-,d-ocinnentation-of, .251, .projects that had been collected in
research contracts.
-4050a-inn
.

,

s

,
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,t,
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Finally, OIC/A-EiTIA-1410staff_members provided nominations from

their own personal and professional contacts.
Input from these
persons led to names of contact persons at the National Urban
League, Operation PUSH-EXCELL, and other community-based careereducation programs.

Once contact persons were identified, they were sent a letter
describing the_study's purpose and requesting nominations of spedific projects thought to be similar to the CIP. Nominated projects
were sent similar letters that described the study's purpose and
requested descriptive and evaluative documentation.
Over 200
contact-person and project letters were sent.
In some cases initial
and follow-up telephone calls were made to expedite the gathering of
information.

More than 75% of the persons contacted for project nominations

responded to the requests for information and over 500 project
descriptions were reviewed, most ofwhich were not of alternative
school programs and, were immediately rejected as inappropriate for
further consideration. In all, 124 alternative school projects were
nominated as likely candidates for comparison to the CIP. Documentation was received from 77% of these projects.

Selection Criteria

All documentation was reviewed to' determine if the projects
were comparable to the CIP.
Selecting projects with components
similar to those of the CIP required that a well defined set of
selection criteria be developed.
These criteria were then used to
provide an objective and consistent framework for reviewing each
nominated project.
.._To develop the criteria, the overall- objectives of the CIP, the

youth population it carves, and the CIP's various treatment compo-

nents (e.g., instruction, counseling,

career development) and

enabling components (e.g., personnel, relations with community) were

usedieas guidelines.
(FOY a. detailed description of the CIP's
'treatment and enabling components, see Treadway, et -al., 1979.)
Considerationis also given to the quality of the descriptive and
evaluative Information that was available for each project.
Ultiately4 16 criteria -were finally developed for selecting projects to
-dOMpare with the

W.

EaCh project had to undergo a preliminaryreview--to see if the
_pprojeCt was- within the scope of the study- -and a more refined
:reyieto analyze the components that could be compared to the CIP.
,Theiefore, each project was subject to preliminary and secondary
setrrOf.screening,criteria.

6

Preliminary Screening Criteria
Thirteen preliminary screening criteria were developed and
organized under the headings of objectives, demographic characteristics,- treatment characteristics, size, and availability. Witk,the
exception of the 'last category, all of the preliminary screening
-Criteria were designed to ensure that projects selected for comparative, evaluations would indeed be similar to the CIP. The 13 cri-teria, are listed below:

Objtives
-the project must have the goal of enabling students to
complete -high .school and must offer a means of preparing
atUdents to earn a high school diploma, GED, or equivalent
.diPlOMa;
eT-

the project mutt have the goal of increasing ,high school
4tention;:,__
the!projeet.inst havetfie:--goal of enhancing career planning
and .ocnnpatienalknosrledge akon, youth; and
ithe..project,MuSt have the goal

of

improving basic academic

DemograPhie ,chaiacterisfics

-0; youth

aerved:must:fie-actUal or potential dropouts;
.7

,

'yoUtk aer.Ved-I,MnSt-eome primarily from poverty areas with
4431x,00.1.::11000bymoit;.

yn4t11,,tierlie4-.salit
,

be 16-21 years pf:-,,age; and

,

youth- 41eritOzt-7tattee have sufficient reading skills to ensure

-that,. they can comprehend instructional materials at the 'tigh

sahoOL-4eVel.
Treatment characteristics

the,projedt
,Oki'4*t

MustproVide training

in

basic reading and math

nd
c.

the :project Asust

_provide for career planning and occupa-

tiOnal (kilOWledge aCtiVit let

the

project

.

must currently serve 50 nr -more youth.

Availability.

the' project must have existing evaluative and descriptive
documentation; and
o'

the project must be operating currently.

Projects that did not meet these 13 preliminary screening
criteria were considered outside the study's scope and were rejected
as candidatesfor comparison to the CIP.

Secondary Screening Criteria
Once

candidates

passed

the

preliminary

screening criteria,
for the final selection.,
These criteria were primat.ily concerned with the adequacy of available information about the project and consideration could be given
only to documented information that RMC was able to obtain prior to
the writing of this report.
The secondary screening criteria are

three more-detailed criteria were used

listed-below.

troject,descrkatim
The components of ilie-project_raust-lie- sufficiently well
defined:....(either-throt-igh written documentation or from site
personnel) so that the procedUres- and activities of the

project are clear.
,

126OulatiOn served'
o,

evaluative and descriptive information reported must
indiCate-WhichAegments of the student population are reprerhe. .findings (e.g., grade 'levels, age levels,
Isented
The

,in,school' outhi_out-ofeichool
oUtCcime-:'6ValuatiOn,

TheprOSeCt's-oUtdOmes.must be compared With some stated or
i*IiCitiCriterion (e.g., expected attendance rates, place40010):..
Carefully controlled experiments were not
'required",

All Otlhesel-oriAiria: had to
ini.,4-Cniipirkinn-,With-the =GIP:.

be met

before ptojects were selected

Screening Process

The screening of piojects began by cgx:paring the documented -/
information about each nominated project against the 13 preliminary

--seleCtion Criteria. to determine if the project was within the
received from the projects
StUdyka4cope. In most cases information
For those
allow
such
judgments.
wars sufficiently detailed- -to
projects, hiving inadequate- information upon which to base a_,deci..7
(The most common
'follow -up telephone contactb were made.
socioeconomic
status of the
,deficiency was a failure to describe the
obtain
the
needed
informaPatticipants.) livery , effort was made to
personnel
unable
to
provide
-Only A few cases were site
:tow
ansmersIto :Our questions.

,ApOendix,A lists the 124 projects that were, xamined along with

,each. atter the screening process. _Table 2

ht4le

stiaMatizeithe'ftequetiCy: of the rejections by type. Seventy percent
Wer-e;rejected' 'because they did not _(6itke. ,',noMinated` ,projects.
12e'deterianed
that they did) meet one or more
beCittie li-041C;i4
Screening.ttiteria. ,Oaretul examination of the

of' the ,Preiin4Oary

cloCUMentati* of those projects thit lid meet the preliminary

'CriteriarreVea/edvtilat,. in all cases-, the information available was
Subsequent data
nfitittiffiCiet*.to meet the second, set of 'criteria.

collection effOrta, holever, resultedin each of the five projects
criteria passing the secondary
,tha.:,stit the preliminity screening,
:

C*;terl.aa
Table 2
Summary of Reasons Projects were Rejected

Percentage

Reasons. for. Rejection.

No. Projects

Outside project scope

76

64

No-response

29

24

InsUffiCient information

7

6

No longer exists

7

6

119

100

Tot!),

sets of

The five projects identified as leaving met 'both
(a); the Alternative' -Lecfning Center, Westover,
teria hare:

cri-

West

,Virginia;- (b) the Harbor. .City .Learnkng Program (Experience-Based
Haryllikd, (c) Independence High
`Crireer ,E,d*at-ion).,.-,SaltiMore,
(d),
kensinit n-Edison Youth Program,
'O*04,, 'HeWark,, New Jersey,.
Street Academy,
-itilti4e4/ii*, **gayly:101a, and (e) the tirbs League
lternative
Learning
for
the
-,.:Lbuiiiaria. With exception
.Ne*-Orleans',':
-1_, tfi..
-.
-; ,,,
,
All
were
also
'fi\%
e
auth
r.
:Center;.. these -programs were visited- by
in
-depth
information
addition,
i
",contacted: 1?y:.:eelephr,ne; to gather
,

,

40P,'1100".P*Ott:i***Feirstment an4., their evaluations.
.

....

III.

ANALYSIS OF THE CIP AND THE FIVE ALTERNATIVE SCHOOLS

This chapter_summarizes the findings of RMC's comparison of the
CIP with the five alternative schools identified as comparable to
it.
The five projects are

Alternative Learning Center (ALC), Westover, West Virginia
Harbor City Learning Program: Experience-Based Career Education (EBCE), Baltimore, Maryland
Independence High School (IHS), Newark, New Jersey

Kensington-Edison Youth Program (KEY), Philadelphia, Pennsyl'anie

Urban League Street Academy (ULSa), New Orleans, Louisiana
The chapter begins by summarizing RMC's findings-regarding CIP
outcomes in the areas of enrollment, attendant., retention, graduation, and placement.
These five areas were selected because they
provided the only basis upon which meaningful comparisons could be

made between the CIP and the five similar projects that were
identified.

Following the CIP outcome summary, case-study deicriptions of
the five comparison projects are presented.
Eack'Case-study descript -ion ,encompasses the 5 outcome categories listed above as well

as 41 components of the programs' treatment.
These components are
career, education,
instruction,
counseling,
student
assessment,
program climate, 'per \onnel, recruitment, facilities, funds, relationp\with the LEA, and relations with the community.
The discussion focuses on both the common and distinguishing features of each
program and the CIP, particularly as the features are thought to be
related to outcome differences between the two.

.

Data comparability was the most severely limiting factor in
RMC's attempt to draw meaningful inferences from the comparisons
that were made (see Appendix B).
Differences in project features
were readily, apparent, but causal linkages could not be clearly
established.
Thus', inferences made in the discussions of the
CIP and. the five comparison
mPariecn projects must he viewed cautiously.
-Even-. where the data,,aPpear extremejy'persuasive, it must L-remem-

bered that apparently. eqUivalent hiti of information (such as
attendance rates)- are subject to computatidnal and definitional
:differences of a-.sufficient magnitude to cos; serious dcunt rn their

jnterpretability.
For eXanple, attendance rates were sometimes
dividing: the number of attendees by the number of
calculated
enrollees.
At other time!: the number-of attendras was divided by
the.ntihir of active participants.

The ratio derived frcm these two

Tincedures cotTM-dramitically different.
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Summary of the CIP Outcomes
Overall, the four CIP sites had some difficulty meeting enrollment quotas, maintaining attendance levels and retention rates, and
graduating students.
The factors thought to be related to why
certain outcomes were or were not achieved by the sites
summarized below for each outcome.
(Detailed,descriptions at ,:lese
factors can be found in Treadtfay et al., 1981.)

Enrollment

The original objective was to serve four cohorts totaling 1,200

students at the four CIP sites during the two-year demonstration
period (1977-78 and 1978-79). 3his worked out to 75 students, per
cohort per site, assuming- an even distributiOn of students across
sites,and-cohorts
Recruiting for at least two of the cohorts was
also extoectedto produce enough applicants to form randomly assigned
controlf-groupa of roughly-equivalent size. The sites were expected
'to, enroll the :first .cohort by the end of January-1978, seven weeks

after the .4gning of the subcontracts between OIC/A and the local
OICs.
(OIC/A had received its contract from NIE on 8 December
1977.)i :Enrolling.theaecond, third, and fourth cohorts was to occur
in.June 1978, September` 1978, and January 1979, respectively.
I
1

The initial low level of youth interest in the CIPs and other
problems in the sites led to a revised objective (in
December 1978) of 90 treatment students (and 55. control -group
'-iet4rs). for a combined third- and fourth-cohort group (by January
1979).
Subsequently, a- nine-month extension was negotiated.
Its
'enrollment quota, was "100 interns and 75 controls per site (except at
Olie)lite 'where only 75 interns were to be enrolled to prevent
overcrowding of the lacility).
.

i

.:.

'None of the four CIP sites
tes was 'able to meet the enrollment
quotas for the first or second cohorts. All four sites succeeded in
,meeting the 90-55 quota for the third cohort, however, and three of
them met the fourth-cohort quota. Each site had its own unique set
of recruiting difficulties, but some problems were shared by all ,'of
/
th- em.The most,impertarik factors (not necessarily in ordertof
importance) see*ingly,rilated to the sites' ability to meet the
-enrollment-quotas for the third and fourth cohorts were:
t

I

Feeder schools becade more cooperative as the details of
their working relationships with the CIP were finally nego-

i

tiated and-understood.
I

CIP-employed school coordinators became more proficient
dealing with feeder school personnel.

23
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in

Intake procedures were modified to reduce time delays be-

tween application and testing, and between testing and
notification of acceptance/rejection.

Recruiting activities were expanded to include a larger
number of feeder schools.

Recruiting activities and intake times were better coordinated with the regular school schedule than was the case with
the first two cohorts.

A broader range of recruiting strategies was employed and
recruiters became more skillful.

The reputations of the CIPs became established in their
communities,
thereby attracting skeptical youths who had
previously chosen not to apply.

RMC feels that recruiting would have been substantially easier
had such factors' asAncertain funding, the shortness of the demon-

stration period, and the possibility that-applicants ,might be
assigned to control groupt been less readily apparent to potential
candidates.
On the other hand, RMC's opinion is that the CIP's
spansorahip by Icommunity-based organization helped it to identify

and attract a

ubstantial number of youths who would tot have

applied' for admission under different circumstances.
,

-1

Attendance
A
The CIP's_ attendance objective for the regular school term was
70%, The 70%, criterion was establishe4 by orq/A -On the basis of the
actil0e& attendance
diP'-orototyos *ring its 1976 evaluation
(0ibbnney-Aasoaiiie04 1977), Two sites attained this 70% criterion
'Three sites showec expected
dUrliWthe 1070-80;.reghlar school; year
tiatterna. iihefe, *Miler school attendanCe was lower than attendance
during
,regular ,year.
For all site*, consistent ,Positive

rela

tionahip

were 'found betieen program funOtioping and attendance:
That is, intern, attendance increased when a site . was, operating
,smoothly' and_decreased when it WAS experiencing- operational diffi-

C40.es.

At one ;site for cample:, attendance dropped' by 15%

4T4e44cel'*fte;,khi .resignation of an effictiVe director.

,foatOra-to.
-t6Vhe,telated.to

the-lOwir,than, expected
Firdt,. in, regard to the lOW summer school attendance, the-,:primary rea,00.i appeared: to be, the youths,' need for summer
it 144,not
'Oroliey to locate, jobs for youth, all
four' CIP 44:eadidati mud), .iO-their benefit. In- school attendance
attendance- rates,

101%eipeciallYimprOVad at one ,40:ithere arrangements were made to
prof4de,*.aite summer employment through the nearby CETA program.
-:the
ibreel;altea, some difficulty with ,sumMer attendance
:continued because
ecausi
flOttira ai> travel time to work and con,aehoot and

Another factor thought to be related to low attendance was the
difficulty the sites experienced in attaining and/or maintaining the
encouraging and supportive school atmosphere specified by the CI?
model. Furthermore, the counselors' heavy workloads frequently kept
them from making daily follow-up phone calls to the homes of absent
This most often happened because the CIP counselors had
students.
to spend much more time than expected on recruitment activities. It
is RMC's opinion that higher intern attendance would have prevailed
at the sites had they been able to fully implement the daily followup aspect of the CIP.

CIP Retention

A 57% retention rate was reiSOrted for the prototype CIP by its
evaluators (Gibboney, 1977, p. 116). Of the four replication.sites,
one exceeded this retention level With 65%. ,The retention rates

reported by the other three sites were substantially lower (26%,
39%, and 41%).

A major factor thought to be'related to low retention is the
To illustrate,
implementation difficUlty experienced by the sites.

in the site which. surpassed the 'standard set by the prototype,
staff turnover was lowest, leadership, was most stable, and the
project` was able to maintain lull operational status for a longer
period than was the case at any of the other sites (Treadway et al.,
1981).

At the site with the lowest retention rate, exactly the

opposite conditions prevailed.

Another fattor thought to, be related to retention is the
termination policy in effect. All four sites had a policy of
terminating interns after a specified number of days absent. They
-When. the
however, in their enforcement of this policy.

.varied,

policy was strictly enforced, the termination rate increased.
for absences was enforced, attendance

However, when termination
correspondingly increased.

Two final factors; thought to be related to retention were the,,
These two factors
interns' needs for employment and family care.
ranked second (13%) and third (8%) among 10 reasons for termination
The most frequently cited
cited by the CIP,administrative staff.
reason was attendance (29%), although that finding may be somewhat
Misleading since employment Lnd family care needs may-have been the
underlying'reasons for poor attendance.

CIP Graduation

To earn a high school diploma, CIP students must meet the
'course credit and attendance requirements of the LEA at which they
are "officially" enrolled (the LEA that will issue their diploma).
During the two-year 'demonstration, the four CIPs graduated 225
(20%) of the 1,141 ybuth who enrolled.

.
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Two sites reported the number of students' that could have
graduated.

This number was calculated on thl bases of-the number of
credits needed for graduation and the number that could be earned
per semester. At one of these sites, 76% of the possible graduates
actually Graduated.

At the other site, the percentage was forty.

Several factors appear to be related to the finding that fewer
interns graduated than could have. In some,instances, -the expected,
LEA approval of courses did not materialize.
A second fattor---w-i-S
that interns. took ,longer than- the minimum time Ito complete the
Program.
Some took longer fer such'reasons as poox, attendanc,,,but
a large number of others chose to remain in thprogram because they
liked the caring and supportive atmosphere.
Some problems ,were
encountered in determining graduation requirements for individual
students. These students then either ttok courses they did not need
or failed to take others that-they did need.
Finally, some interns
passed the entrance test, but were found, once enrolled, not to have
the reading skills necessary to master CIP coursework.

Placement

"Across all four CIPs, 189 (84%) of the 225 graduates were
placed in college,. jobs, OJT programs, or the,Military.
Of the
189 graduates who wert placed, 51% were in college.
Twenty-eight
percent were employed, 75% were enrolled in OJT programs, and 7%
entered the military. .,Thirteen of the graduates were unemployed, 5
I:re pregnant, and 1 was deceased.
The status of 18 others was
unknown.

into
into
this
that

As a career-focused. program, the CIP seeks to place graduates
post-secondary situations that lead to satisfying careers, not
jobs.
That 'the CIP has no skills - training component reflects
orientation.
On the basis of the figures above, *IC concludes
:for the youth who did graduate, the CIP doem'appear to have

enhanced their eventual entry into careerlaiiented positions.
Certainly that can be said of the half of the graduates who entered
college, and 'it is probably true for many of those whotwent into the
military, OJT programs, and employment.
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The ALC 1978-79 and 1979 -8O evaluations reported data supportive of the program's success in enrollment, .retention, graduation, and placement objectives.
Attendance data were not reported.' The -enrollment data showed that the program was able to
operate at full zapacity_throughout the school year. It maintained
an averge monthly enrollment of 35 students.
Over the two-year
period,: 156 students were served.
The termination data showed that'
the program was able to retain 83 (53%) of the 156 students enrolled.' Also, over the two-year,,,periodi the ALC enabled 63 (40Z)
of the 156 students to earn GEDs.
Of these, 47 (75%) were placed
in full-time emploYment,.the military, college, or an OJT program.

7

Analysis of ALC Components

The ALC, is desighed to help dropouts and, potential dropouts
earn a GEDfor regular high school diploma and, obtain employment.
()ileum* aifference between the CIP and the ALC is that the ALG:is
an LEA-Operated. program rather than a community-based program having
a somewhat symbiotic, relationship with the LEA. Another difference
ie thot the ALC is primarily a GED program. It allows the return of
students to the regular high schoOl to earn a regular diploma, but
very few students do so(3Lin 4977-78). The-ALC also operates on a

half-day school" and a half-day work session father than a

full

school day, as the CIP. These and other features of the ALC distingdiskit from the"' CIP, although both .programs attempt to accomplish
The features of the ALC are compared to those
similar objeitives%
of-the CIP in greater detail below.

A

Context

The ALC emerged in 1976 as an outgrowth of a propost. submitted
Ito the Governor's Committee on Crime, Delinquency, and Correction,
by the Monongalia County School"System and the Monongalia County
Court System.
The aim of the prograi, as intended by its authors,
Was tolirovide an alternative for Severely School Alienated (S.S.A.)
Youthi (youths having a high truancy rate) that would have a positive. impact upon the county's high incidence Of juvenile delin-4Vency.,
For the.,first two years of operation,
ALC program was
funded,,90ZbyjederAl monies' and 5Z each by State and local monies.
It, is" currently (after four years operation) funded entirely by
localjcounty.schootsyitem) monies.

:They ALC is, located, near the college town of Morgantown, WV.
Ibepraject is ,housed in a new facility in Westover, a; small mining
towri.3uit a few miles- outside of Morgantown.
Like the cip, the ALC

iijoeliied in-an Area that is plagued by a high crime rate and a
higb-dieObut rate (the dropout rate for the area was estimated at
lOr for-the first eight months of the 1977-78 year).

The 156 students enrolled in the ALC over the 1978,779 and 197980'ichool years were quite similar to the CI?, interns. ApproxiMately half were dropouts and half were potential dropouts who had
'records of truancy, poor academic performance, and encounters with
the, law.
In both programs, typical students had negative attitudes
toward their former schools.
The average age of the students was
Although's few students as young as 14 were also served. The
majority of the students an both programs had achieved tenth-grade
4tikus 'at the time of enrollment.

The ALC'students,differed from the CIP students in two important 'ways:
First, Although a large number of the ALC students
(approximately
49%)- came from families where parents worked in
,
construction, trucking, coal mining, security, food services, and
maintenance jobs, the remainder represented thread range of socioeconomic levels.
ACIfkil came from families where parents were on
:the university faculty
The second difference was that 98% of the
ALC' students were white- and only 2% Black, as opposed to the predominantly-Black CIF population.
Clo

Program Treitment-',

tion,
-%

The ,ALC treatment consists of three major elements:
instruceducation, and counseling.
These elements are dis-

lo
tUesed be4
,

1.4f

greater detail along with program climate and

assessment -which are two supporting elements of the ALC.
These
three; components are similar to those of the CIP's, although such
ALCieaturea as half!-daY. sessions, Skills training, and the return
lif_students, to the regular high school, to receive their diplomas
diiferent7iate-the two prOkranis.

Instruction. ALC instruction consists of individual and smallgroup (two
students) assignments in reading, math, social
studies, science, literature, and grammar.
The individual assignments:I-differ for each student on the basis of the student's academic
needs as determined by standardized tests and specific content area

Tlatement. teats ranging from elementary to college level skills.
Students attend either the morning or afternoon sessions of the ALC
on. their work or akilIi-training-center schedules.
They
are assigned to the ALC in groups of no more than 15 or 16 students
-OetYhilif-day -session.

ThC kinds. Of assignments worked on each day are primarily left

4.,toYthe stUdenti who are encouraged to be rOponsible for their
,oWnle#rning. "TypicaLaSsigninents include work involving programmed
instructional materials, workbooks, and textbooks
,Research-related
assignments such as report writing and verbal msentations are also
100e; 1011 group sessions are held periodically to discuss current
events and literature readings.
.
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instructional program
One major difference between the ALC's
not emphasize the
the
ALC
curriculum
does
and the CIP's is that
Academic activities
academic
subjects.
"fuSion" of careers with the
the lessons
related to occupations are sometimes incorporated into
example, is
in
business
math,
for
(computing rates of interest
does not emphasize, this
related to banking)., but the ALC program
academic focus with
The instructional program has a strictly
area.
level
skills that will
a heavy emphasis on minimum proficiency
enable students to-pass the GED.

Only two elements of the ALC's career educajob-preparation activtion program are similar to the CIP's; the
Both programs provide
ities, and the career-education activities.
writing, interview"skills
such
as
resume
students with job- related
Rather
than
havini a formal
Img,,,and completing job applications.
which all students
CareerCounseling Seminar like the CIP's (in
or individual
ALC
provides
either
group
receive such training) the
in the job
consists'of
participation
-instruction. Group instruction
Career Education.

of the
preparation classes usuallyheld just prior to placement
Students choosing to work alone are given
students on a job.
used in the .CIP,

individual learning packets, somewhat like those
job preparation topics,
which, have been designed to cover seven
They also work on
the
labor
laws.
including social security and
audio-visual procareer - related pamphlets and use career-related
grams.

like the CIP's
The ALC'.s monthly career educ'ation seminars,
inform students of'the world of
Career, Day Seminars, are held to
Co get a job and the kinds
,-'worki particularly abOut what it takes
Resource
persons from the military,
of Work Activities .required.
occupations are, invited in
local banks, retail businesses, and other
the.case
with
the
CIP, these persons somefor"the seminars.- As is
The
activities.
conduct
'job,
recruitment
tiMe*set up displays and
varied and
AiC'd, career-education, activities,
'freguent'than the-CIP's.

however,

are

less

education program is its
A. unique feature of the ALC's career
in the cdunty's skills
placement ;of students in part-time jobs or
choosing part-time
For
those
students
training :Center' Program.
tries
to place' them in
Wark,:the ALC's career ,education teacher
typical
job place,jobs;, related to their :Career intereets although
Students
retail
,stores.
Sientssiejn, lase, food, services_ and

40.0e-aptintY'imocationa technical center
t'.66044-toparticipate
0004ticiat
such as auto mechanics, nursing,
Opel* are trained in
and child
construction,
Wei4404 Iding.lind-4rounds maintenance,
participate in- the part -time jobs'or the voca-

'tare.", kgtiOenttiatiY

their -entire stay_ at the ALC.

tiO4.technitir center threughOut
attehd.the,jobi3Or the skillsoaenter for half of each
ah44erieratly
basis by skills
slay.,Of the week. .16Y*te monitored, on A Monthly
thi--tareer edudation'teacher who also
center' ,personnel and by
solicits evaluationsof students. from employers.
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Like students in the CIP, ALC students receive
Counseling;
The
academic, personal, and career-related counseling.
intensiveness of the counseling, however, distinguishes the two
Unlike the CIP's individual conferences, scheduled to
programs.
occurever5r.two weeks, ALC students are -scheduled for four 'initial
Any additional conferences
conferences upon entering the program.
initiation.
The counselor does
are scheduled at the students'
schedule conferences intermittently throughout the year, but only to
individuate

,

keep abreast of ale students' progress and to provide them with
opportunities to initiate additional counseling sessions.

During these
Group- counseling occurs once a week atthe ALC.
sessions, students voice their concerns about,personal and program
much the -same manner as do the CIP students in their
matters
The students are also informed
biweekly group counseling sessions.
'about new program developments. In both the CIP and ALC, counselors
.anct teachers work. together to plan the session., In the CIP, additional group counseling, primarily in the career area, is'provped
through'Career Counseling Seminars (CCS) which are held on a daily
basis.throughout the first semester of the program._
One feature of the ALC's counseling program that is similar to
the CIP's is the involvement of all of the staff in the counseling
Teachers provide informal academic counseling as they
process.Wriew the students' work. Similarly, the career developer provides
ca eer counseling as students are assisted, in completing the job
Disposition conferences, similar to the
keparation materials.
.41).'s disposition conferences, are also held on a weekly basis to
review the students' progress and to get a consensus from the staff
on additional counseling needed by the students.

Student Assessment

The major distinction between the ALC's student assessment
program and that of the- CIP is that the ALC assessment is an inStudents entering both programs are given diagnosformal process.
tiC. and placement tests, but students in the ALC do not receive
periodic (i.e., four times a year) formal assessments (report cards)
Instead, ALC students receive daily verbal
as do the CIP students.
As is the
feedback about their progress on individual assignments.
case with the CIP, student assessment involves all segments of the
Weekly, staff meetings are held to discuss each student's
stiff.

progress and to inform staff members of areas he or she needs to
Each staff Member has primary'
work: on to.rrepare for the GED.
responsibilit for the academic programs of approximately eight
students although, the responsibility for specific students may
Shift frOM time to time, depending upon the content area in which
the student needs work;

When students meet the minimum proficiency requirements in
specific skills, they are encouraged by the staff to take the GED.
The. Other requirements for taking the test are that students be at
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lei* 47 yeafs old and that their former high school class must have
graduated.

In addition to the informal assessments from all the ALC staff,
students are also assessed by their employers and the staff at the
Thus, the career education teacher is
vocational skills center.
These assessments are
informed. about the students' total progress.
made on amonthly basis and are,used by the career education teacher
in designing additional jobapreparation activities for the students.

ALC Climate

The ALC climate has a,number of features common to the CIP's
"Like the, CIP staff,.the ALCstaff is concerned with both
All
the academic and the psychological well-being of the student.
.Staff members attempt to provide a supportive' but fira'climate.

.

In

both.' programs, students-work, with staff individually or in small
groups, although in the CIP this opportunity does not exist as often
Also', in both pro,Sihce the-student to teacher.ratio is higher.
students
receive
special
attention
and
positive
reinforce gram's,
ment.. Finally, Students in the two programs are held accountable
--fOr'tehaviOrs' such as truancy and absence-, although the ALC's
sanctions relative to suchbehaviors are more clearly specified.
,

Two. features of the ALC'; climate distihtuish it from the
.cIP 8:

.

First, the ,ALC does not have a dress code.

The function of

the:.CIF"s dress code is to provide students with a sense of the
:importance Of-dress, ,particular* as it is -related to the. world-ofThe absence; of a dregs code in the ALC is perceived as
-WaYk,:.to, -keep -open..,coMmunications among the staff and students.
ThuS,,:tihei.jeariSire acCeptabie attire for both staff and students.

.i!Ork'rilies.

,

;:s*or,14,, the ALC students re involved in-program-decisions more
The . ALC's weekly Council MeetforMialYthah.iike the CIF interns
ifigOeliosigtudints tovOice.'their concerns about the programs and

These council meetings
which students
474004-th* cWii, *Op -counseli0g- sessions,
and
other school
attendance,
dress,
;their cbriCerni
about
_
,rij(4*:,.:*,/te4LChoweyer, Student* are given a formal role in
ci0,k4rjvcif hesilorogram developments.

In both pro-j004fig,sUch. de04ionai,-rather thin an informal one
fami,AOWiver -theystaff seeks and considers Student opinions.

Th'e- ''ALC program is staffed by four full7time persons, a

AtiqotoourpOjor,.0, academicteachers, and a career education
teit*W .All,Members, of the staff are employees of the Monongalia
tounirichohf,Systes (MCSSYand hold secondary teaching certificates

4n44cordance, with State Department of Education regulations.
Although:ttOtatf,is,small,,.only,'about half of the students are in
school ;sft one ,tirge(the others, are-.sworking). The student teacher
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-ratio is thus about 7 to 1, substantially lower than the CIP's 15
interns to every teacher.

"Well qualified" staff are aiimst fOr the ALC program.
In
addition to being certified in the appropriate 'subject areas, all
staff members must have a minimum overall grade point average of
2.5.
At present, three of the four staff members have master's
degrees. All are white (matching the ethnicity of the students)
young (average age is 32).

and

Although the ALC program is funded entirely by the MCSS, it is
adminiitered solely by the director/counselor. Approximately 30% of
the director/counselor's time is spent performing administrative
tasks such as, supervising staff, handling the budget, and representing the project at county and local school meetings.
The rest
of the director/couhselor's time is spent-in teaching and oounseling
students. The role of the director/counselor is different from the
CIP's direator who. Spends the majority of his/her time in administrheive'tasks, The ALC program is small in comparison to the CIP
and thus' does not' require as much program monitoring and supervision.
(The CIP-has as many as 150.students on site at a given.
time, compared-to 15 or 16 at the ALC.)*

One other distinguishing feature of the ALC's management is
that its director has more autonomy than the CIP's director. Unlike
the CIP's: director, the ALC director has complete control over the

budget and ,does not require the MCSS's

approval of material and

supply orders. In regard to .hiring staff, the ALC director also has
:autonomy, although all peracinnel selected must receive the official
endorsement of the ALC's- Advisory Council and Superintendent of
SchoOls.
In the CIP .demonstration, gmc, concluded that the director's lack of autonomy in hiring and firing staff Sometimes diminished his/her effectiveness.

Both, the director/counselor and the CIP director are required
to have master's degrees.
The ALC director is not' required, however, to have two years administrative experiencei as is the CIP
director.
'This lack of prior administrative .experience is not
thought to have ,had a negative effect: on the ALC's program management.
It'ihould be noted that the ALC director acquired the
position"through .tenure' at the project, as opposed to being hired
from outside the Project.
AS -mentioned,

the ALC director also serves as the program's
As such,,fie/she is rpAp^ne;10- for advising students
With personal and acade* concerns and referring them to outside
social service resources. A distinction between the ALC's counselor
and the CIP's counselors is that the fdrmer places primary emphasis
updn the' studenes personal development.
The CIP counselors are
equally concerned with the student's Academic problems and post
counselor:.

gradhation plans.

comParThe career education teacher's position in the ALC is
4e

able to that of the CIP's job developers.

In4oth programs, the

primary responsibility of these persons is to locate job experiences
for students.' However, part-time work is sought for the ALC stufor the
dents while two, two-week viands -On experiences are sought
peiaons
conduct
reviews
Also in both programs, these
CIP interns.

.of the work sites and prepare students for the world-of-work.

One distinction, however, is that the ALC ,career edcation teacher
i.tfis shared
is completely responsible for this preparation while
job
developers
at
the
CIP.
by teachers, counselors, and
Like the CIP instructors, the ALC teachers are responsible for
coordinating and evaluating' all aspects of the students' academic
One major distinctiOn, however, is that students in the
program.
Consequently; their
ALC plan their own instructional program.
coordinators
than
do
the
CIP instructors.
instructors serve mor-elos
individ-the
ALC
prokram
is
totally
Another distinction is that
instructors is
Thuethe
chief
role
of
the
ualizect fbr each student.
coordinate the small
to-tutor students. On occasion the instructors
lecturing
or
engaging
the
entire class in an
group sessions, but
it is for the CIP open ,discussion is not one of their tasks as
instructors.
and
.The final distinction to be made between the ALC teachers

the CIP instructors is in the subjects they teach.

Although

ALC
teachers in both program have subject area specializations, the
(sometimes
more
than
one
subject
area
teachers are responsible for
The CIP design does not call
for as many as three subject areas).
outside
one's
areas of specialization,
for the teaching of courses

This
although this...occurred in the field test demonstration.
difference probably relates both to the ALC's small staff (necesGED,1
sitating that teachers deal with multiple subjects) and to the
orientation of the GLC.

Recruitment

.

Approximately half the students referred to the ALC are inDuring.the program's
school Youth and the other half are dropouts.
schbols
early years of operation in-school referrals came froth the
themselves (about 54%), the probation office (20%), and community
The remaining 20% were self - referrals (Zuckerman,
agencies (64).
The majority of the'dropouts were referred by a "street
.1974.
'Other referrals were thrbugh community agencies
(44%).
parent/ligal
,guardian and probation office (7.5%
OM and the
Cur Thirty percent of the dropouts were self-referred.
each' );.
rently, the majority nf referrals come from former students and
The majority of the students (77%) come from three
their parents.
schools. in the area but the ALC students have former affiliations
iiith,O total of 12 county schools.
of
Students referred to the ALC must be between 14 and 17 years
age.and residents of Monongalia County, must read at a fourth grade
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level, and must be students who do not have severe 'behavioral problems.
Upon acceptance into the ALC program, they are given a oneweek orientation before the instructional program begins.

Facilities

The ALC's facility, like the CIP's facility, bears little
resemblance to a regular public school.

One distinction between the

two programs, however,is that the ALC building is new and is located in a middle- income neighborhood.
Both programs provide
office Space for all the staff.
The ALC instructors, however,
share the large open classroom space while the ciP instructors teach
in Separate classrooms.
49

Funds,

TheALC'is funded solely by the county, although in its first
year of operation (1916), it received 90% Federal support and 5%
each of State and local support.
One factor thought to be related
to the ALC's success in obtaining funds is that the program was
.supported from the outset by the county's schools.
(TheALC program
was originally conceived by county school and court system personnel.)

'Relations with the Local Education Agency
Since its/sinception, the ALC has operated under the umbrtlla of
As such, the'program is treated like all
the County' School System.

O

the other schools in the county and is'allowed to manage its sown
operation.

It was mentioned earlier that one option of ALC students is to
return to the high schools to earn their diplomas.
This is especially true for students under(the age of16. Consequently, the ALC
aims to maintain positive relations with the 12 schools from which
For example, it is careful to addlit only
students are recruited.
thoie students for whom transcripts have been received.
Also at
monthly principal's meetings, the director discusses the school's
operational changes and provides an updated account on the school's
status to each principal who has referred students.
.10

So far only a few students have requested transfers to the high
schools for regular diplomas.
One difficulty for these students is
that a county-wide policy about transfering academic credit has not
yet been completely established. The ALC program staff is optimistic that a standardized policy will be established soon.
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Relations with the Community

''The placement both of ALC and CIP students in part -time' jobs
deOendi upon positive relations with representatives from, the public

ia4---privite sectors, as does the CIP's placement of students in
their' Hands -On experiences.
Both piograms have an Advisory Council
to recommend resource personnel and guest speakers for the project,
and:-,to. assist
piesioting the program in the community.
The ALC
dvisory Council also plays a policy-setting role.
In both programs, hoWever, ,the Advisory. Councils have not assisted as much as'
'wan. expected With the,plicement of students in jobs.
In fact, the
two programs have relied upon the personal contacts of their career
staff,tO place. students.
In the CIP, not enough time was available
to meet With. the council as often as was needed..
In the ALp,.ehe
itaffAlave.not yet needed help from the council since pari3/4time
,placements-have not been difficult to obtain in the small rural area
where .the program, is located.

Analysis of the ALC Evaluation 'Outcomes

The ,1970-19,andA07940 ALC evaluations include measures of
four OUtcomes: ,4enr011ment, retention, graduation, and placement.

the.,PrograinT;Maint*in0-

an average - monthly enrollment of 35 students

and *ex: 0*,,**O7y-p!i: period, enrolled a 'total of 156 youth. Of
(these ,I 6 rstudeiits, 43-1.0b, remained' in the program, 73 dropped
to the-regular high school in pursuit of a
diploma.
-4;- 't75P- of
c0114-:e,.,::0*Military,-,

or
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A third factor thought to be related to the ALC's enrollment
success is that students are referred from schools all over the
county, rather than from one or two high schools.
In the CIP
demonstration, the recruitment of students was enhanced when additional high schools were included in the catchment area.

The final factor is the accelerated nature of the program.
Students are able to graduate in a relatively short period of time
(anywkre from three to 10 months).
The ALC staff indicated that
for many students, this is an incentive to attend the ALC.
The
possibility of shortening the time to graduation was also reported
AS an inducement to CIP participants.

Retention

the' ALC's termination policy, like the CIP's, is designed to
encourage tuderitS?:to remain in the program.
Moreover, its policy
iS'enforced)Witheut'exception.
As students enter the program, they
,are- made, aware, Of the program's attendance and discipline rules
-;(thrOugh. alined student contracts).- They are terminated for,such
ft-east:me as intoxication, possession and/or use of drugs or weapons,
and attendance.
The termination process generally occurs in four
.stages.
The'first sanction for violation of the student attendance
contract- -not in School for two .days--is a telephone call home.to

thekrents (or the student, as the case may be) tb'remind the
student of his or her contract obligations and to encourage the
'Student to return-to:school.
For a second offense, the student is
suspended for a. three -day period with the understanding that the

prOiriM would lice the student to return.

Over the three-day,

period, the student is,to reevaluate'the personal benefits of his or

her OvolVement in the program:and is to alai) think about the
COniequendis of termination. The, third offense is sanctioned by a
one.-month suspension.
After four-offenses the .student's slot
becomes open for another enrollee.
Students in the CIP are also
generally given second chances, although the ,sanctions for the
various-offences are not generally defined so explicitly as they are
in the AU program.

The ALC program reports indicate thatthe3rogram retained-83
(53%) of the 156 youths enrolled over the tiro -year period.

73 (47%)

remained in the ALC program, and 10 (6%) returned' to the regular
high .school to earn a diploma.
Since,one goal 'of the ALC is to
encourage students to earn regular high school diplomas, the 10
returnees are included in the count of students retained in the
imograM. Durinthe first" year, 62 of the 100 enrolled youths were
,retained.
The-following year 21- (34%).of these youth re-enrolled,
along withA6 new enrollees.
Of these 77 students, 42 (55%) remained in the prograM.
Of the 21 Students who re-enrolled the
second year, the,ALC retained 14 (67Z) compared with 28 (50%) of the
.04.0rollems. Thus, AS in the CIP, students who have invested more

the to the prOgram feel they are clatter to completing their
:schooling And tend to stay on in the program.

P
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As .in the CIP, the primary reasor for the terminations reported by the ALC program staff (as opposed to student reports) was
Of the 73 students terminated over the two-year period,.
attendance.
48 (66%). were because. of poor attendance.
In the second year's
evaluation, a larger proportion of youths (72%) were terminated for
It is not entirely clear that ALC program factors such
attendance.
as stronge compliance to the school's rules, or changes in school
policy, are related to this difference between the two years.
In
the\\*
CIP demonstration, however, tightening of attendance, policy had
a po\itive effect on attendance, but had an adverse effett upon
program retention.

Graduatiot

Students attending the ALC program have the option of preparing
fbr a GED at the ALC or returning to the regular high school at a
'later date (usually within three ,monfhs) to earn a regular high
The GED option requires that students be over 1,7
school diploma.
years of age and that the high school class of which*they were a
member has already graduated or will do so within three months.
Regular attendance at the ALC is also a requirement, although a
minimum number of days required is not specified.

The academic goal of 96% of the students who enter the ALC
progrii is to earn a GED; the goal of the other 4% is to return to
the high school for a regular diploma. This latter group of youth
ii generally younger' (most are 14 and 15 years old) and is strongly
encouraged by the ALC staff to return to their schools.
During the 1978-7.9 year, 33 of the 100 enrollees earned their
GEDs in *proximately six months time. The following year 30 (38%)
of the 78\enrollees earned their GEDs. Since the State GEDrequireAments.changed (increasing from, six months to one year the length of
time students had to be out of school prior to taking the OED), the
average length -of stay in the program for these students was 10
monthi compared with -6 months for the graduates in the ,preceding
In both years, the number of GED graduates exceeded the ALC'e
year,.
goal-of enabling 75% of.those eligible to earn their GEDs.
Out of
34 eligible students, .33 (97%) passed the test in 1978-79.
In the
f011OWing year, 30 (97%) of the 31 eligible candidates earned thei:
-GEDS.

,Placement

Tte ALC placei students who wish part-time work in part-time
jobi, Many of which lead to full-time anOloyment once,the students
During the 1978 -79 year; 10- (55Z) of the 33 graduates
gr4dOete.
.weieilieed in full-time jobs, -'3 (9%) each were placed in college
and the. military, and/1- was placed in an OJT program. The following
22 (73%) of Ole 30 GED graduates were employed, in OJT proOf the 30 graduates, 13 (43%) were engaged
Oaliiiior in college.
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in full -time employment, 3 (10%).were in the military, 3 were in OJT
Programs, 1 student was working part-time.
Two students entered
college.
Summarized' over the two-year period, the ALC placed-31 (49%) of
its 63 graduates in full-time employment, 6 (9%) in the military, 5
-(82) in college, 4 (6%) in OJT programs, and 1 (2%) in part-time,
employment-.
Of the 63 graduates, 14-.(22%) were neither employed nor
pursuing further academic careers.
Two other students were married
females with young children.

The placement outcomes mentioned are thought to match the
expectations of the ALC staff and students. The ALC staff commented
that Morgantown is e small town where students tend to live close to
their families.
Only a few students are expected. to go off to
college,, Primarilyltfiecause the tpwn\does not offer many employment
opportunities for college graduates.
Many students enter occupations similar to those of other members of their families.
,

I
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'HARBOR CITY LEARNING PROGRAM:
EXPERIENCE- BASED CAREER EDUCTAION

Baltimore,-Maryland
Program Overview
Ttie ;Harbor. city Learning Program (HCL) is -a year round alternative :iihoOl for economically,- disadvintaged students, 90X' of 'Whom are
'school- dropOula.. The ,program. is a cooperative effort between
1
anpower .,Resources IMMO and the -Baltimore
'Car :PUblic".:HchOO1 'Spites (BM), Its major goals are to enable
atUdenti-,:to, 'Mara -high.diplomas or GEDs and to help them
Obtain 'meaningful
experiences that develop into

'illigOilti*:''

.'-....,
.
. ,

Thm:iICL

is,

.

.1%.

JOrginiied. intO five miniiriChools or clusters, only

One; Of which. fiictisei --on, -career edutation-7the Experience-Based

The other four
clusters provide
,

Career-= EduaitIon,:(EBCE) minister:

.

sufic2.1;.c,iicilla*ainifir,-ind: are not comparable to the CIP..

.

.

%

In acidi4On-tO'being- able; ,to ear* a high. ;sebOol diploma faster
t4in;4ii..0!'fi..regular'. pUblic .1,-Choolt.' atudents.,0,,the,41,-/pg,..cluster
,are.v.iiiiOrii*en-the=Onixiitnnity .tneXpinte. vsrious careers,: The Elia

41uster-,hes. thiei,major offerings: a eireerTiela,tid, instructional

-.program; :pale' work;'experienCeii and a social, ietvi es ptOgra*Were
students, receive counseling, child ,care;, and ,p1 cement- 'services.
inek month the i tike ita-:ii44,0 0., 9 i ke=,4- 0 i n -be instructional and
V.
,vork,experse
.. ce-progrensi
.,.
.

,

:

..

...

,-

,

.

e

e,;EBCE;sinstruntiOnal program- is-AndivOnalikedA -andt_integrates
activities;.
Students
,!,

..-,i'ald
the -WOO experience. ., ... ,...
,...... A.,....,c- ,iitiVitieil'ii,itli;
- . ,. ,
, i.,-. - ,,, .
.

A

p

>

,

._..,

.

,

4

ilienCthe. ., ilk Of theAr .41asi =030,0, indi*idnS1 Ly...ssiligned, project

actiysttaii,,thit ancotpOtate .tesdpigi, nathi Social studies, and other
Saida ic..cOntenti'litth- life 'skills ('iesume, Writ Lug, intetyiewilig),
4114,_.,_*,-It' activities. :.: ,During the 100,0#44;400k *rk:: in,' specific

.,,1!.140,10-,e,. areas',-44,,.41:-:leiraiiit i'eti.Vitiell ,packigeivA(LAPs)-- ,Cateer
r,yillt1.00., 0.*O-3:04-- 0044. lieckeges- ,and; 1:lingeisliSed,..iiiterills,
They
,., . ,
SISO`;',,st,tend 1040 t'enedi.,4 ,*eadinti.Or math, ,Olesies. 'Although
,

_,,CISSiiSS. are ,held 'throughout 'the..44Y, StUdenee; generally. ,spent the
alteinOons: ---.et, jigii.sitts,:WorkinuwAth ,COMMunitY2tteionrce:
periOni
to
.
.. a , '
,,

-04saiii.res- -ere 4mait likth PO_
students- :aligned' to one .learning .anoidinatot

1/4,10,01t ,'. 0 an. 1

(ie' ii),-'

r4itaC

.

~

at 'least .seven

eSpe*:lence.
eupatloias

.

_

031110,44,,01.1.ii*o.ii4":-.014000-Pcsi

iikk0414*.!4::04 pOie=aik,

#0-4t*iii:;: .00

Each '10001`-'tiOk spend

-private-,s*Ottir job
*.cPcii.,-01;** 111044e

tate and -Weke*.itisi40,-icfr-.

kiwtekit stipend rare.'provided

The EBCE sockil, services program provides individual academic,
personal,. and family\counseling in addition to child care and place-

Stu ents receive, crisis and scheduled counseling
ment services.
froman-orisite couns lor, the learning coordinators, and from staff
For students who have
at the,,MOMR Youth, As essient Center (YAC).
and,five years old, the EBCE provides a
Children between six
full -tine day Care,cen er where, in addition to child care, parent
classes are provided in health;, nutrition, and child development.
inaily) prior to grade tion, students are- referred to the transiere they are provided assistance in job,
,tion unit of the YAC
college, or- OJT

a.
r

The ENE 1.978 -79 sand 1979-80 evaluation reports included data
in fiver Outcozwareas: enrollment) attendance, retention, graduaThe program enrolled 81 students during the
tioni .and' placement.
Schooj attendance was
4978-10 :year an0i4 the following year.
slightly ,iesse than the' 902,. perforiance 'standard (89Z); although
The reported
,-Work=sitattendinee. ,exceeded Ale, standard, (92t).
This figure 49 confounded,
,retention rate 44,15i for \108-49.
_with, -"positive ter-inations" "(students who enrolled in
hOirelicrOr
a ;non-CETA-funded program within 60 daysOof separation
iCh001,
NO etention data were reported for the
,IrOirthe EBCE program);
ollowing year:, The gild program graduated 3 -students in 1978-79
.4fid.: 35- in,1919-80. .0Ver the two years, it placed 25 (66%) of the
graduates in either fultqime sul;aidized.or unsubsidized emprjoyment,COilegeinr an OJT program.
/

6

Analysis of'11CL/eICEComponents

Like the CU, the HCL/EBCE project is designed, to help economically disadvantaged dropout and potential dropouts graduate from
The 'students-served by the two programr-are quite
high .sdhoot.
The -contexts in which they operate and some of the fea. similar.
tures they offer are also alike., A:major difference'between the

two -programs is 'that the EBCE is anLEA-operated-Trogrqn,rather
In addition,Ihe EBCE
than a community -based program like th#CIP.
has a number of features not found in the CIP,,including paid work
experiences and day care.

.Context

The HCL program was started as a neighborhood Yoith Corps
It was developed by the MOMR in conjunction with
program in 1973.
The program was to impact upon the city's truancy and
the UPS.
Part-time, paid work was offered as an incentive
Aropout =problems.
to prevent students from leaving school and to get others to return.
A

0

The EBCE component of the HCL program was added in 1978, as
The goals of the EBCE cluster
Part of the national EBCEeffort.
.wire-also to enable students to graduate ,(either earn a high school
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diploma or a GED) and to provide them with paid work experiences in
the community that would expose them tc careers.
Like three of the replication CIPs, the EBCE program is located
in a large, low-income urban area which has been affected by a high
-youth unemployment rate And a high dropout rate. Of those entering
ninth ' grade, for example, 422 drop out prior to graduation (Youth,work,proposal, 1978).
The project is housed in a manpower services
building.
Like the CIP's facility, it bears little resemblance t6
the schools the'itudents have rekt.behind.

Students

,The.approximately 90 students per year who attended -the EBCE
program were predominantly Black (83%) low-income youth, the majority of 'whom had dropped out of school (902).
The youth were
between the-ages of 16 and 21.. Like the CIP interns, many of them
dropped out because of economic, academic, or social problems that
suede, it difficult for them to continue school, or because they had
been rejected by their home schools.
Many also had,Poor attendance
Very few (less than 102) had previous minor
and truancy records.
encounters with the law.
A

Program' Treatment

Studente attending the EBCE program are.required to complete
ihe,program in two years. During their stay, they receive individualized career-related instruction, paid work experiences, counseling, and day care and placement services: Students are assessed

upon, entry into the program and at the end of each trimester.
Throughout their stay' in the EBCE cluster, they are made to feel
responsible for their actions and especially for their learning.

EBCE instruction consists of approtimately 60
Instruction.
hodrs per month of individualized activities in basic skills (read ing, -math; social studies, language arta, and science), life skills
(interpefional relationships, job retention skills), and career
The instructional program begins with a two week orien
.edUciiidn.
tation cycle,during which the students attend life skills workshops

cOVering such areal i job' search and job retention, sex role
stereOtiping, tax4 ;credit, -life-management 'planning, and program
This tWO-week orientation period' is similar to the
expectations.class 'where students are taught proper interview beAt the end
haViOrs, -resole writings and world -of -work behavior."

of: the orientetibii,,tilelarticipants are tested and interviewed by
a learninircoOrdinitOr whc, draws up, individual academic and vocaThe information is used to place the partic4)ants
tiOnitrofilis
inO0e,:Of-the five learning:coordinator's -classes.

Unlike, the'CIP interns, EBCE students are grouped into self18 students.
They work

contained homerooms of no more than

'
40.111/11111MCII.alea
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Orimarily on ihdividually_iisigned projecti that are negotiated with
:the:-,learning coordinators.
The projects consist of assignments in
.hasic *skill!, life skills, and career's that can be, completed .at the
11KCenter, at job sites, or at other resource places.
general,

the *CE,Cla8ses are held throughout the school day at the center.
Students -also attend biweekly employer seminars. A special learning
laboratory class is held, once a week for Students requiring special
reiseaiatinn.,

The' proje ts'that make up the bulk; of students'

work in the

°pa classes c mbine acadelic activities with-career and life skill
activities.

;94

T ey may- last for as long as six weeks.

In carrying

00.4 dhally assigned projects, students work on- project

446144 -Pick
rov de dar,

es (teacher-made. career-ekplOration, materials that
',ideas` to pursue),, learning activities packages

basic- ski/18 imia-00ent Oatarials,tAmilar to the
'0?`'s 1ea.r*i148 :paCkAta), exPiOra4Onps4ets (Oickageathat focus on
'a- specific. ca eir)4.-Or onOther'speCifiC assignments':
that ,tequire

I41*.te

eoiMunitYreiOurce peraons:(e.g., interviewing
lnYer, or- visiting a Child care 'center or museum).
ltudehti learn Sob,iiardh
resume, writing, job attitudes and
*Avi0F4ff, lvene88. At the end of the project (which can last
for` six ifee*e. and WhiCh, in many instances, becomes.part,of the
wOrkexperiend
students- write reports, make multi-media
prisentitions, or become certified by designated resource persons.

a= potential

In :WOO n to project activities, ,students are assigned work boOlcanctteXtbo k
and prograMmed materials when they are
tutored, *$i' the learning coordinator.
Also, on a biWeekly basis,
they attend- e player Seminars where resource persons from the
,c00014iY'
pharmacists,,photographers, morticians, realtors,
-engineers) disc ss Such issues as trends occurring nationally in
their occupatio si retirement, career Mobility, and the changing
*irk. ethic..
The A employer seminars are. similar to the CIP's Career
,Day activities
eld,.periodically throughout the year.
Finally,
students Ice* j urnale aunt their experiences so they can draw
cOnnections,betwe n learning and other aspects of their life.
Work eX erien e
During the School day, EBCE students gen-.
eraily--alternatebekween classes and work. They spend approximately

40'hoUrs a Monthiai job sites in the ,eommunity.
There they are
Trovided,firsi-hind knowledge about their chosen careers. This work
eXperiefice,i8 more elaborate. than the CIP's where - students spend two,
-Weeki :ae'fwo.joh sites re,lated to their career interests.
At the
jokaiteaT 'MICE Students actually participate in work activities.
IheYeXperience such occupations as construction,_ radiology, graph
rinICiretaking, law, and retail sales. The students are Placed
.in4uhlic- and private-sector jobs like the CIO students, but unlike
7the.,CIO intern-ST EBCE students are paid (from EBCE funds) on a
biweekly basis.
In both programs, .students, are given academic
credit for the work experience.
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.Throughout.

students meet -a vary
the-ECL/EBCE work experience,.
assiiiied. to

Not only are they
4.4it*,kiiiit+cOussUnity_ resource persons.
but
they
also-rotate among job', sites;
,diffatintL:Werk- eiperienCes,
'are:often-placed at sites where they participate

,training' in computer, proN.Thecousunity., resoUrCe..persons and the ,learning coordi-

i.a;

Jeb.,:trainifigi

AiraliMing)1.;

During
and .evaluate the students on a daily basis.
halt a day and alternate
-,monthx students attend EBCE
also
and the work experience sites. They are

programs

betWeen,,Classelevaluated 'during

'the :summer.

Except fOr day care services, the EBCE
BOth'programs
social Yaervice-program-11 quite similar to the CIP's.
:services::,

family counseling, although in the
on a scheduled= -and more frequent
on e=- !'crisis "` and "as de*;,*04)-:kather
;4IXO,InOioth, PrOgresist catinSeleri,_ instructors, and
(director and cluster ecordinit Or) ;provide

provide:academici2;;persona4 and

eiracr:ibaSia,
the .)41114*. t rat

.between

,difference;

0°404411E.

the,

two program, hoWeVer,

is

.,ProVide,icheduled.daily group seminars like

thit:the-'53C5 iOeir

i-vcsAclosslr.

464043

operates more
:.ateChsOisla. for stUdent..placements

--litiring the scheol year, the counselor
can make use of
Y1044000'is*PIP40:410417.CPlc*r OPri- *014m*s

1010* ttl aii)-!th*2CIPta.,J

liiforaatieri. on -;Carieix,?' *ilioi, and ,social service agencies.
,0404-at.too, ,6e 'Softit' '401i"
:plicestent:-,cebnieling
to thoie student* re-',.0OX4*,'"',4itt- preVide
404*i i.: :, E10.:0,,,4400; -iXXiade.,to ,444:,atudents in C011egei,
i,,

AOill'-iiiif:

-iegilis-,Xeln,ihiICTO;:4

,

04! are,proVided by =xcLIENE to help students
O/ more ,frequently and to assist
:children
*Are :00,0ed ,in, eitich areas as

,care".

la4040,0104 i*-he4thearil.ishChild development.,
Student..asss "ss lent..

eir(';:protrasasittithsKEBCE

Students ;receive. formal, assessments of

;progriis-threet-timest,t ;y1itk, it the end of

ach1 trimester:,: ,iStecteots,

itr !the,

assessments at

the

many'

:0*,,pioyidois twice
,,
an of: 4ekeh .*41110:,
*10344*. assessment upon entry
44" SY,14404%-' '41001,1*(444c'
instructional . ,Plan" Marched. to the
7iOgra,m,,00-,'tbet,
:assessment
tneedsz mind :interests can be: developed.
CIP' holds .Meetings
?0.*Ogr.0*, but

,:teachers' to render complete -assessments- of

1.#004.4
EBCE iptogram,,4istinguish ir from the C/P.

siieeement (provided by the
YO0**,ASseseient, Center) of all
...004.4404ksgafthc
'CO their graduaone., :6D? .dsiy.
044 4radOXteaoitie, -desire;
liliegtariE4OliOits
-a.
monthly
asiesstnent from
;the,
io
%hehey1,,,ots As Attendance, promptness,
'fi.ii*tao:otAiu,ibyatUdent-,,Work
_ ,
,
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and dependability.
These assessments are reported to-the learning
coordinator who, in turn, 'provides further instruction to students
in the areas needed. Finally, an integral part of
the assessment is
to4eteriine which students can meet the program's graduation goals.
Students who have-completed their second year at the
EBCE program
can return to it the following trimester if and only if they
can
caaiplete. all requirements for their high school diploma in that one
trimester.
In contrast, the CIP solicits evaluations from Hands-On
supPtiets at the endof an intern's placement.- The CIP also as-

sesses credits toward gfaduation each term and provides postgraduatiOh.coUnseling and assessment.
.

Climate.

Like the CIP, the EBCE program provides an atmosphereItirJearning that is supportive, rewarding, and unpressured, but
that ;alacieritoutages student responsibility'
Both programs have
dreaatodes and small gkoOpings where-the teachers and students car
'"interact more freqUently. and Where .students can receive individual
alikrapecial,attentitni.
Th*tWO programs alici-hoid,students account-

able:10iOok<behaViOts as tardiness,, 'attendance

the

and truancy.
In
'EBCE` ,program, however, the policy regardingythese behaviors is

MOW4tiidt;
For example, a single unexcused absence for a new
,Oiollee''recfuires. a-conference with the student's parents and
placement 41-the ,studinvon probatiOn: A second "unexcused absence
AUring,0 trimester resultt in termination from the ptogram.,
distinguishing element-of the EBCE climate is the extent to
:whith,the ptagiam involves students (in" decision=iaking activities'
Tepited" to their instructional program.
'Unlike' the CIP, where
students' have little involvement in instructional decision-making,
'the:EBCE'sEddents are expected to negotiate project activities with
thejearning. coordinators, including time frames for completing the
,projects:- They also negotiate the amount of credit and the type of
evaluations fo'be used in assessing their progress.

;Personnel

The EBCE staff are provided by the MOMR and the BCPS.
The MOMR
peraohnel consist of staff at the Youth Enrollment and Youth Assessment-Centers; Staff at the Parent-Infant Center, and on-site support
,Staff
the aluster,cOOrdinator, placement coordinator, data
`clerk and clerk /typist,, custodial, and security Staff).
The BCPS
staff consists ofthree adMiniStratiVe staff ti.e.,..principal, viceprincipal, and academic credit specialist) and five learning coot4inatOrs'(teachers). The roles of the EBCE staff are like thine of
the ;CIP staff except that the responsibilities assigned to one
staff member in the CIP are often given to several persons in the

OCE:prOgiam.

the EBCE on-site staff consists of 13 full-time personnelone,
cluSter coordinator; oneplaceMent coordinator, one counselor, fille
learning coordinators, and five support staff.
This configuration
prOVides a student-teacher ,iatio of 18 students to every learning
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,45,

-46,044:p#0,- 'wfiicb is comparable to the CIP's ratio of 15 interns
The HCL/EBCC program provides a ratio of 90
-1 counselor, however, compared with the CIP's student-.
to=0Ounaelorratio of.:35 to 1.
leie;-,-*:/eits teacher.

'.

In general, the personnel recruited by the EBCE project are
.oketiand liave_tore experience in their areas than do the CIP staff.
i!Or,,e,X4inple,,,the five learning coordinators (teachers) collectively
,hiVe,Miire than 0 years teaching experience. Also, the majority of

the:-:teachint staff are in their mid- to late thirties, while_ the

iiiiietity-.of the CIP's' staff, members are between_the ages of 23 and
!The. Staffs .ok' both. progralas do reflect, however, the racial and
. -ethnic 'backgrounds of the students.
r

-Illie

Adminiatiatiye,

and

operational

aspects

of the HCL/EBCE

:nrOgraM). VartiChterly those related tothe. instructional staff, are
handled by the ,,p0.00.04 and vio-pci.:0al who, are also
clusters:. Ther,cluitei' coordinator is re10 :two -other
4-0:Onaiiile. for :,010_441iiin,i8tratii* 44, operational aspects of the
,P,Otr**,-*-1.?ut`,-§40,,44.4fiey are related to the ,iiCL/EACE's non4114.000044 staff =(:r:.*.,, .placement coordinator, counselor), and
:other, support 'staff, mentioned; abOVe). *re type of manageMent difleiaYtt* the.:0.0rmanageMent whete -the director Is responsible for
rtheAdaiinistratiVe., -and; operational aspects of the program and can
,delegate' ,:some '0:1f tTe ,,responsibilities. to the instructional and

..

.O'll'ii*'i';''&0Vii4.iiiii supervisor:

.

qualifications of the HCL /EBCE maiagerial

staff (i.e.,

p0.:nc..,a. ,,,:;Vite=principaill).and-, clUater' Coordp.natOr), are comparable
-.. i.t4:-'00,0'..-4.:01:*'P,1:0,;,:dieecco., f:9i.;, exampie,;.. all three have three or
*ore:,-5Yea**hainittratiVe..,-,09)grienee and -have 'Bachelort.s degrees
p i*,[4.01: to, ;:oipoieni', tto, * .Master 's% *Joe,: One difference,
.1.hiSWeVer,i-4:*haki. ',Oic.,:tIP' director:zhai..pAre autonomy in such activit,,
A

'1,;Escgi',the`,,drincipat Arid' vice - principal are liMited to hiring
nittnetional t.- Stiff t, *ho, .volunteer. -for' the, -Praire*. Also,
**0.4-00,41, .**:10,Ca*incipai monitor ,oi0,- entire

.U,et-4,....070.0,4414,4P,:f0i.,0,:-,k-ev0:o4t.. !,=,(.0talt,11411staff,
!Pia, member
'+'
PYtiic altY,', ,-,10,40 4: ,fg. ;iti*-,41,41,3c4 sIteY 'mpnItors., only the .non-

'.iiiiiiiiCtionakiaapeata.,Of '01irtfigrati.:0.-4. activities of the cOun4104,iplatielent:.:CoOrdinator,,4nd..janitOtial -and: clerical staff }.
,

coordinators
ike.,.,.the-,:g.,illatru,00.414 Vie !fq:/pri.*_learning coordinators
tki,,dtkin,.:00:r4t#4,04,,.,:',1.4),Iotfaloo.:4:t iii,sg.,,48' 94, -tile students' -'41'-

tl.: Or i':a.tixi'Mak4kt* teach classes Ak thei'r areas/ of

-ewer))).,1:4'

4048..the,,;:i.8,0t .4egiote,.4.0.041atiore teach all subjects
'.'1iipeekility;
-iiitg s.A4c4.:;*a .,s;!-40,004474 In' *404,, Math, 'English,. history,
,-4,,,
ajiy. ,1.4'40.4,00,41,.;04,9,ii.:i responsible for lip to 18
qi.` en*
,,prOVideii;:inditii-dnali4ed,
instruction 'in all subject
itio4,toir - Atn
-,
.

,sel.r'
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The placement coordinator's position in the HCL/EBCE program is
,somewhat akin to the CIP's career developer position, although some
tasks are shared by other HCL/EBCE staff. Like the career developer
who locates Hands-On experiences, the placement coordinator locates
community work experiences for the students.' Also, the placement
coordinator conducts monthly reviews of the work sites, with some
help from the MOMR staff. A difference between these two roles is
that the EBCE learning coordinators and cluster coordinator monitor
students at the job site whereas, in the CIP, the job developer both
- places 2nd monitors interns at the Hands-On sites.

The EBCE counselor performs many of the tasks that would be
handled by the CIP counselors.
However, instead .of the CIP's
workload of 35 students per counselor, the HCL/EBCE counselor is
responsible for 90 students.
The counselors in the two programs
/Ayise students about personal and academic problems, and assist
them with collegeenrrance and other post-graduation plans. .Alsoim
both programs, the counselors refek students to such outside social
services resources as druvrehabilitation centers. They also assist
with the resolution- of student-employer problems. .Unlike the CIP
counselors, however, the HCL/EBCE counselor sees students as needed
or as-called for by a crisis situation, rather than on a.scheduled
basis.
.

Recruitment

Ninety percent of the referrals to the EBCE program are made by
the MOMR YAC; the BCFS refers the remaining 10% of the EBCE students.
All applicants undergo a three week pre-program eligibility

assessment at the MOMR YAC.

The staff there decide which HCL

prngram is best for each student.

Students who enroll in the EBCE come from low-income families,
are between the ages of 16 and 21,, are local residents, and are
dropouts or potential dropouts as are the CIP students.
Also like
the CIP, functional literacy is a requirement for entry-into'the
EBCE.

The primary intake into the EBCE program occurs once a year, at
the opening of the Fall term. Vacancies which result from terminations, graduations, or transfers are filled, however, at the start
of the second and'third triffiZOren.
The maximum number of students

that can be served in the EBCE at 'any one time is 90 students.
Since 90% of the referrals are made by MOMR, the EBCE program needs
only to be concerned about filling 10% of thehotal number of slots.
sUnlike the CIP, it has a large number (26) of schools from which it
can recruit potential dropouts, and therefore does not spend a great
deal of effort designing and implementing recruitment strategies.
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Facilities

The EBCE 'cluster of the HCL program is operated by the BCPS,

hut like the CIP, is housed in a facility that bears little resewblance to a ,public school.

The facility, is located on one floor of
Office space is provided for the
civater. coordinator and other non - instructional staff (counselor,
an -.Old, minpowe.r services building.

placement coordinator) end a classroom is provided for each learning
coordinator.
(The principal and vice-principal are physically
hOuaed in one of the other HCL buildings although they make periodic
'the EBCE"building.)

Both the EBCE and the CIP have lunch

room :facilities, 'but, neither has recreational facilit

In the

EldE, program,.physicaf education is not a requiremint for graduation
as it is the CIP.
Fund S.

,:EBCE funds are provided by the 41C-41", and the BCPS under a
contract negotiated each year. 'Funds foesuch support staff members
alUstev-coordinator, placement coordinator& and counselor are
provided .by MO*, whereas fonds ,for the principal and teaching staff
members are provided==by, the BCPS. Materials, equipment, and supneecied,hy .these personnel are provided by their corresponding
agencies.
Wagea&: .fringe: benefits, and payroll services for the
804eata'iare:.-Paid.ii.ith MO* lied s

e- ENE '0'0)34 ,ii'-achaiaistered by the principal, although the
for' furniture and equipment.

.,Offi4eie -imOat:; -.approver 'requests

This` arr-ahgeMeaitiac:SOMewhat comparable to that of the CIP where the

.director muat:- 4,49,-receiVe aPprOval o 'f requests for purchase. Unlike: :the .6Pi.. ,bOiiever, the EBCE program has notV experienced delays
:ia.program-liatiVitiee' because of budget approval delays.
-Relations: with..the_ ComeMinity
,

.

,/n...theEACE-PrograM&, as in the CIF,, the placement of students

ih,,WOric,exPeriehces related' to their career interests requires that
pOittiVe-rei.4ioaa be ,:eatabiiehed .With. 'the. privateand
,
._
,

, :adviaOry
reiOdrOe'
,

..sactOr-.,eisi4OYera..

,

,

,._ like- that in, the CI?,

the :EBCE. ,prOject .

.

MoreoVer, EBCE

ditesi*oi ,ealoYi.the41#1:taCtia, Of., -a ,000,aa 464. 'the: CIP.

referrals

But like the

'frog :program staff,. (learning
.O,OlOrdiaatoratteacherp,and.,the
C004 iaators) who use prior
associations .104h--:e001osera or their current knowledge of

.-teSourieS to ;place students in work sites.
-;0,00rjpiiiOesiOts have come .from students who have made- contacts
'
.

the -oaitrae: of a -year, the. ,EBCE program .places each student

in over seven :`different work experience. Like the CIP; some inial
Were _experienced With employers such as lawyers,
.

-.

pul,lic service agencies, computer firms, and construction agencies.
These employers tended to be concerned about confidentiality of
information, equipment breakage, and employer liability.
Also, the
employers' previous negative experiences with Federal programs precipitated some unwillingness to provide student placements.
The
CIPs' staffs were able'to develop strong linkages with the community
primarily as a result of their association with OIC, a well known
community-based organization.
Similarly, .the EBCE program's affiliation with HCL and c.heiBtPS was a factor leading to successful
weJrk-site placements.
Being able to link the EBCE program with the
. sips is considered by the program staff as a key element in the
program's ability to place students.

Analysis of the EBCE Evaluation Outcomes

The 1978-79 and 1979-80 EBCE evaluation documents includ.data
on enrollment, attendance, retention, graduation, and placement.
The program enrolled,,81 and 1t4 students respectively for the two
years.
In-school attendance figures were reported at 89% for the
first year's evaluation. No data on school attendance were reported
for the second year. Work-site attendance was 92% in both years.
'
An 85% retention rate was reported, although this figure is
inflated by. "positive terminations" (students who dropped out but
soon enrolled in another program).
Of the 81 students enrolled in
the 1978-79 school year, EBCE was able to re-enroll 36 (44%) the
next yiar.
Of the 114 students who enrolled in the program the
following year, 66 (58%) were retained.
The evaluation reported 3
and 35 graduates respectively for the two years.
Of the 38 graduates, 16 (42%) were placed in full-time subsidized or- unsubsidized
employment, ..and 8 (21%) were placed in college or OJT programs.
Only one student was unemployed.
The whereabouts of the 12 (32%)
remaining atudents was not known

The EBCE enrollment objt......tives

for

the

1978-79 and 1979-80

years were to, . admit 90 students between the ages of 16 and 21, 90%
of whom were dropouts and all-of whom were Baltimore city residents.
With this number of participants, the program would be operating at
full capacity. The number of studentb enrolled respectively for the
two years were 81 and 114.
(The 114 is explained by the fact that
terminated students are replaced by new enrollees.)

The .EBCE program experienced some difficulty in meeting the
first year's enrollment objectives, even though it received re'fetrals from 26 BCPS high schools.
At least two factors appear to
be related to the difficulty.
During the 1978-79 year,, EBCE did
its own recrufiment, since the.MOMR Youth Assessment Center had not

yet been set up to handle EBCE as a new cluster.'

Thus all the

-preliminary screening of applicants had t6be completed in addition

38
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to 'Other equally important implementation tasks.

The task turned

-0Utio take 'longer than-anticipated, as it did in the CIP, and not
enough tile_Was *Venable for its completion.

second faCtor thought to be related to the difficulty

00144 Students was that, the EBCE program had to complete or
enrollees, ,With the Youth Eiiiiieient
Program.
,

In

the

CIP demonstrs-

tioni, the availability of youth for tbe program was also affected by
the.preeence-of competing programs.

During the second year, the EBCE program did not experience
dtfftculty-in-'meeting, tte.,efirollment objtctiva of 90 students. A
'factor- thought. to 'be refitted is that the MIR staff at the Youth

inrcillvient Center took relponsibilitY for recruiting 902 of the

/

students.

.

Q

:At incline*,

The :attendance Standards set for the overall HCL program were
,and Work attendance. The EWE component -fell

tn,=14eintlin

sligtitTrihOit-Oithia-CriteriOn-.-for iu-school attendance clUring the
19.*CfrXHOS,hObt.;,year2.(in=school attendance was 892)4 but

exceeded

;Or:** attendance (Work atandance was 92%).

the

AiL not

At-

etike, during: ;the, steamer :Plinth's as it did in the

.,

4averal" leCtOrs ere:thOUght to !be related to the EBCE program's

'strict attendance. policy that

tone '44

eb;

Sri

t7.:Oretbsit

e'aSty itUdant'.

Student's, who' are

.triidelter ',pat either schoot,Or work)
::Hew :040;1,4
program. ere, permitted' one

:el.senee?and= 'ark :04:Siinaceet

second 'uneaCissed'

eecond7year .0*.:4u,dentee,
attendance requirements
:are- ,swen, .striceer..
ese, iitwklenta,,;are.tersq.nateck.on :their 'first
''.44,00444440***.,
,.4,00Swenked:

4), ,nera,

40#0.44.:10Y,

A41# are 4#0404404e4th in

the' 'funeral. parlOr,,
s
'40,..,#444160tMented' by

:!****10r. it* .frOk ..ihe;,reurt
The' !Elttg,t`pregra* students
litiott***4401*440,,iiir;irii*.ly,enforcrid,, but ,do not -ceSiplain
Chats they a -"iiiiijiii-yeetiiOice4,0eAs. ifeiCite

be viiiated to the hligh attendance

Other

Mork -e-xie4ienCe- -the- accelerated

For many
nature; of the: program,,;itnd..atie 'half-day ,,.neser:zsesslOrif
JCLYEIKE:latUdente,-:'the ;paid; IirOrk,,ektiettenee, is :an. incentive since

(2$0 ji*nYk0..

OfiPi lo'cokt, :MO.- Also,
interfere with__other
afternoons. In
,00000n*:1014i:,000Of
e...
he:imed; for eel% iiilaynent .in& the .reluctince, of stu40itiffi,****-0:76 pigit4i;,
piets were on vacation
We*Otoeg4A0e-_priOary,:resilona4er the,,declin'e in super school

---'4144k-'0$100111"4404

4044400*, .Given; these findings:re 0e-half=day school 'sessiono and

the paid work experience would appear to be useful approaches for
improving summer school attendance.

Retention
The

termination policy,., like the 'attendance policy, is
Students are terminated for such reasons as academic
attendance, discipline:, problems, and dissatisfaction

q4ite--strick.
-pro. leans,.

with thaftitogram:

The sale is true for the CIP interns.

prorunlikethe CIP

The EBCE

howeVery has a formal Student Review COS"

mitt.. (which consists of teachers and students) that imposes

sanction (Upon .studenti, for Niolations.-of their -contracts. (The
student c tractsr-outline: -the attendance and, performance require-.
lienti;:tha:e Udenta
expected to adhere
.Chronic lateness,
:SrhiCh'.4"Oef :ed.;aabeing-:'!"/ate--three times per -trimester" carries a
;POSSible,ainfat on of probation- or termination. Students are .isiiedi-atelY suspended for Intoxication, jpoleilion,-irid/or:use, of ,drugs or
weapons, and ph ical attacks upon .staff., other students,, or employers. Also,
thole: students with '-sufficient icredits to earn
or :GER. in their ,second year are allowed to
return iii,-,the-:pi-Ogr.
In general, the CI?: -sanctions are not as
,

10l40410Pli*Caa, hese, employed

the EBCE.

'1974.09 aVainat On report indiCates that the EBCE program
Included in these figures,
however, are póiitive
a Ons- -(participants -.who- terminated from
BCE but who -registered- cr *elle&
,school or a .iion:',CtTA funded
training ProgreaurWithin-60-daWafter separation from the program).
Th.

retained 61 IOW Of''4f 1 enrollees.

are-.-eXcluded from the estimate. of .pro:gra: ,retentione,:.:-the, findings ; .-atE: that only 36 .(44t) -of the 81
enrollees : were
,Itetint:i \ru ;figures for the following year
If the positive terminations

-

.(44034* the ;positive : .:terMinatioa) 'indicated that of 114 students, :WOW Were:,:retainei.4- The 'termination rate for second-year
students was slightly lower than for 'fret-year_studenti. Of the 36
returnees,. 11'47n teriiinated, Compared with 41 WV of the 78
first-year ."- 4thidenta..

The latter findig is not surprising since

returneee'.are more _likely to graduate from the program.

\

I'two -meat :frequently, cited reasons or terminations for the

:two- yeara-tresisectiiikly,

,attendance, (.84X and 77%) and medical

16r and '7.P'. Attendance. was also the most frequently cited reason

or
although the .proportions of students
who were :terminated for this -reason did not exceed 29% in the CIP
demonstration, -A. factor thought to be related tosthe high incidence
of terminations is the ESCR's strict policy towards attendance and
tetalnation.
,Thepolicy appears to be a useful one for attendance
attendance ,figures were high), but it appears to have an
'adVerse efUet upon the program's capability to retain ,students.
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Graduation
The !BCE requirements. for a regular high school diploma are 85%
The program also offers a,
attendance and a minimum of 20 credits.
As a
students who want it and are able to pass the test.
two-yeir program, students- who do not show promise of completing
their-- diplomas in-the second year are not invited back to the pro-Students may attend the program for an additional trimester
Item.

.00

avto,

41ter their second year, however, if one and only one additional
trimester is. needed to complete the program requirements.

During the, 1978-79 year 'the ENE program graduatttd three
Of the 38 graduates,
'studenis. -The follOwing year 35 graduated.
only two graduated wiih-GB0s; the, 1,:at earned reinter' diplomas.
In
both: years, the-ilumbee Of ,graduates ( was lower then was projected

on the *abet of entry credits and the maximum number of
credit' Students cOuldJiaVe earned. Four etudents could have
graduated' in the 4878-49 Year, but only-: three 050 did.
.

0405

In the

possible. graduate', 35 ,(78X) did graduate.
(01/Owini, year, of
It -shOnld. be mentioned, linwever,-that the EWE 'program was able to
graduate the imajOrity: of the students within' its two-year standard
students. do, not need, a longet time to grad=
c4144
One contributing factor appears to_be the
uate ',than .00eCted.
towards graduation - -two years, plus one and
Otoirali'a ,striCt;
Without_ this criterion, it is not certain that
X0,4:,00, ,trimester

In sfaif44, pa

t hOLSCr Program would, be.,able;to graduate as many students as it
-

lacemient
The 4941 of. the overall 10L program is to.' place 50% of all
prngrai=griduates. in full-tile. .subsidized jobs and 30% in full-time
two months of program completion.
.0.4TA
heEllq
-program
does not expect that_ntany of its
'0ntike(
into
further
education,
so it incOrporater into
itedenta
its :curriCti,lneactiWitiea and =materials (resusie writing,- career
exploration,; jab. attitudes). -.that will prepare the students ° for
,

.ciccuPat ion:-

.43,40.--:en#4rice,:liti,O7

e.

Of ttia.j8,_078*!=79, and .;00-80, graduates, followmp, data were
(52X)' Were _placed in full46%),.. Of these 25,
reported
jobs, 5.120%)1,esitered college, and 3-1-12%,Y each entered- the
<

.

ocrO-4:7-itirotilpitsc

llta ihetr;. the Kogrigk,*itt
fo

ir

Only one student was not working.

to place 96% of the 25- graduate's

:Whoi0011ow=u0:datawere-a*Jilehlt.

If one were to assume that

,the. students- for .Whoi. no follow -up data were available were
UnPlateci, the percentage;.-of placements would fall to 63%. The
*44-) ilaciiSent':,lierdent*ge: ,,probably lies somewhere between these
tire- :eatremas. It is noteworthy thit a higher number of students
_

-entered..061-legs than anticipated.
-

3

One factor related to the EBCE program's success in job placements is the heavy emphasis it places on this endeavor.
The EBCE
center makes use of the MOMR to provide assistance in job placement.
As mentioned,' the career development plans of all potential graduates are forwarded to the center approximately 60 days prior to
graduation.
For students earning eGED, an "incentive" offered by
the program is an increase in work experience from 60 hours per
month (approximately one -third time) to 12Q houre per month until
the student is placed in a job or CETA-funded progra6. Also, students receive full-time jobs 'through their work experience contacts.
This emphasis on direct job placement is different from the CIP
where the emphasis is on the placement of students in college or
other career-oriented, post-second-ny'situations.

o

.
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COMPARISON 3:
,

INDEPENDENCE HIGH SCHOOL
Newark, New Jersey
O

Program Overview

Independence High School- (IH.5) is a private, non-profit 'alternatives school: for economically disadvantaged youth who have experiSMCid- c.iericicii-ditficulties.loith the public educational and criminal

ids**,

The primary :objectives 'of the program are to

enable: atudeats.

obtaining

Cif earn high school - diplomas and to assist them in

-meetiingful

emplOyMent in the- career kiolds of their

;The-PretialspiOvides,:Cateer ancV.vo4tional. education, basic
,EnedeMin:,OkililS'improvement,, academic ',Credit -iot itork experience,
recreational =programs, social .aervices, and minimum wages ,fOr such
purposes .as; "deals tranispcirtation and",perlonil eiPenses. "The pro-

three basic, ,areas: instructional, vocational
,social. services. The regular school year is
;tent Sight=iieek sessions. During *itch ,session- half of
divided
..iiiii,4004,:.:pittiOtialnt*, attend school' While. the other -half work.
reversed each subsequent 'sessi*Onl Miring the
t h.41,01.4
laUseisrilell:.sstudents attend-school half of each weekday and work the,
*jilt- *11:,illi.yide4,'into
inii4nperinann, and

,Iii;1i1*!!al-fi,44P;,,

114 -Vota4onsi -work. experience,
O
iv i -designed, to
'experiences, to help .them
ge,Oossible,, an attempt is also

preivide-StUdente'mith: ,cis'Variaty of
made

=to '44h,

-sindeng!0..-ctient

'intirest:-With his or her job.
,placed

:one or
include
ant!. social ',service'. In

,Ociringi'the:leChOoksyear,,,
t*Si,:i0),-S'':iiir'.:en!eight!=w-aletc,.period each.
,4,

-17

11110111201111112.1i11.11e

IWO* iheSith-'Cars,

C 0113-t iikat

*140440

in

typieSt PliceMents

art,

.Studen01;recliiVe,Scadelic

Oredit for the .auccess-

0114,OMfi-istiOn-i-4.leahTlieriVictri4tY.1
:-The.-;010

lAii,trukeioasL!prOgiam,':ia,nontgraded acid invididualized,

4.000e..k.;:-.1(.04.41011"- and

0,/ateeVintO -,ens of

:trio

P!tta=ite.40,,it0t4v44,0.--occur:

ipoint,kh**r14,14 :Stain =of.'

lingUaga;,,94# t-t jta.tnennt

Ainee

44,04

4**4.44;4**Ii:41.0144Pli*1140
The; .core- materials .used+
ato .35.
4udents).

_

§tOg001iy.;-;

Ek91411-

are textbooks, work-

sejitinias,

.
thn':i.nstrnctional. program,

courses-

MstaatiOn# activities .and
endjaenteVhSel.tkiesuie -are, dieCUSied):
Ot,the iteielc:,

in

Stuctent
(12. "to 15-

-

,

1:40,01:.;ot afternoon

Int-k

-stActio..

magazines, and

AeboratOriali 'plOio-,*4

:04***40401%,
.

-4.0aeti are

.thnirthey_tecOiveinatruCtion

tesain according=,

in

,stu-

Science).
Selinat (where physical
4,trao:=4,1d- during

sale .studenti partiiipate 'in a

survival ,skills outdoor education class.
Special events such as
inieit.4poie:4,, plaits, and concerts are provided whenever possible.

laic-41w social services program has eight components:,

indi-

jri,940 counseling, intake, orientation, graduation
pieparatieiv,, .leiai services, health services,_ and therapeutic back4tUaeints Meet, :regularly
needed) with their assigned
,social, WOrkeri tO,disCUss personal concerns, adjustment within the
LsOloolsprearals
and'home ;problems.

:107440 and 1979,.80. evaluation reports included data
success in :meeting its-enrollment., attendance,
the
*anti*: and-' ; placement objectives.!
In-school, in-class, and
:411* *1.'

about

WOrk,4iiscattendanOk-WO Ireported, as '130; ox better -=-10X higher than

;Cliff

HOar4::Of 810tatien:hOmeroom. figures..
Work-site at010n, either the 'in-school or insahnwed
the program was
the lip: students- enrolled`.
Retention
dropoutsthan
for
actual
drOpouts.
'fOi=,04ential,.
-

airsraga

400not:i.:AISS:-rePorteik at

-

'`,1*,:pts-,!0:00444' 16 'Students, 8 of °Iihom were placed in
ems , and 5 in full=time employment.
ax

-

4%

;,Of ..IHS. Components

_

g**Y0e.:0*-, .0* 4414 designed: 'to help dropouts and poten;School diploma and obtain meaningful
,drOpeuti( eart0s,
elployalent.,Ihe,p0U,lat:ionaersied is lioite similar to the CIP's, as

_arse .the :context` ,in' : whiich. the. school operates; the school's manage
'cent,` and ,411. program-colooil!*-.. On* mayor difference between the
IHS program operates independently of

;IHS- apt ,:thel,CIP'

school district and wittiout the direct support of a
,.cOmsiOnttibiSedr). Organization, aUch as OIC.
The IHS operates as a

-

priWate- non profit,., school and has a number of features not found in
`the,%cg 00t1.014r 0aid. work ,experience, placement in a job or postSatondarr *.hool-as, a criterion for graduation, and the grouping of

:,itUdet40Of'-aCademic courses based on their reading proficiency.
description of the IHS details the major ways in which
The
it 4iftere- from the 'MP. Although both 'programs attempt to accomA4sh--,:qUite iiMilar' objectives .

,teniekt

;IndependenOe High School was founded as a private, non-profit
aUernatiye.- school -.;in 1971--by a group of college instructors, VISTA
school dropouts interested in having a
VolunteflirS, rranif
ithotil-,*ere, the --amities and atmosphere fit the needs of the stu1979-80. Over the years the student.
4ent'0-0ciiiio* (140
The
110,'student (by the 1978-79 school, year)
bOcii:greW

O
ethnicity: of. _eskucienti
)64t

.

ixsts

changed from predominantly white to

-and -14 C.Hispanic.

The IHS is a fully accredited school program located in a
renovated three-story house in a predominantly Portuguese section of
the City.
Like the CIP, it-is housed In a `separate facility apart
from the public high schools.
Although tge city in, which IHS is
located is relatively small compared to three.of the CIP sites, it
is stilL plagued by a high crime rate, high youth unemploymeht

.(34-36%), and a high dropout rate (30% projected for the 1978-79
period).
4-

Students

The 110' students served by the IHS during the 1978-79 school
year-were quite similar to the CIP interns. Approximately half were

dropouts and half were potential dropouts who attended the public
schools on an irregular basis, had records of truancy, end/or were
poor academic performers.
The median age of the students was 16,
although students as young as 14 were erved,by IHS. Approximately
502 of the IHS students had been involved in at leastiminor scrapes
with the law.

The INS students apparently differed from the CIP interns in
only one important way; -Approximately 171 were beginning ninth
graders and thus had not accumulated any credits toward graduation.
CIP interns, on the other hand, were required to have earned half of
the credits required for graduation prior to their entry into the
progtam.
(This requirement, however, was not always honored- especially when pressures to meet enrollment quotas became severe.)

'Program Treatment

The treatment provided to-IHS students consisted of the three
major elements listed previously (instruction, social services, and
work experience) plus two essential supporting ingredients-- assessThese five components correspond closely with
ment- and climate.

Like the CIF, the IHS program treatment is
hose of the CIP.
c ncerned with the "whole person" and is not limited to the stuEach student's physical, social, and
de is academic progress;

--:h ological

well-being are recognized as prerequisites of academic
success and thus as legitimate program

While the five IHS components are quite similar to the CIP's,
as is the overall "whole person" philosophy of the IHS, some activities are unique to the IHS. Notable among these are the paid work
experience, the alternation o2 students between school and work, and

the differential treatment of students based on their 'reading
These and other unique features are discussed in greater
ability.
detail below.
The IHS instructional program consists of basic
Instruction.
skill7r7FriTar(reading, math, language arts, 'and social studies
classes), special interest and special skills classes (courses in
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photography, street law, silk screening, music, graphic arts,
drama), life skills classes (classes in human sexuality, nutrition,
drug abuse, and other health-related areas), recreational classes
(bowling, karate, swimming, basketball), and work seminar classes.
The basic skills classes are held daily in the morning while most
other classes are held in the afternoon.
Students attend work
seminar classes during their two eight-webk work semesters.
For instruction iw the basic skills, students are divided into
two groups on the basis of their reading ability. Team I students,
those with lower reading ability, receive much more individual
attention than Team II students.
The Team I classes,are smaller
(i.e., .never more than 15 students compared with as many as 35
students in Team
and teachers in these classes are more likely
to assist one or two students at a time, rather than work with the
entire group.
In both teams, teachers use a variety of locally
developed and commercial materials, many of which are self-paced and
have a workbook or worksheet format. As often as possible, students
-also participate in cultural, historical.,-educational,. and recreational trips related to their school experiences.
The special interest and Special'skills classes are one way in
which the IHS program attempts to fuse academics with careers and
to provide courses of interest to the students.
The classes are
designed to provide training that students find helpful as they
make their career choices. The types of classes offered change from
one, semester to the next based on student interests.
Arrangements
are made. for students to participate elsewhere (e.g., in another
alternative school) if a course of interest to them is not offered
at IHS.
-

The work seminar classes, comparable to the CIP's Career
Counseling Seminar (CCS) classes, are held weekly during the two
eight7week, work-experience sessions.
Like the CCS classes, the
work seminar classes are a main mechanism by which world-of-work
attitudes and behaviors are taught.
Students are trained in proper
interview behaviors, resume preparation, world-of-work behavior
(attitudes and appearances), self-awareness, self-esteem, tax forms,
sex discrimination, banking procedures,
and career options and
occupations.
Guest speakers, classroom presentations, films, and
trips are an int4ral part of the work seminar classes.
Social services.
As is the case with the CIP, the IHS social
services component provides individual counseling, group counseling
(primarily through the life skills and work seminar classes), career
orientation, legal aid, and family counseling.
In both programs
home visits and family conferences (at home and at school) are also
held both on a regularly scheduled basis and as needed.
In both
programs this counseling is provided in whatever areas a student

needs, including pe6onal and family problems and progress in
school.
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An integral Part of the social services program is its outan eleiseut comparable to the CIP's follow-up of program
Information on fobs, the GED test, employment and,
graduates.
reach's-

training.prOgraMs, health,, legal issues, and a variety of referral

serViees, are provided to former students, graduates, and even
Unlike the CIZ's formal one year- follow-up
the Oilunity, at large.
thOUghs the 'IRS social services program has no formal mechanism. As
graduates come back to the school they inform IHS staff how they are

doinand ask for additional advice or help.
2

A distinguishing feature of the IHS, when
Work experience'.
Like the
'compared to the CIP, is its -work experience component.
CIP's: Hands -On, the work experience program aims to provide each
student. with first-hand knowledge about jobs in his or her chosen
The IHS work experience component, however, is
career' fieid(S).
afore miabOrate, than the CIP's Hands-On.- While Hands-On places
stUdentaen 444 aite-for a:week or two (without pay) the IHS work
experiepce 'Program' places students in paying public or private
sector' jobs related 'to their career choices for eight weeks at a
This work experiedce provides students with skills' in such
time..
johaas,construction, trades, sales, education, and social services.
The4tudents receive pay (from IHS funds) for their work experience,
along with acidem.

edit.

Throughout the work experience, the students' performances are
valuated by the IHS job developer and the employers.

monitored.

micji3O students receive direct-aupervision and training from
employers on a. daily basis throughout the two eight-week sessions,
and during the summer months-when the students work for half a day
scho0/ the other half.
and
receive formal assessments of
Student
-Ifudent,assesiment.
004-Ourrent:statnaand progress in the program at the middle and
eachOrthe-fotir:4HS -sessions, such the Same as the CIP's
end
Middleiand-end of saMeater-asiesamentsi :like the CIP interns, the
..
.

Iiikatinienta are,also formally asseiaelf upOn entry-into the program
.0:I.:ASO:it in developing. indiVidUal learning programs to plan and
determine `their career interests .so job's can be matched with their
Tnform0aasessment of the students occurs during meetings
hat:woe-04e job developers, counselors, and teachers held as needed.

,ThelO atterAmeetings are comparable to the CIP's disposition
^--,_

conferences attended by all staff so that a complete assessment of
Iheviniernis.prOviiied.

Ihree4eatUres of the IHS assessment 'program distinguish it
The `first is that written evaluationi_are provided
i niteidgrad es-'- Second the Student's assessment' involves not
only,, £tie instructors, tounseiOri and job developers, but also the
Filyatti- an integral_ part of the assessment is
:StUilentrAi*lipleyers.
Not only mua] t students demonstrate that the
the:40044tion 'plan-.

ii000i,'Oreditv coursework, attendehtes. and work experience re=q0,01Manta-,have'been met,' Put they must -also show that concrete
41-#40a4e been made for poitrgraduation schooling or employment.

The requirements for graduation in the CIP are that students meet
the minimum number of credit, course, Hands-On, and attendance
criteria.
;

Climate.

Consonant with the IHS "whole person" approach is the
philosophy that students must experience a secure and unpressured
learning environment if learning is_to be rewarding and exciting.`

Thus staff at IHS.are'addressed by theif first names, and the
groupings are kept small so that students consistently receive
special attention and positive einforcement.
There is no dress
.,

code, and students are encouraged to get involved in such decisionmaking activities as selecting and evaluating courses, and serving
on course-credit committees.

These latter climate elements of the IHS are unlike those of
the CIP's, where a dress code is enforCed, where students are rarely
allowed to call-staff by their first names, and where student's are

rarely involved in program decision-making.

Even so, the IHS

Program .closely approximates the balance between firmness and caring
that algo characterizes the CIP.
Students are held accountable for
such behayiors as tardiness, truancy, and missed assignments in both
programs.
They are also encouraged to express themselves, to be
*dividuals, and to be committed to their work.

Personnel

The organizational structure of the IHS program is quite
similar to the CIP's: The numbers and kinds of personnel required,
the staff's'qualifications, and the roles they play in the program
are also quite similar.
Along the dimensions of staff activities
and duties, however, differences exist bbtween the two.

The IHS program staff consists of28 members--22 full-time and
six part-time personnel. This staffing pattern provides the program
with low student-teacher and student-counselor ratios that are comparable to the CIP's 15 pupils to every teacher and 35 students to
every counselor.

The IHS staffing includes a director, instructional,
vocational - education,. and social-services supervisors,

instructional aides,

job developers,

social workers,

instructors,
and support

staff (including a business manager),-------

Like the CIP, the IHS program seeks out staff who are motivated and caring, and who can serve as role models for the students.
This latter qualification implies that they should be young, able to
command respect, and similar in ethnicity to the students.
The
majority of the staff hold bachelors degrees (78%), are between the
ages of 23 and 30 (83%), and are Black (54%).
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The qualifications and roles 'of the IHS director are quite
similar to those of the CIP,director. Like the CIP director, he or
she is expected to hold an MA degree and have administrative experience (three years rather than five, however).
He or she bears
primary responsibility for monitoring all phases of the school
In performing these functions the IHS director has someprogram.
what more flexibility than the CIP director, particularly with
respect to such activities as hiring staff, accrediting courses, and
establishing. graduation requirements.
As an independent school
without any LEA linkage., the IHS director is not required to hire
union staff or to receive course approval from the LEA. Also, the
IRS director can hire staff members who do not,meet LEA certification requirements, but who have "quality" experience (e.g., prior

experience with disadvantaged and alienated Youths).

The IHS

director is also not beholden to a'"parent" organization such as the
local 01C.
This relationship, while; beneficial in most respects,,
did limit the CIPs'' directors' autonomy and, in some instances, was
counterproductive.

The qualifications of the IHS supervisors are not as high as
those specified for the CIP superVisory staff.
The four years of
teaching experience, MA degree, and certification in t\go subject
.areas required of the CIP's instructional superVisor, for example,
far exceed the minimum of a BA degree and One year o£ administrative

experience specified for the IHS's instructional supervisor.
imilarly, the three years of administrative experience required of
the CIP's career counseling supervisor (whose..role is subsumed.-in
the IHS by two persons who also. have other responiibilities) far
exceed those of the IHS social services and vocational education
supervisori, who need only one year of administrative experience.
Despite this apparent difference in qualifications, the responsibilitiis of the two staffs are highly similar.
in the CIP, the IHS instructional supervisor..is charged with
maintaining cooperative working- felationships.among staff members,
The IHS
managing the instructional staff, and assisting teachers.
supervisor is also charged with such tasks as research, development,
of materials, and master teaching which, in the CIP, are tasks
undertaken by the curriculum resource specialist.,

The tasks of the social services and the vocational education
supervisors are similar toithe CIP's career counseling supervisor's.

In addition to managing their respective departmentsOoth -supervisors must also, ,maintain cooperative-working relationships among
The vocational education supervisor is also charged
staff' members:
with managing the placement of students in part-time public- and
private-sector jobs throughout the year, a responsibility similar to
managing. obtaining Hands-On placements in the CIP.

Unlike the CIP's criteria of two-to-three years experience in a
related field, IHS basic skills instructors, social Vorkers,.and job

developers are required to have only one year of experience in a
The apecial skills instructors need only a
youth-oriented program,
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high school diplomlL and experience teaching 'a special skill and
Working with youth:
The roles and responsibiliLies of these staff
are quite similar, however, to the CIP's instructors, counselors,
and job developers.
In addition to teaching youth with diverse
skills, instructors must also develop'and maintain positive relations with students and other staff, and provide extra remedial help
to students when needed.
Social workers manage a caseload of 20 to 35 students and provide personal, academic, and career counseling,
as,do the CIP counselors.
Unlike the CIP counselors, however, IHS
social workers do ,not have, responsibility for recruiting students.
Job developers arrange part-time jobs for students, monitoring their
progress on the job, and acquaint students with the standard procedures and protocol associated with seeking employment, duties
similar to the CIP's career developers' role in arranging Hands-Ons.

The IHS fiscal manager takes on those fiscal responsibilities
that would be hindled by the CIP's direcer as well as those performed by the local OIC.
He or she ha dles not only financial
records and purchase eiders, but also assists the director in
organization and coordination of office procedures.

Recruitment

The IHS program has a waiting list of over 100 eligible appliThe major souices_of referrals (approximately 50%) have been
such social service agencies as the Division of Youth and Family
Services.
$pme referrals have also come from counselors, social
workers, and principals at the senior ana junior high schools all
over the city, of Newaik.
Other applicants have been friends Sand
relatives of current and _farmer IHS students.
Finally, some students have simply walked in.
cants.

Unlike the CIP, tae IHS has not had to spend a great deal(of
effort designing and implementing recruitment strategies.
Perhaps
the main reason for this difference is that the program has existed
for over eight years and has become well known in, its city and
community. Another reason may be that the IHS.has not had to depend
as heavily on the LEA for its referrals, as has the CIP.
The
majority of the referrala, in fact, have come from city and county
welfare boards, police and juvenile justice committees, probation
departments, and the courts.

Students referred to the IHS must be between 14 and 20 years
of age, residents of Newark, and from low-income families.
Once
referred to the IHS they are interviewed by counselors who determine if the school program can effectively meet their needs.
Students must then obtain transcripts, undergo a medical examination,
and obtain a social security card.
Before acceptance, students are
given a one- to four-week orientation to the IHS (the CIP's orientation lasts for one week) before being placed into the instructional
program.
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Facilities

Like the CIP,

or

the IHS has office space for all its approxi-

'mately 10 non-teaching staff members, and a classroom for each
instructor.
There is also a reading laboratory, a dark room, and a
woodworking shop. Also, like the CIP, it has lunch room' facilities,
does not have its own recreational facilities, and must make use of
such community resources as the boys club. and YM-YWCA.

Funds

The IHS budget, unlike the CIP's, is administered by the
director and the:fiscal manager, restricted only by contractual
-limitations imposed by the funding agenciei.
The availability of
funds for the program has been a continuing problem, however, and
some .program activities such. as the work experience component have
occasionally been blocked by a lack of financial resources.
Similar
problems were experienced, attlmes, in the CIP demonstration.
A' problem experienced yearly by' le IHS is the issue of reUnlike the CIP during the demonstration period, the IHS
depends upon multiple agencies for funding.
During the 1977-78
year, for example, it received funds from nine agencies including
the State Law Enforcement Planning Agency and the Youth and Family
Services Division.
funding.

Relations with the Local Education Agency

,

Since its inception, the IHS program has operated nearly
independently orthe LEA (though in recent years relationships have
While a closer affiliation would be desirable,
begun to grow).
there are a number of disincentives, including lack of enthusiasm
within the LEA for programs developed outside the system, pressures
from the local teachers' union, and the absence of a legal mechanism
that allows the allocation of state educational funds to private,
These barriers are not unlike
non-profit schools (Yourish, 1980).
those experienced by the CIP demonstration sites.

The steps taken by the IHS to improve relationships have
included regular meetings with the Executive Superintendent of
Schools, the County Superintendent of Schools, and other representa-.4
tives of the schools to attempt to convince them of the value of the
program and to seek monies for the future; These meetings have not
succeeded in obtaining funding. More importantly, the IHS has never
succeeded in convincing the LEA to grant academic credit for courses

taken at the IHS by students who_ subsequently returned to the
On the other hand, student referrals from
regular high schools.
counselors, social workers, and vice-principals have increased.
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Relations with the Community
The placement of students in non-subsidized and subsidized jobs

depends on strong positive relationships with the private and
public sectors.
Like' the CIP, the IHS makes use of Ircommunity
advisory board (called the Governing Board) to link the program to

the community.
Juit as the CIP, which had to dependupon the
coilunity'fm placement of students in Hands-On experiences, the
IHS found that developing positive relations with the community
waa-not an easy ask. 40th programs found many employers initially
resistant because of prior negative experiences with other subsidized OJT programs.' According :to IHS staff members, significant
factors related to the program's succelvt in placing students are the
frequent job-site visits, supervision, and folloW-up provided by the
job,developers. For the CIPs, monitoring of the Hands -0n is also an
important -factor related 'to the placement of students, but site
supervision isnot provided directly by the CIP staff.

0
Anal aes Of the IHS Eialuation Outcomes

Measures. of effectiveness reported in the IHS 1978-79 and
1979 -80

evaluations included enrollment,__attendance, retention,
'graduation, andiAacemint statistics.
Theprogram enrolled 410 and
'107 ,,students ,respectively for the two years.
Attendance figures
Were reported' at 79% or better in-school., in-class, and at the

work, sites. 'Forthe 1978-79 year, IHS was able to retain 75% of

itaatUdents (retentio data' Were not reported for the 1979-80
school term). The program graduated 16 students during the two-year
all,of whom were placed, in college, in jobs, or in an OJT
program.

Enrollment

The enrollment objectives for the IHS program during the 1978-

'79 and 1979-80 school years were to admit 80 to 100 dropout and
potential dropout 'students between the age of 14 and 24, all of whom
With this number of participants--half
assigned to work, and. half attending classes--the IHS is-operating
at full capacity.

Were Newark residents.

The IHS was able to .meet its enrollment objectives without any
difficUlty.
Several factors appear to be relevaut to this attainment.
First, the IHS receives referrals from all of its funding

shurces--(whick at one_time amounted to as mt...y 'as 10 agencies).
Thus the program does not depend upon the willingness and efficiency
of a .few schools to provide referrals (as was the :lase for the CIP),
or upon zealous recruiting activities by members .)f the program's
staff.
Second, the- enrollment of students in the INS .program is a
rather uncomplicated process and does not entail either testing or
forail review of transcripts to determine if students meetthe age,
minimum income, and residence requirements.
The referralligencies

AnY

for the.IHS conduct the preliminary screening and refer students
only if the minimum requirements are met.

Other factors include:

enrollment in the program takes place four times during each
school year, thus allowimg new students to fill the slots of
students who dropped out of the program or were terminated;

4 the program has operated in the community for over seven
years and hasa well established reputation;
the program's catchment area encompasses the entire' city of
Newark; and

there are only a fe0 competing alternative school programs.
The nature of the CIP demonstration and evaluation requirements
prevented it from having_ several of the enrollmeht-lacilitating
features of the IHSr The demonstration did show, however, that as
catchment areas were expanded and as the CIP became better known in
the community, recruiting difficulties were markedly. reduced.
If
the sites receive adequate continuation funding, it is RHC's opinion
that the recruitment task would be reduced to manageable proportions

and that the programa could obtain enough students to operate at
fall-capacity.

Attendance

The attendance objectives of the IHS were to Maintain inschool, class, and. work-program attendance of 80%.
For both years
(1978-79 and 1979-80), including.the summer months, the IHS program
111411
able to meet its in-school and work-program attendance objecIn-class attendance fell, slightly short of the 80% criteria
tives.

for the 1978-19 school term (it was 79%), but reached 82% the
following year.

For both years,, attendance was higher in the work

program (91% and 90% for the two school years) than in-class or
in-School attendance.
Attendance did not decline during the summer
months, very possibly because of the work stipend.

Several factors appear related to the high attendance rate,
particularly that of the work-program. First, according to the IHS
evaluation report (Yourish, 1979), students who participate in work
ac-ivities have been found to exhibit a higher degree of motivation
and responsibility than those who do not.
Another factor may be
that students are frequently visited on the job site and are provided with follow-up support.
Another related factor is thought to be the structured but.very
informal school atmosphere that is encouraging and supportive, yet
demanding.
One facet of this atmosphere, furthermore, is directly
related to attendance. Students not at school within the first half
hour are called at home and are urged to come.
Transportation
subsidies are provided for those who are in need of it.
Similar
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activities were called for in the CIP model--and probably would have
raised attendance rates--but were never fully implemented because
the time that normally would have been available for them was
consumed by the more pressing need to recruit students.

As' mentioned above, unlike the CIP, IHS attendance did not
decline during the simmer.
This difference between programs is
attributed to the fact that, during the summer months, students work
for half of the day and attend classes the other half. To be paid,
however, they must, attend both the work program and the IHS classes.

In the CIP, a primary reason for the decline in summer school
attendance was thought to be the interns' need for summer employThe opinion was frequently voiced by CIP staff members that
some sort of work program was needed to h d students during the
summer.
In line with this recommendation, the linkage of pay to
both.achool and work attendance mould appear to be a useful policy
ment.

for the improvement of summer school attendance.

Retention

The IHS program does not have a clear-cut policy toward terminating studenti.
In general, every effort is made to keep students
enrolled including, at the discretion of the staff, placing students
on leaves of absence for pregnancies or other personal crises.

The 1978 -79 evaluation report indicates that the school retainod 83 (75%) of its 110 enrollees.
(Retention data were not
repced for the 107 enrollees of the 1979-80 school years.)
The
majority of the retained youth had not dropped out of school but had
,accumulated fewer than 15 Of the 92 credits needed for graduation
(58%).
The program was able to maintain more in-school youth than
out-of-school youthi though a significant number of former dropouts
were retained (during the 1978-79 year IHS retained 35 (60%) out of
58 former dropouts).

The most frequently cited reasons for termination reported by
the IHS administration were:
administrative separation (30%) for
truancy, tardiness, unexcused absences, transfers to a GED program
(17%), and employment (17%). This rank ordering was similar to that
observed at the CIP sites where attendance was stated as the primary
reason for student terminations followed second by employmsnt,
followed by family care and returns to the high school. Unlike the

CIP, however, an unanticipated outcome of the program was the
voluntary termination of five students' because they needed and were
offered (as a consequence of their participation in the work program) full-time unsubsidized employment.
Since one of the goals
of the IHS- program is to provide career-related employment opportunities for students, the live terminations were viewed as positive
program outcomes.
Similarly, the placement of students who were 20

years or older and found it difficult to attend.school, into GED
programs was also viewed as a positive type of termination.
As
indicated, five (17%) students terminated to attend GED programs.
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Graduation

To receive'a high schodl diploma from IHS, students must not
only meet the credit and attendance requirements, they must also
meet the program's standard of "readiness" for the world outside of
IHS.

Specifically, ,they must have made concrete plans for entering

employment, college, an on-the-job training program, or the miliThis requirement is consonant with the aim of the program
tary.
not only to teach students the skills necessary to obtain, meaningful
employment, bui'to motivate them to fulfill their career potential
as well..

During the 1978-79' and 1979-80 school years, the program was
able to graduate 16 (10%) of its 155 students; 8 students each year.
This number of graduations was lower, at least for the 1978-79 year,

than was projected based on the number of entry credits. and the
Of the 19
maximum number of credits students could have earned.
students that could have graduated, 8 (42%) did su during the 1978Two of the remaining potential graduates cmpleted their
79 year.
Four students reschooling about one and one-half years later.
mained in the program and had not graduated as of June, 1980.

Three

others reached the age .ofY21 and were encouraged to enter 'a GED
Only two. of the potential graduates
program, which all three did.
terminated: one because of poor attendance and the-other because his
family moved away. With respect to attrition, these findings suggest that the IHS had a strong "holding power." On the other hand,
the program does not graduate students nearly -as rapidly as could be
Several factors
expected on the basis of their entry credits.
,appear related to this situation.

One factor related to the finding that the IHS program needs a
longer amount of time to graduate students than expected (a finding
that was also observed in at least two CIP sites--Sites"B and C) is
the extent to which the IRS program provides a caring environment

In the IHS, like in the CIP, the staff are
for its students.
dedicited--as is evidenced by the enormous amount of uncompensated
time they spend with students on program tasks beyond their already
Though they are firm,
long working hours (Yourish, 1979, p. 15).
This caring attitude must
staff du not give up on the students.
make it difficult for students to break away from the "family"
Several CIP
relationships to which they have grown accustomed.
interns mentioned a similar reluctance to depart from the program.

si

One obvious reason for delayed graduation is that simply comIHS gradpleting attendance and credit requirements is not enough.
uates students only if they have made concrete plans for their posthigh-school careers. Of 13 students for whom June, 1980 graduations

were planned, 9 failed to meet that date becaust applications to
college had not been sent out, SAT's had not been taken, employment
had not been sought, resumes had not been completed, and similar
Other students failed to graduate on schedule because of
reasons.
lateness to school, absences, and not enough credits, although these

reasons were almost always combined with indecisiveness regarding
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post -IHS plans. Thus, meeting the progrim's
standard of "readiness"
for.graduation appears difficult for many students.
Without that
criterion' it seems. likely .that a larger number of students would
have been graduated.
It is nct clear, however, that the IHS would
be able to meet its placement goals without withholding the diploma

until post,gradilation plans were finalized.

Placement

The ultimate goalof the IHS program is to prepare all of its
students to continue. their education or find jobs related to their
career interests.
Placement in a full-time job, college, an OJT
program, the militaii, or some' other career training program designed to enhanCe their career goals is a prerequisite lor graduation.

\ Of the 16 studenti

graduated during-the1978-79 anc 1979-80
school years, 8 chose to enter college, 5 others entered full -time
'Oployment,snd the remaining-3 enrolled in OJT programs. Those who
entered college or OJT prOgraths had plans for .such careers as
computer technology, dental hygiene, electrical engineering, -and
home eeonomy..
Those who choie full-time employment entered such
,careers as retail sales, marketing, ana public, service.
Two factors appear related to the IHS program's success in the
placement Of, ell its students:
its graduation policy and -its
provision of, student work experiences related to theirocareers.
,Like the CIP, the IHS staff members assist students in selecting
college$, preparing resumes, completing financiaUaid `forms, and in
other ways intended to help them meet the graduation placement
requireient.. At the CIP, the intentions are similar, but the *IRS
sanction of withholding the diploma until concrete plans are mode
appears to force students to take actions they might otherwise put
off.
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COMPARISON 4:

'KENSINGTON-EDISON YOUTH PROGRAM
'Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

,

Program Overview

Thi-Ken singtotrEdison Youth Program (KEY) is 'an LEA - operated
alternative school for economically disadvantaged youth between the
ages 4:4.15 and 21 4ho-haye had trouble learning in the traditional
school enVirOnsent. i*program is a cooperative effort between two
high,lichooli=-KensingtOollaad.:Edison--that are attempting to reduce
the'ch'igh,rate of (trapping out.
The major goals of the KEY program

are ".0.4411) dropouts and pOtentiel dropouts earn high school
diploma's '-and to assist them
.*.Career fields of their choice.

obtaining meaningful employment in
The program provides basic-academic
cr
skills training, anplacement.

akiilt-ilOroyement,

It

intO,three- *OM

academie:instruction, counseling, and
'-careirpreparatiOn., Every week, students alternate between the KEY
penter and. -the Randot0h, Skills Center Which, provides the career,'
The KEY program operates'
,preparation CoMpOnept: :of the program.
during the regular atheol year only.
4.

'The instrUctienal, program, is individualized' for each student,
larger-group instructional" activities also occur.
,

but

:

.SOdehta tikeCOureet in the bacsicsubject-areas (reading,.math,
4001* 410q20,. .*14 Ameritan history):Ale well as elective courses
environment, and ecol(parentini*OCatiOni: humakbialOgy,
Icle0.44-1c*,*(10, '0144 (12-20, student*per class) and
010-1
_personatited:learhinviiemphasized. The KEY PrOgrka includes both.
indiiiiduatthcFrpuOPounieliag on personal .and-academic matters.
Student's ire: Initlillyinterviewedby the KEY staffto determine
Informal sessions are held
their.aaideeicant career objectives
thiOughPui theY.yeir to address the itud4nW personal concerns,
The- -guidance counselors at
inCluding. sChoot adjustment problems:
the "skills
i
Center and those; at tHe students' home schools also
prov"ida,pOUnieling services to students as_needed.

The Oireer preparation component consists of.career counseling,

ekilitpraininvin two or more related skills, and job plaCement
Thprogrem is, designectto provide students with job specific entry-leVel 'skills, exOriences in a variety of career
litids an_ d' proper attitudes, toward work. Students receive skills
communications, construction, health
training in seven clusters:
ierviCai, manufacturing and maintenance, personal services, power
They also receive intensive career,
and warehdusing.
mechstiics,

;assistance.

counseling to help them make realistic career decisions.

'The KEY 1978-79 and 1979-80 evaluations reported data about the
program's success in enrollment, attendance, retention, and graduaThe program was able to operate at full capacity during the
t,ion.
Retention, data from the
two -year period and enrolled 160 students.

1979-80 year showed that of 80 studento, 64 (80%) remained in the
program.
Of these 64 students, 15'(23%) graduated.
School attendance for the two years was reported at 68% and 76% respectively.
Attendance was reported as- "improved" for more than half the students.

Analysis of KEY Components

:Me goals of both the KEY program and the CI
are to enable
disadvantaged, potential dropout students to earn their hie school
diplomas and to help them obtain employment reltiant'to their career
interests. The two programs offer academic courses, counseling, and
career education.
One importato-difference between them, however,
is that the KEY program provides students with job-specific entryleyel skills training, whereas'the CIP provides students with two
two -week -Illanda-On experiences designed not to teach entry-level
skills :but -rather to give an overview of the work. in two career
fields.
Also, the KEY program iu an LEA-operated program whereas
the CIP is a CEO-operated, community-based program requiring strong
linkages with the LEA. These and other features of the KEY project
are described in detail below.

9
The KEYprogram is an outgrowth of the Penn Treaty-Edison,
Project, a dropout prevention program funded in 1971 under Title
VIII of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act,
That program's
goal's were to reduce the dropout rate and develop career awareness
imyeuth.
It originally operated as a separate career education
project for th011-boys Edison High School but was expanded a year
later to incliide the all-girls Kensington_ High School carer educe,01.11:component.
These two separate boys and girls components were'
Consolidated into the KEY program in1976 to make
program coeducational.
'.
The KEY program operates as an annex to the Edison and Kensington High SchOols.
-It
is jocated off-site in a renovated houie in
Kensington, a factory district two miles northeast of downtown
,-.-Philadelphia.
The area is the last of Philadelphia's low-income
white areas.
Like the' areas where the CIPs are located, it is

affected,by a high crime rate and high dropout rate (Edison High
°School has the highest dropout rate of all the schools in Phila.delphia).

Students

The 160 students who attended KEY during the 1978-79 and 197980 years were potential dropouts between the ages of 15 and 21. The

students were drawn from Kensington Girls High School and Edison
Boys High School in approximately equal numbers.
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Approximately half

,

were dropouts who had been out og school for at least a year and
half were` potential dropouts.
The racial composition of the students ,:eas 60% white, 20Z Black, and 20% Hispanic.
Like the CIP
`interne, many of the KEY students were poor attenders and low
auhlevers.

Pietrim Treatment

The KEY program has a number of feature.; which distinguish it
frok the ,CIP.
For example, it offers students skills training
whereas the CIP offers two two-week Hands-On career exposure experiences.
Also, the KEY program provides less group counseling than

iheXfP.

The following .description provides the details of the KEY
program in comparison to the CIP.
The description is organized
according to the three major KEY program areas listed earlier
Jinstructional, counseling, and career preparation), plus two suppoiting areas (climate and assessment).
'

Instruction.
The KEY *instructional program, like the CIP's,
prove ea atudensy with a personalized atmosphere.
Both programs

offer individual ila'ruCtion, small class sizes,"a variety of
materials that appeal to\the students' interests, and basic skills
remediation.
Also, in both programs, the math classes are- tomplStely individualized.. KEY students, however, are assigned semi-

programmed materials while the CIP interns work with,learning
packets.

In the reading classes, students in-both programs work'on
self -paced individualized materials like the Sullivan Adult Reading
Series Which- are selected because, of their high interest level.
'However, in other Classes, Such as American history, science,

English, and social studies, the instruction is more traditional.
The lecture approach is used along with small- and large-group
activities and students work more with textbook and workbook materials.
They are also assigned individual projects such as book
reports and journal writing, and participate in open discussions and
role-playing activities.
The only, class using learning packets

siiilar in formats to the CP's,is the parenting education class
which is offered as an elective.
Field trips related to the students co
k are_An.integral part of the KU instructional
program .s they are-in the CIP.

Two distinguishing features of the KEY instructional program
are its back-to-basics orientation in instruction and its somewhat
traditional teaching - format.
Careers' ar not incorporated into
the academic courses as they are, in the CIP.
With the exception
of some discussion of careers in the parenting course, world-of-work
attitudes are not fused. into the academic courses.
They are dia.however, in the career preparation courses provided by
the Randolph Skills Center.
In addition, the KEY curriculum does
not include classes in which students get the opportunity to voice
Cussed,
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their career-related concerns as they do in the C1P's Career CounFor the most part, KEY students remain in their
seling Seminars.
"home" classrooms where, they receive instruction in reading, math,
and social studies.
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dirk,The oditreeeignidanCe lisPect of the skills center is comparable
teillthe .CfP's career development planning activity where interns lay

out their career .goals and become acquainted with options and
opportunities ".available for employment and continuing education.

Piior to entry into the program, the KEY student and his or her

"parents meet' with - the assistant program coordinator to discuss the
program ,and the Student's career interests. During the student's
atiYe*,KEY, periodic meetings are scheduled. with the Skills Center
counsel each

student in his or her chosen career area. The
,s,tildent is also provided quarterly accounts of his or her progress.
The'ekpeOtation is that upon completion of the program, the student
will 'receive a certificate listing the various skills he or she has
st4iff:to

mastered.
the career preparation comJob placement is a final aspect
ponent of the KEY project. As part of the Skills Center offerings,
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senior-year students who are interested in a cooperative work program are placed in part-time jobs.
One important feature of the
Randolph Skills Center is_that it also -helps students to meet the
requirements for apprenticeship programs.
Counseling. Students in the KEY program receive individual and
group counseling on an informal basis as do the CIP interns.
Unlike

'the CIP students, however, who are assigned to full-time CIP counselors, the KEY students are counseled by their respective homehigh-school-counselors. Also, during their sessions-at the Randolph
Skills Center,' the KEY students receive both career'guidance and
placement services.

-

An important distinction between the KEY program's-counseling
And that of the CIP is its intensiveness.
While both programs
provide comparable job preparation counseling, the CIP's individual
0ersonal and academic .counseling and its group counseling are more
intensive.
As .mentioned, interns in the CIP are scheduled for
individual biweekly' dinaiii**r7with-their-counselors,__ Individual
_cOnierincet for the: -KEY students are scheduled.only upon._ the Stu"4ent.'-a, initiation and' more Often than not, during a crisis.
Also,

=there are no daily scheduled .group counseling sessions in the KEY
program
thereAre intheCIP (CCS).
A featilre of-the KEY counseling program that is similar iolhat
othe CIP is the involvement of.the KEY staff in conference's where
each- students progress is reviewed.
During weekly meetings, KEY
staff' review each, student's progress and get a consensus from the

4roUp'-on additional activities or ways any problems are to be
Solved.
These weekly conferences
conferences.

like the CIP's disposition

Assessment

Students in the KEY program Are assessed daily on. an infordial

basis and receive formal assessments four times a yeai, as do the
CIP interns.

,

Also in both programa, the students are 'assessed upon

entry to determine their reading and math skill levels .so -the
necessary remedial assistance can be provided.
They also receive
foraal assessments at the Skills Gents' four times a year to coin,

,cide with their KEY progress reports.
As is- the *lise in'the CIP, the students' formai assessments
consist of graded progress reports.
The assessments, especially
thoie provided by the Skills Center, are based upon student academic
performance and attendance.
One distinguishing feature of the KEY
prOect, however, is that students are also issued quarterly Activity4tOgress Report which lists the tasks the student has started

And/or completed during the quarter.
Clime mate.
The KEY climate is quite similar to that of the CIP.
In both programs, the staff are concerned about the whole student,
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including both academic and personal problems.
The staff also try
to provide an atmosphere that is caring, supportive, rewarding, and
unpressured, but that also encourages student responsibility. Both
programs have small class sizes which allow for a more personalized
and individualized atmosphere. Students are praised for good work
and are given much encouragement.
The staff in both programs also
show the students that they care through such behaviors as calling
students at home when they are absent from school and disciplining
students for misbehaviors.
In the KEY program, the staff even visit
the students at the Skills Center to see how they are doing and to
provide assistance with problems they may have. This is not unlike

the CIP where staff members are expected to visit the students
during their Hands-On experiences.

As in the case of the CIP, the KEY students are held accountable for such behavio.4 as tardiness, attendance, smoking, using
drugs, fighting, and breaking the dress code rules.
The accountability syitem used in the KEY program is much stricter, however.
For example,. letters are sent to the parents/guardians of those
KEY students who are absent three times. After six absences,
a parent interview is required to determine whether the student
should continue in the program.
Sanctions for poor attendance
were generally more lenient in the CIP demonstration sites.

Personnel

The KEY program staff includes a part-time program coordinator,
a full-time assistant program coordinator, six full-time certified
teachers, and one full-time administrative assistant. This staffing
pattern provides student-teacher ratios that are comparable to the
CIP's 15 pupils to every teacher.
The roles that these staff members play in the program are quite similar to those of the CIP's
staff.

The most important criteriom used to select the staff is commitment to helping youth.
Like the CIP, the program also seeks
staff who are caring and motivated and who are able to command
respect. With the exception of the administrative assistant, all
of the staff hold bt.helor's or master's degrees and are certified
in at least one area.
The typical staff member has between 15 and
20 years teaching and/or administrative experience, compared to the
CIP where the zajority of the staff have fewer than 10 years experience.

The KEY program is jointly administered by the program manager
and assistant program manager.
The program manager spends half time

at the KEY and half time administering two other district alternative programs.
He or she is responsible for monitoring all phases
of the KEY program and serves as a liaison between the program and
the district offices.
This includes serving as liaison between KEY
and the Skills Center staff and lobbying for KEY funds.
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The assistant program manager is responsible for the internal
KEY program operations. He or she supervises the staff, administers
the budget, arranges students schedules, and in general manages the
overall operation of the program.
The assistant program manager
also teaches, counsels students, develops curriculum, conducts the
intake, and assists the program manager in such tasks as representing the project at school board and local meetings..
Many of the tasks performed by the program manager and assistant program manager are like those performed by the CIP's director.
Similarly, the relationship that exists between the two KEY managers
is like that which exists between the CIP's director and its local
OIC.- Just as the assistant program manager depends upon the program
manager to sponsor the program, build support for it, and act as an
intermediary between the program and the school board, the CIP
direct' depends upon its local OIC for these functions.

The KEY program-manager and assistant-program-manager job
descriptions call for-more qualifications than the CIP director's.
While the CIP director is expected to have a master's degree and a
minimum of .two years experience, the KEY's assistant program manager
is expected to havt these qualifications plus certification in at
least two subject-matter areas.
The program manager is expected to
have the equivalent of a master's degree in administration, and five
years administrative experience.

to

As mentioned above, the assistant program manager is expected
teach, counsel, develop curriculum, and handle intake.
These

tasks are compafable to those of the CIP's instructional supervisor,
,teachers, and counselors.
A distinction, however, is that these
responsibilities do not require as much ire -depth involvement in the
KEY program.
For example, intake into the KEY program only requires
an interview with the student and his or her parents and the completion of certain release forms.
Students are initially assessed by
their classroom teachers.
In the CIP, intake entails not only an
interview but also achievement testing, initiation of a career
development plan, and an assessment of the number of credits required for graduation.
It should also be noted that the assistant
program manager does not have regularly assigned classes as do the
CIP teachers.
Finally, counseling is done on an informal basis and
during crisis occasions rather than on a biweekly basis, as is the
case with the CIP.

One important differencr between the KEY program managers and
the CIP directors is the amount of autonomy each has. Both programs
operate as independent high schools.
The directors thus have sim-

ilar amounts of autonomy in such activities

as hiring staff and

awarding academic credit.
The KEY program managers, however, must
accept teachers from the LEA based on seniority and have little control over teacher selection.
The CIP directors can only hire staff
members who meet LEA certification requirements.
The directors/
managers of both programs also must obtain course approval from the
feeder schools.
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Teachers in both programs are responsible for the students'
entire instructional program.
They counsel students on an informal
basis and develop and maintain positive relationships with students
and other staff.
Unlike the CIP instructors, the KEY teachers are
not expected to make home visits (although they are expected to meet

with parents to discuss the students progress),nor are they expected to coordinate 'their instructional activities
teachers to the extent that is specified for the CIP.

with

other

The qualifications of the KEY teaching staff are similar to
those of the CIP teachers.
In both programs, the teachers are
expected to be certified or certifiable.
Previous alternativeschool experience is also desired by both programs.
One distinction
between the teachers in the two programs, however, is that teachers,

in the CIP are selected because they can serve as role models for
the youths.
Thus, CIP teachers are young, able to command respect;
and ethnically similar to the interns.
Because of their union
affiliations, KEY program staff cannot be selected for these characteristics.

,

Recruitment'

Approximately half the-students referred to the KEY program are
dropouts and half are potential dropouts.
Most of the program's
referrals (approximately 75%) come from current or former KEY students., Referrals also come from counseling and administrative staff
The third source of referrals is
members at the two high schools.
lists of dropouts received from the Kensington and Edison High
Schools and from community persons. Approximately 10% of the students are recruited through dropout lists.
An additional 15% are
recruited through the high schools' staff referrals.

Intake into the KEY program occurs from September through
January until the program has acquired 80 students.
To enter the
program students must be between the ages of 15 and 21, must be

dropouts or potential dropouts, and must be residents of the
Kensington-Edison attendance area.

Facilities

The KEY project has office space for its program manager and
assistant program manager and for each of its six teaching staff
members.
It does not have lunch room facilities, since the students
are dismissed from school at 1:30 each day.
To conduct its recrea-

tional program, the KEY program, like the CIF, must make use of the
community resources.
Recreational activities take place at a nearby
community playground.
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Funds

Unlike the CIP's budget, which is administered by the director
in conjunction with the local OIC, the KEY budget is administered by
the assistant program manager who is restricted only by the budget
Material
limitations imposed-by the school district's general fund.
orders are also handled directly by the assistant program manager
Who solicits the teachers' needs for new books, equipment, and other
materials each year. Supplies for the project are received from the
Kensington and Edison High Schools.
The program manager handles
requests or and receipts of these supplies.

Except for the KEY project's first year of funding, which was
provided by Title VIII federal monies, the project has received
money from the school district's general fund.

The program manager

must lobby for funds each year since the district has 32 such
alternative programs.

Relations with the Local Education Agency

The KEY program is an annex to the Kensington and Edison High
Schools and, as such, must coordinate its activities with these two
Like the CIP, the KEY program depends upon the high
schools.
schools for student referrals, and for the award of course credit
Like. the CIP, KEY studerts receive diplomas
towards graduation.
KEY
from the feeder schools rather than from the program itself.
-students_are also referred back to their respective high schools for
Both programs receive in-kind supcounseling services as needed.
port such as student food services (breakfast for KEY students and
The KEY prolunch for CIP students) and transportation services.
gram is also dependent on its feeder schools for office supplies.
In addition to coordinating its activities with the Kensington
and Edison High Schools, the KEY staff must maintain close relationships with the Randolph Skills Center staff and school board
The KEY program is dependent upon the Skills Center
personnel.
primarily for student scheduling, maintaining student records, and
for monitoring the students. progress. Weekly visits are made to the
Skills Center to assist students with problems and to let them know
that the project staff are interested in their performance.

Relations with the Community

The placement of KEY graduates is dependent upon strong posiFor this reason,
tive relationships-with the business community.
the Skills Center advisory board includes community and business
The staff at the KEY program also attend community meet-persons.
ings tii-share details about the KEY program with interested persons.
Contacts ate-also made with community resource persons who are able

to provide such ancillary- services as family counseling and legal
services.
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Parent involvement is an integral part of both the KEY
program
and the CIP.
In the two programs, parents are invited in for open
house events and discussions on the student's progress.
Both programs also contact parents when students are absent.
In
the KEY
program, however, parents are contacted daily until
the student
returns to school.

Analysis of the KEY Program Evaluation Outcomes

The 1978-79 and 1979-80 KEY evaluation reports included
meas-

ures of effectiveness in enrollment,
graduation. The program enrolled 80

attendance, retention, and
students each year.
Of the 80
students enrolled during the 1979-80 year, 64 (80%) remained in the
program.
Fifteen of the 64 earned their high school diplomas.
Attendance was reported at 68% and 76% for the two years respectively.
Attendance improvement was noted for more than 50% of the
students in each of the two years.

Enrollment

The KEY enrollment objectives for the 1978-79 and 1979-80
school years were to admit 80 students between the ages of 15 and
21 who were all residents of the Kensington-Edison attendance
area.
With this number Of students the program would be operating at full
capacity.
The program met this enrollment objective both years.
Also, each year it had a waiting list of over 20 eligible
students.
Several factors are thought to be related to the KEY program's
ability to meet its enrollment objectives.
First, the project is an

annex to the Kensington and Edison schools which have very high

dropout rates.

The program staff estimated that over 500 youths had

dropped out from these schools,
which to recruit.

a sizeable pool of students from

A second related factor is..the visibility of the KEY program in
the community.
According to KEY staff more than 75% of the enrollees were referred to the program by current or former KEY students.
Also, the KEY program evolved
from a former dropout prevention
program, the Penn Treaty-Edison Program, which had existed for five
years. The long-standing reputation of this
program in the Kehsing-

ton community and KEY's incorporation of many of the Penn TreatyEdison components have helped to establish KEY in the community.

The KEY program is able to maintain a substantial list of
eligible candidates but has experienced difficulty in. keeping the
candidates interested in the program.
One reason is that the waiting period for entry into the program is anywhere from six months
to a year.
In that length of time the students find erployment or
make alternative plans.
This experience is similar to that of the
CIP where long periods of uncertainty between initial application
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to the program and ultimate admission to

it

led many potential

students to take alternative courses of action.

Attendance

The attendance objective of the KEY program for the two-year
period considered here was to improve the attendance of more than
It exceeded that standard in both years.
50% of the participants.
Of the 61 and 51 students for whom attendance data were reported,
,43 (70%) and 37 (73%) respectively improved their attendance while
attendance remained the same for 21 of the remaining 32 students.
The average daily attendance rate for the two years was 68% and 76%.

Two factors are thought to be related to the KEY program's
One factor is the
success in meeting its attendance objective.
caring attitudes that the KEY staff portray through activities such
as following up on absent students daily, and visiting them at the
Skills Center to provide support and to assist them with any probIt was expected that the CIP staff would prolems they may have.
Unvide a similar daily folloii-up on students who were absent.
fortunately, time constraints and the priority given to other tasks,
such es recruiting, prevented them from consistently conducting such

The second factor thbught to be related to the KEY program's
high attendance is the firm policy of its Skills Center 'regarding
unexcused absences. Parents or guardians of students who are absent
three times receive letters reminding them of the school's policy.
The parents are called in for an interview after six absences, at
which time a decision is made as to whether or not the student is
benefitting from the kogram and whether or not his or her particiStudents terminated from the Skills Center
pation should continue.
for poor attendance are simultaneously terminated from the KEY
project.

Retention
eeigned
The KEY termination policy, like that of the CIP, i
For
to keep students in the program for as long as is posilble.
example, although students are automatically suspended ,(for a few
days) for such misbehaviors as smoking, using-drugs, or carrying
weapons, they are allowed to return ,to school aftet a conference
Alan, while poor attendance at
has been held with their parents.
the .Skills Center is a cause for dismissal, poor attendance at the
KEY center'does not generally. result in the termination of the
The only sanction that poor attendance carries is the
atudent.
possibility of course failure, although students in the KEY program
This latter
are not failed if they complete the required work.
different
from
the
CIP's
policy
where
70%
attendance
is a
policy

requirement for passing a course.
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The KEY program retained 64 (80%) of the 80 students enrolled

during the 1979-80 year.

The majority of these students were

second- and third-year participants.

One factor thought to be related to the KEY program's high
retention rate is its early dismissal hour (students are dismissed
at 1:30 p.m.) which allpws students to hold part-time jobs while
attending school. Although the most frequently cited reason for the
KEY program terminations was to accept employment, fewer students
left for this reason than was expected: (It was estimated that over
half the KEY students needed work while attending school.)
There
was a similar need for part-time jobs among the CIP acudents.
The
longer school day, however, made finding suitable ablVloyment substantially more difficult.
This is thought to be a' major factor
contributing to the CIP's lower retention rate.
Other factors thought related to the KEY program's ability to
retain a high proportion of students are:

the caring attitude shown by staff who call students when

they are absent and who provide studtnts with a lot of
individual attention; and

the absence of rigid termination policies that make it possible for students to pass coursework on the basis of their

accomplishment of the work rather than on the basis of
attendance.

Graduation
0

The KEY program's requirements for obtaining a regular high.
school diploma are that students complete the required number of
courses in the required content areas.
Since the program is not
-.:celerated,'students may take as Ions as three years.to earn,
their diplomas.

The goal' of'the KEY program is to graduate at least 50% of the

eligible students.

During the 1979-80 year, 16 students had

achieved twelfth-grade status. Of these 16 students, 15 (94%) graduated.
Twelve (80%) of thesesgraduates were enrolled for more faan
two years before completing the KEY program.
Their average agf at
graduation was 18.6.
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COMPARISON 5:

URBAN LEAGUE STREET ACADEMY
New Orleans, Louisiana

Program Overview

,

,

The 'Urban League Street Academy (ULSA) is a community-based
alternative high school for economically disadvantaged persons aged
16-60, virtually all of whom have been out of school for a year or
longer.
Approximately 80Z of,
students are between the ages of
16 and 21.
The program is operated by the Urban League of Greater

New Orleans, but receives extensive in-kind support from the New
Orleans Parish School Board.
The primary objectives of the ULSA
.program are to enable students to earn a GED and an ULSA diploma,
-

and,to assist them in obtaining meaningful employment.
the
(Note:
ULSA diploma is not equivalent to a high school diploma or a GED.
It is a certifiCateof completion.
To obtain that certificate,
'however; students must have demonstrated. reading, math, and language
profidiency at the,10th grade level on a standardized achievement
test .)

The program is dii.ridee. into three basic areas:
instruction,
career education, and counseling.
Students receive instruction in
basic' academics, individual and group counseling, career awareness
,eXiieriences, stipends, job refers/Ile, and day-care services.
The
.regular school year is divided,into five nine-week sessions (called
:quinsiesker4)'ind students attend classes for half a day only.
They

"participate -in counseling- activities in the afternoon if they
choose.
The instructional program provides training in basic leading,
Students are grouped
math, English, Science, and, social studies.
intO.classea of no more than 20\per teacher. Throughout the half
day they rotate from one class to another just as in a traditiOnal
high school., They participate in individual, small group,*and large
The core materials-used are GED materials, textgroup: activities.
Reading, English, and math classes are
iSooks, and reference books.
held in the ComiiuniccAons appreciation laboratory.
The core curriculum for these classes consists of individs-1, selfl-paced audiomaterials.' In all the classes, mastery learning is emphasized':

The career education program consists of career counseling
classes, career day seminars, and job readiness activities that help
-studenta make the 'transition to thet world of, work.
Students se-

liCted, for the Urimw,League's Career Awareness Education Program
(PAEP)::attend classei' in career communications, career math, and
career counseling in addition to their regular basic skills classes.
ATheie, Students also participate in two or three on-site work ex-lied:et-Ides where they learn about occupations related to their
-_Career:interests.
The rest of the ULSA students participate in two
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or three career-day seminars and exhibitions held during the course
of the year.
They also attend the ULSA career counseling seminar
class once a week and receive career counseling from the ULSA counselors and the ULSA Postsecondary Resources Training Center staff.

The latter also assist them with college and career reference
materials.

The counseling program consists of intake, individual, group,
and family counseling, and sucV1 supportive services as job referrals
and referrals to'child care and health care agencies.
The students
meet regularly with th(ir selected advisors and counselors to discuss personal and academic concerns.
Lunch hours, study periods,
and after school hours are spent in seminars, rap sessions, or study
sessions.
These group meetings are designed to facilitate the students' development of high self-esteem and self-confidence.
The ULSA 978-79 and 1979-80 evaluation reports include data on
enrollment, attendance, retention, graduation, and placement. Over
the two-year period, the program enrolled 174 students between the
ages of 16 and 21. Of the 174 students, 154 (89%) were retained by
the program.
The program graduated 61 (35%), 22 (36%) of whom
earned a GED diploma.
Follow-;up data reported on the 22 GED graduates indicated that 17 (78%) of them entered either part-time or
full-time' employment, enlisted in the military, or entered college
or an OJT program;

Analysis of ULSA Components

The ULSA and CIP projects have similar goals, serve similar
youth, and provide similar services (counseling, career education,
academic instruction). The two programs, however, have a number of
features which clearly distinguish them from one another.
For

example, while both programs operate under the auspices of a
community-based organization (the Wain League and OIC respectively), only the ULSA gives stipends for attending career- related'
activities and provides a day care center.
The CIP, on the other
hand,
provides biweekly individual counseling and Hands-On work
experiences.

Context and Objective's

The ULSA project was originated by the Urban League of Greater
New Orleans to combat the high dropout rate among youth, particularly minority youth, and to enhance their employability by providing an alternative education.
At the time of. the original
funding thg.dropout rate among local youths was reported at 19.5%,
compared with an average of 16% among the nation's 50 largest
cities (Glapion, 1978).

e.

0

A grint to set up the Street Academy was awarded to the Urban
Subsequent
League in 1972 by the Office of Economic Opportunity.
funding came from the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare,
The ULSA was founded
under the Emergency School Aid Act (ESAA).
It has grown from 125 to 180
that year in a storefront building.
The program is now located in the heart of New
students per year.
Orleans adjacent to one of the city's largest public housing units.

Students

The 174 youth served by the ULSA program during the 1978-79
and 1979-80 school years were similar to the CIP interns.
The students were predominantly Black (992 Black in the ULSA) and between
(The ULSA program also served students up to
the ages of 16 and 21.
age 60, but 802 of its participants were between the ages of 16 and
Approximately 502 of the ULSA students had been involved in
21.)
minor scrapes with the law.

The ULSA students differed from the CIP interne in one imporAll the ULSA students had been ctt of high school for at
least a year, compared with the CIP where half the interns were
Only 30% of the ULSA
dropouts and half were potential dropouts.
students had completed grade 10, while 507 of the CIP interns had
tant way.

accumulated half of the credits they needed for graduation.-

Program Treatment

Students attending the ULSA program proceed through these
Phase I--the Street Academy--is like the CIP's Phase I in
which students are diagnosed to determine their appropriate placeUnlike the CIP
ments in English, math, and other subject areas.
interns, who also participate in Career Counseling Serinar (CCS)
classes to learn more about their chosen careers and tLe world-ofwork behaviors during Phase I, the ULSA students undergo a series of
group counseling sessions designed to facilitate their development
of high self-esteem and positive self-concepts.
phases.

In Yhase II--the Academy of Transition--the ULSA students
continue to develop basic skills in the academic areas, but they
also. participate j.n more sophisticated elective and mini-courses
Also in Phase II, students engage in
rather than remedial courses.
pre-vocational activities that it.clude actual work experiences, carThis
eer seminars; and other world-of-Work focused activities.
,aspect of Phase II is comparable to the CIP's Phase I Career Counseling Seminar and Phase II Hands-On placements.

The final phaele of the ULSA program--the Academy of the
Future--is 'comparable to the CIP's Phase III in which interns
complete the coursework required to earn their diplomas and make
In the ULSA, GED preparation,
concrete post-graduation plans.
college preparation, and post-graduate plans are emphasized.
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Throughout all three phases of the ULSA program, the staff are

'-concerned with the s'whole....person,.!'

justas.-the-CIP'-s-staff are.

The

'details -of the three phases of the ULSA programs treatment are
4isetialtd below.
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Career Education Awareness Program (CAEP).
The rest of the students
participate in the-ULSA career education ..progranl

In the CAEP, students participate in career communications,
career math, and career counseling gasses which are held once or
twice a week.
They participate in mock job interview sessions and
learn to use the daily newspaper classified ads, employment agencies, and personal contacts to find jobs.
The students also take
field visits to nearby businesses and participate in two or three
job -cite observations related to their chosen careers.

These latter

job-site observations are comparable to the CIP's Hands-On experiences.
Students in the ULSA spend as much as a week at each of two
or three job sites to learn more about the job.
They are paid
stipends provided, by the CAEP funds (based upon their attendance at
the job observation sites and in other CAEP, activities), while the
CIP interns are not paid for their Hands-On experiences.

Students participating in the ULSA career education program
attend a job preparation course where they learn such world-of-work
activities- as completing job applications, resume preparation,
interview behaviors, and world-of7work attitudes. In addition, they

participate in. two career-day seminars where they can hold mock
interviews with local businessmen, professionals, and skilled
laborers in careers of interest to them.
Job seminar sessions are
also held throughout- the year.
At these sessions community persons
describe the local job market and advise students on the training
needed for various careers.

The ULSA Business Studies Program (BSP) is an integral part of
the career education program.
The BSP classes are offered to all
students who are interested in clerical jobs. Courses are offered
'.in basic ,typing, shorth4nd, business communications, and records
.management.
Business Studies Certificates are awarded to students
completing the Program`and the Urban League Placement Office helps
them locate jobs.
The CIP does not offer such a program, although
it does provide typing classes.

The career education classes held; in the CAEP and ULSA are
comparable ,'to the CIP's CCS classes, although the USA classes are

held less often and have more of a- counseling than a career knowledge focus.. In both programs, guest speakers, films, and trips
are integral parts of the career classes and seminars.
Counseling.

The ULSA counseling program consists of intake,

andjndividual, group, and family counseling sessions; social
services; and outreach activities. . As in the CIP, intake consists
of dfignostic testing and program orientation.
In the two programs
students are given diagnostic tests upon entry soldecisions can be
itAdr.egArding their class and course assignments.
Also in both
proiri0s, students are scheduled for an initial individual counlieling. session where they discuss both personal and academic probleMs.Std their career goals.
In the CIP, however, .students are
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scheduled, for subsequent individual counseling on a biweekly basis
rather_than as needed .and /ter. desired, -as- in-the-USA-program

In both the ULSA and the CIP, grout) counseling sessions are
held where students participate in 'role playing, rap sessions,
seminars, and problem solving activities.
One distinction between
the two programs, however, is the ULSA's more explicit emphasis on
the development of high self-esteem and self-confidence.
In the
ULSA, Phase I of the counseling program is devoted almost entirely

to improving the students' self-concept and self-confidence.
Students are assigned to interaction groups consisting of no more
than 10 persons.
In those group,, self-disclosure -activities,
directed and open discUssion, motivational dialogues, gates, films,
slides, tapes, and other materials and techniques designed to improve human relations, self-concepts, and self-confidence are used.
The' ULSA social services and outreach programs are quite sim7
ilar to those of the CIP.
In both programs students are assisted in
obtaining employment, entering college, or entering an OJT program.
The two programs make extensive use of their cenmunity based organizations to place students in OJT programs. They also refer students

to legal and health care agencies when needed, and represent students in court.

One important difference between the ULSA and CIP programs is
that the ULSA students receive day care services free of charge,
whereas the CIP interns do not receive such services.
As is discussed below under LEA regulations, these services are provided by
the LEA and are designed to encourage higher attendance among students with yodng children.
For several CIP sites, a lack of child
care service was cited as having prevented students from attending
the program.
In fact, for three CIP sites, child care'Was the third'
most ,frequently cited reason (out of 10 given- responses) for dropping out of the CIP.

Student assessment.
Student assessment in the ULSA prOgram is
an ongoing process, as it is in the CIP.
In both programs, there
are also specific points at which students receive formal assessments.
In the ULSA program, students are formally assessed at -the
end of each quinmester (nine-week period) while in the CIP, formal
assessments occur a'
le middle and end of each semester. In both
programs, the students are also assessed at
primarily to determine their academic needs.

the time-of entry,

Informal assessment of ULSA students occurs not only in the
but also during the weekly staff meetings held with
counselors and instructors.
These meetings are comparable to the
CIP's weekly disposition conferences where all staff members participate in diicussions regarding each student's progress in the
classrooms,

program.

The ULSA assessment program differs from that of the CIP in
that it uses written evalue_Lons rather than grades and has a "no
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Unlike the CIP, the program is not required to.
failure" policy.
meet LEA course credit requirements since it is a GED 'program.
Then:fore, it attempts to build student self-confidence and encour-

ages them to attain their full potential without the threat of a
grading system.

The philosophy of the ULSA program is that a
ULSA climate.
positive sense of self-worth has a "favorable influence upon one's
ability to function in the learning environment" (Glapion, 1978).
Interpersonal relations between students and teachers are stressed

as an essential factor in building the student's self-esteem.
Individual and group counseling sessions which provide individual
positive reinforcement and encouragement are held frequently, where
peer,tutoing and peer support is also encouraged,.as is the development of individual responsibility and accountability.

In both
programs, the staff members try to provide a supportive, rewarding,
Rap sessions, seminars, field trips,
and unpressured atmosphere.
and ..similar activities are held to encourage greater interaction
between teachers and students and among students themselves. Also,
since both programs emphasize the "whole person" concept, teachers
and counselors deal with the student's personal concerns as well as
fcademic and career concerns.

The ULSA's climate is similar to that of the CIP.

Finally, both the ULSA and CIP encourage student responsibility
and are firm with students. Students are held accountable for their
course of study and for pursuing their career choice plans< Neither

program allows students to mar hats in school and both discourage
In the
students from addressing staff members by their first names.
CIP program, however, students are sanctioned for violations of the
dress code, whereas in the ULSA program, they are not.

Personnel

A major distinction betWeen the ULSA program and the CIP is
the fomer is a GED preparation program and the latter is a
Since GED preparation rehigh-s,:hool=diploma-awarding program.
quire& only about five months compared to the one and a half or two
thiti

<

years most students need to complete a regular high schr.ol diploma,
Also, a
student turnover is higher at the ULSA than at the CIP.

ima4er staff can operate tha ULSA than the CIP since there are
Thus, the ULSA program
fewer students on-site at any given time.
does- not need full-time counseling and instructional supervisors
Since
nor dbei it 'hire a full-time curriculum resource specialist.
the Urban League's CAEP staff take responsibility for placing students in work experiences, 0:,, ULSA pro ram also has no requirement
for a job developer.

The ULSA staff consists of 14 full-time personnel compared to
the CIP's 22.. The program employs a director, acoordiriator of
student affairi/counselor (comparable to the CIP!'s director designee
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and counseling supervisor), eight teachers (two each in reading,
math, and_English, 4fid-ona.eich in science and social studies), two

counselors, and two administrative staff members.

With this

staffing pattern the ULSA class sizes and student-counselor ratios
are kept small (no more than 20 students per teacher and approximately 35 students per counselor).
The major criteria used to select the ULSA staff are a genuine
concern for people and a commitment to helping youth.
These are
also important considerations in hiring CIP staff.
Thus, both programs hire personnel who are motivated and caring. Unlike the CIP,
however, the ULSA does not purposefully seek out staff who can serve
as role models for the students.
The present ULSA staff as described by the director is "a melting pot of persons of different
races, religions, backgrounds, ages, philosophies, and ambitions"
(Glapion, 1979).

Like the CIP's director, the ULSA director is expected to have
a master's degree and several years experiehce in the administration
:4nd supervision of educational programs.
In both programs the
directors must possess strong leadership qualities.
They are responsible fof all phases of the program's operation, including the
maintenance of linkages with the LEA and community organizations.
Also, both directors report to their parent organizations (The Urban
, 'League and OIC respectively).
The ULSA director has more autonomy

than the CIP director,

particularly in the hiring of staff

and

establishing graduation requirements.

The ULSA coordinator of student affairs/counselor assists the
director, supervises the counselors, counsels students, and maintains contact with neighboring schools, the LEA, and with community

organizations and agencies.
As mentioned, this position combines
the roles of the CIP's counseling supervisor and director designee
positions.
The qualifications required of the ULSA coordinator of
-student affairs/counselor are not as high, however, as those specified for the CIP' supervisors.
Instead of four years teaching, a
"master's degree, and three years administrative experience, the ULSA
coordinatorPzounselor is only required to have a master's degree in
counseling. This person must also be willing, like the CIP's supervisors and designee, to work beyond normal expectations (Glapion,
1979).

The tasks of the ULSA instructors are quite similar to those
of the CIP's instructors.
In both programs, the instructors are
responsible for the students' entire instructional pro Ig ram and for
counseling students (or an informal basis) on personal, social,
educational, and emotional problems.
In addition to teaching students in their major discipline, instructors in both /programs must
also teach in other areas as the need arses (especially fur substitute teaching).
In the case of the ULs ,teachers', the expectstion is that they plan and conduct Pf: least one mini-course (e.,;.,

courses in consumer education, horticulture, human growth

!,nd

development, everyday law) in an area that is not necessarily their
major discipline.
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Although the tasks of the ULSA and CIP instructors Are highly
T_he....two programs
-similar, their required qualifications are not.
require that the instructional staff be willing to work beyond the
But,
normal expectations and be genuinely devoted to helping youth.
college degrees and certification are not required for the ULSA
In
program (although they are preferred) as they are for the CIP.
the C1P demonstration, certification qualifications were temporarily
waived fOr several of the instructional staff .having other qualifications, but eventually everyone had to meet\th-76---LEA certification requirements.

Counselors in the ULSA program perform tasks that are quite
In both programs,
similar to those performed by the CIP counselors.
for example, the'counselors are responsible for recruitment, intake,

home visits, student referrals to social service agencizaT-record
keeping, and serving as liaison to the community. The two programs
also require that counselors interact with teachers. One distinction between the two programs is that the ULSA counselors do not

participate in team teaching activities while the CIP counselors
Another distincteam teach the CCS classes with the instructors.
tion is that ULSA counselors are not required to conduct extensive
individual counselin3 related to the student's career planning or
personal needs. ,On the other hand, the ULSA counselors do conduct
extensive group counseling sessions, particularly gioup sessions
designed to enhance the students' self-confidence and self-concepts.
These group counseling .sessions are somewhat similar. to the CIP's
CCSclasses, but their focus is more on building self-esteem than on
preparing 'students for the world of work.

The ULSA counselors are required to have only a high school or
equivaleudy diploma, quite unlike the CIP's requirement of a bachThe
elor's ,degree and two to three years counseling experience.
ULSA
program
alzio'kequires
that
counselors
have
an
interest
in
education And the,shOol community, previous contact with minority
StUdents,-,-And the ability to communicate with parents.

liecrni tient

The ULSA program maintains a waiting list of over 400 eligible
The
-.applicants for the approximately 180 slota it.has each year.
'majority -of refer=als (approximately 80%) have come from former and
eni;rentparticiparita in the program. A feW referrals (approximately
Other
jt.-5%). have come Irom the two high schodls in the area.
re0Al have come as a result of the ULSA program's publicity
Both the ULSA and the
which have been quite extensive.
j#4,hiVe used. brochures, newsletters, newepaper ads, television,
:spots, :and 'presentations 'before community groups to recruit
..."
Unlike the CIP, however, the ULSA has also
,,pgagrem )articipants.
i044iajts AdVisory Committee members on radio talk shown, much to
.,,
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Intake into the ULSA usually occurs in the fall, but as students earn their GEDs, ULSA diplomas, or terminate, new students are
enrolled in the program.
The CIP had no comparable mechanism for

replacing departed students.

Student& entered the program in-

cohorts at times determined by the demonstration schedule.

Both CIP and ULSA applicants undergo a screening process to
determine Which of them can be admitted to the program.
Both programs required that students read at a minimum competency level
(fifth-grade level minus one standard error of measurement for the
CIP and fourth-grade level for the ULSA) as measured by a standardized achievement test.
Applicants also had to be at least 16 years
old and local residents. Upon acceptance ,into the program, the ULSA
students, like the CIP interns, are given a one-week orientation.
Facilities

The ULSA project occupies three floors of the Scottish Rite
Temple building in which it is located. Like the CIP, it has office
space for its director and administrative staff.
Eight classrooms,
a communications appreciation laboratory, and counseling offices for
each counselor are located on one floor.
A second floor contains
the day care center and an eating area.
A third floor Of the facility houses the two CAEP classes.

Funds

Since its inception, :he ULSA program has had to complete for
funds each year.
The project was originally funded by the Office
of Economic Opportunity. The loss of these fimds forced the ULSA to
close briefly in 1973-74 (Glapion, 1978).
Since then, with the
exception of the 1979-80 year, most of the funds have been provided
through an ESAA grant.
The ULSA program has also received funds
and/or, in-kind?support from the local Urban League chapter (e.g.,
for its CAEP), the LEA, aud from such agencies as the State Department of Health and Human Resources (for'inservice teacher training,
student seminars, and such special youth projects as setting up an
urban community garden).

As was the case at the CIP, periodic funding uncertainties
caused staff concern over whether the program would continue to
operate and whether program services would have to be cut back or
halted (Glapion, 1978).
However, the ULSA program did not experience staff turnover because of the funding diffienilties.
One
faCtor thought to be related to the program's success in holding
staff is their commitment to the Street Academy concept.
Thts
commitment to the ideals of the program is similar to the commitment
of CIP staff members, but the CIP situation was confounded by the
demonstration nature of the program.
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Relations with the Local Education Agency

During its first few years of operation, the ULSA program
operated with only the good will of the LEA. In subsequent years,
however, the relationship has become more substantive with the LEA
providing four of the ULSA's eight teachers, free lunches and transportation for eligible students, a Title I Homestart program to
encourage students with young children to attend school, the use of
its equipment and materials, and a budget allotment based upon student enrollment (Glapion, 1979).
The ULSA and LEA have membership

on each oti'er's ESAA Advisory Councils and participate in the
district's Continuing EducationFr.ogram for the qualifications of
JLSA GED eligible students.
Another important linkage with the LEA
is the ULSA staff's participation in the LEA's ESAA program for new
members.
These kinds of linkages with the LEA shave not yet evolved
in the CIP, perhaps because of the CIP's newness in its communities.

Several factors are thought to be related to the closeness of
the relationship between the ULSA and its LEA.
First, as just
mentioned, the ULSA program is a GED preparation program and unlike
the CIP, does not offer a regular high school diploma. This,status
places the ULSA in a situation where it is not competing with the
regular high school for the same students.
Also, it does not need
to follow LEA staffing guidelines nor does it have to get permission
to recruit and authorization to grant course credits.

A second factOr thought to be related to the mutually supportive and cooperative relationship between the ULSA and LEA is the

fact that the LEA is able to keep students on its rolls who are
ac wally being served by the ULSA. This arrangement provides a substan sal financial incentive to the LEA.
Although the CIP operated

in a similar fashion, 'it was some time before the LEAs began to
understand the benefits that cooperation brought them.

A final factor related to the -lose :elationship between the
LEA and the \ULSA program is the longstanding reputation of the
ULSA'a parent organization, the Urban League of Greater Raw Orleans,
in'the community
The ULSA was dependent Upon and made use of its
affiliation with
he Urban League in its negotiations with the
Manyx,of its accomplishments would not have been
school board.

realized in the absence of the Urban League's prior linkages with
the Community and the school board.
The CIPs were similarly dependent on their affiliations with the local OICs.

Relations with the Community

-'Positive relations with the community are essential to the
IDAA'ssuccet! in placing CAEP students in work experiences exposing
t,hii, to available career options.
Staff members of both the ULSA
'aiid7-0iO'grami maintain a list ,of cooperating agencies and reisodrce.persons whom they can rall upon to provide either job-sites
,,Oyelasirooli.speakers: As was planned in the CIP demonstration, the
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ULSA uses the resources of its advisory panel members and involves
parents in its program activities to the greatest extent possible.
For example, parents and members of the business community are used
as resource persons for the career-day seminars, rap sessions, and
workshops.
Ode of the highlights of the ULSA's parent involvement
program is the lunch hour sessions held frequently with counselors,
parents, spouses of participants, and the students.
The ULSA staff
members ate given'the opportunity to discuss student attitudes and
progress and to familiarize family members with the aims and operations of the ULSA. The ULSA parents and the community are also kept
inforimed of the program's activities through a monthly newsletter.
In the ULSA project, the staff includes three neighborhood residents., while a host of community volunteers are involved in project
activities (Glapion, 1979).

Analysis of the ULSA'Evaluation Outcomes

Data on the attendance, enrollment, retention, graduation, and
placement of ULSA participants were reported for two years, 1978-79
and 1979-80.
The program enrolled 91 and 105 students respectively.
It was able to retain 53 (58%) and 84 (80%) of
students who
enrolled.
Attendance ranged between 50% and-80%, but these figures
are misleadingly low because substantial numbers of inactive students were kept on the ULSA's rol s until they were officially
terminated by the LEA.
The program raduated 31 students the first
year, 10 of whom earned their LEDs.
uring the 1979-80 school ydar,
30 students graduated, 12 of wham, ere awarded GEDs.
Of the 22
students earning a GED, 16,,(73%)0i;ere placed in full-time employment, college, or OJT programs.

Enrollment

The enrollment objective of the ULSA program was to enroll 180
students each year.
Of these. 180 students, 144 (80%) were to be
between the ages of 1.6 and 21.
With this number of participants,
the program would. have operated at its full capacity.
Funding
limitations, however, curtailed the number of students who could be
served.
For the two years .covered by this analysis, the ULSA
program was able to enroll as many students as it could afford to
serve.
It received monies for 85 16-21 year old enrollees in
1978-79 and 103 16-21 year old students in the 1979-80 year. Of the
91 students enrolled in the 1978-79 program, 22 re-entered for the
1979-80 year along with 83 new enrollees (a total of 105 enrollees
for the year). Thus, over the two-year period, the program enrolled
174 youth between the ages of 16 and Zi.
Several factors appear to be related to the. ULSA program's
enrollment success.
F1 st, the ULSA program has an elaborate recruitment program that anges from on-the-street canvassing (in the

earlier years of the p ogram this procedure was use' quite extens4.vely) to local newspep
radio, and television announcements, and
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Second, there are few alternative schools in the
to talk shows.
area and consequently there is little or no competition for stuA third factor is that there is a large dropout population
dents.
from which to draw participants (the 1977-78 New Orleans School
District survey on dropouts reported a total of 2,437 dropouts; the
A fourth
progrik could only accommodate 85 participants that year).
factor thought to be related to the ULSA's ability to recruit sufficient numbers of students is its attractiveness as a GED preparation
program in which the average length of stay is shOiter than the time

Fifth, the ULSA
needed to earn a regular high school diploma.
program offers its own diploma which is particularly useful for
admittance to local trade and vocational schools. \' To earn that
diploma, students need to attain a 10.0 grade level or better on a
A final factor is that the program
standardized achievement test.
had operated in the community for over kix years (by 1978-79) and
has a well-established reputation, particularly as regards its
affiliation with the Urban League..t.

It is RMC's opinion that if all of these factors had existed in
the CIP demonstration, the recruitment task would have been much.
As it was, the CIPs collectively had only the benefit of
easier.
the last factor, the affiliation with their local community-based
organizations. Given the time factors of the CIP demonstration, the
many negotiations that had to take place, and various other constraints, the CIP's affiliation with the local OIC was not enough to
overcome the negative, forces that were at work.

Attendance

The ULSA's attendance objective is to maintain 70% or better
During the two-year period its attendance ranged beattendance.
(It should be
tween 502 and 80% (as it did at several of the CIPs).
noted that the,figures are-excessively low because.of the fact that
inactive students are included in the attendance calculations.)

Several factors appear related to these attendance rates.
First, the absence of a strong cattendame policy is thought to be
Like several of the CIPs, the ULSA program does not
important.
terminate students for what would normally be considered poor attenIt uses the LEA criterion of 20 consecutive days of tilesdance.
In general, student
cused absence prior to terminating a student.
are contacted by their counselors after approximately five days.
If, within the following 10 days, the student has not returned to
In some
school, a follow-up call is made or postcard is sent.
Students returning to school are
instances, home visits are made.
counseled regarding their poor attendance, but there do not appear
to be any strong sanctions.

A second and closely related factor is the absence of any ties
between graduation and attendance (such ties are present in the
Since the ULSA is a GED preparation program

CIP).

it does not have

to meet LEA or state attendance guidelines. .,students become
4
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eligible for the GED by scoring at the twelfth grade level on

a

standardized test. In the CIP sites, students'are not given credits
'for courses in which they are enrolled if their attendance is poor.

Retention

The ULSA termination policy is very clear -Cut. Asmentioned,
poor attendance is not taken too seriously and does not carry strong

sanctions (students are terminated after 20 consecutive days absence).

Misconduct, on the other hand, carries sanctiora.as it does

in the CIP.
ULSA students are automatically suspended for the
entire year for such offenses as drugs and smoking, but the ULSA
staff members do seek out other alternative programs forsuspended
youths.

For such offenses as .fighting, ULSA students may get a one-

or two-week suspension, and as in the CIP, they are likely to be
given second chances.
Unlike, the ULSA students, however, the CIP
interns'are also given second chances for drug offenke0.ii'.'.'s

The 1978-79 ULSA evaluation report indicates that the program
retained 53 (58%) of the 91 students enrolled.
The following year
the'program retained 84 (80%) of the ,105 enrollees.
Included in
both these figures, hOwever, are non-attending students whose names
should be dropped after 20 consecutive days 'absence. -- -The 1978-79
findings indicate that attendance and employment were the two most
frequently cited reasons foetermination, with equal numbers of student's having been terminated for each of the two reasons (24% each).
These reasons were also primary reasons for termination at the four
,CIP sites.
Child care, which in two of the CIP sites ranked third
among 10 reasons'for termination, was not reported in the ULSA as a
related factor.
The ULSA program'does provide child care services
for youth who require them, apparently much to its advantage. The
CIP does not provide cnild care services.

Graduation

The oximary goal of the ULSA program is to enable students to
earn their,GEDs.
The program also offers its own diploma as an
incentive for students to continue in pursuit of their GEDs.
It
also encourages students for whom earning a GED appears unlikely
after their two years stay at the ULSA, to return to thehigh school
to earn a regular diploma.
These students are provided credit for
courses taken at the ULSA.

To qualify for the GED test, students at the ULSA must score a
12.0 or better grade level on the CAT. Good attendance is not considered a prerequisite for the GED test, although it is encouraged.
To earn a ULSA diploma, students must score a 10.0 or better on
the CAT.
This diploma does not carry the same weight as the GED,

but it is particularly useful for admittance to local trade and
vocational schools.
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During the 1978-79 and 1979-80 years, 61 students earned a
ULSA_diplomam,30 in the first year and 31 in the second year. This
number of students represents 35% of the 174 students enrolled in
the program over the two-year period'.
Of the 61 students, 24 (39%)
were qualifiedto take the GED test.
Of the 24 GED qualified students, 22 (92%) earned that diploma.
This latter number represents
13% of the total number of students enrolled over the twoyear period,

One factor' thought 'to be related to the small number of GED
qualified students is the 12.0 grade level criterion established by
the county.
This criterion is believed by program staff to be
higher than what is needed to pass the GED.
No efforts have been
made to lower the criterion, however, since the county and the ULSA
staff want to maintain the credibility of the GED in colleges and

universities which accept students on the basis of the GED.
By
setting a 12.0 criterion, the ULSA and county feel assured that the
GED students can succeed in college or in OJT programs.

Placement

The ULSA program assists students in locating job, college, and
OJT placements.
During the Academy Transition Phase of the program
(Phase II) students are taught how to 'complete job and student loan
applications, as are students in the CIP.
Also, through the twoweek work experiences, student contacts with employers sometimes
result in employment opportunities after graduation.
During the two year period 9 (41%) of the 22 GED graduates were
placed in full-time jobs, 3 (14%) entered the military, 2 (9%) each
entered college and OJT programs.
Of the 22 graduates, four (18%)
were neither employed nor had plans for further schooling.
Two
other female Students (9%) were married with young children.
In
all, the program assisted 73% of the students in getting jobs,
entering school, the military, or an OJT program.
The ULSA program's expectations were to place As many students as it could in
jobs, college, and OJT programs., Given that the unemployment rate
among youths in the ared'is 40%, the number of successful placements
is considered by the program staff to be a positive outcome.
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IV.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF THE CIP

This chapter summarizes the comparisons made between the CIP
and five similar programs serving similar youth. To, the extent that
differences in program outcomes appear to be related to specific
An attempt is also
program features, these linkages are discussed.

made to suggest changes in-the CIP model that might enhance its
ability to achieve its objectives.

The discussion is organized by

outcomes.

Outcome 1;

Enrollment

None of the five comparison programs appeared to encounter any
significant difficulty in meeting its enrollment quotas.
The CIP,
on the other hand, had difficulty recruiting students through the
first half of the demonstration period.
Perhaps the most significant difference between the CIP and the
comparison programs was length of-time in operation, which strongly
All five of the comparison programs
affected their reputations.
They had operated long enough to
were well established and mature.
have become known in their respective communities and had successful
None of them was a demonstration project and none
track records.
The CIP; on the other
assigned any applicants to control groups.
hand, was new, had no track record, was a short-term demonstration
project, and had to deny access to a certain percentage of appliThe comparisbn schools
cants who were assigned to'control groups.
thus had good reputations in their communities while the CIP, at
least initially, was largely an unknown quantity but with several
marks against it.

As time passed, the CIP did acquire a positive image, and recruiting was 4mmensely aided by this- development. ,Other changes
(which served to make the CIP more similar to imp comparison programs) also'helped.

Most of the comparison programs had large pools of dropouts and
All had more than one feeder
potential dropouts to draw. from.
Because of its
school and peveral of them recruited city-wide.
initial recruiting difficulties, the CIP, too, moved in the direcAs would be expected, when retion of expanded catchment areas.
cruiting was extended into 'additional neighborhoods less difficulty
was encountered in meeting enrollment quotas..

Another problem encountered by the CIP was competitior, from
other alternative programs, some of which offered monetary incentives for participation.
The five comparioon programs did not
encounter this type of competition.
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A final difference between the CIP and the comparison projects

was the scheduling of student intakes.
The CIP's intakes were
initially out of phase with the regular school system, while the
comparison programs all operated on a schedule similar to that of
the regular schools.
Several of the comrarison programs had the
additional advantage of an open-entry, open-exit policy whereby
individual vacancies could be filled as they occurred.

It seems unlikely that the CIPs' recruiting difficulties would
persist were the programs to receive continued funding.
One of
the sites was able to enroll a very large group for its final cohcrt
and the other three were all able to meet their enrollment objectives.
This success appears primarily attributable to the program's
enhanced reputation in the community and the expanded, catchment
areas.
Dropping the requirement for control groups would substantially facilitate recruiting efforts as,would better training.
,ee

Even with what has been learned through the CIP demonstration
itself and the comparison between the CIP and other similar programs, it is not clear that large enrollments can be instantly
achieved by new programs--especially if they are "tainted" in the
eyes of the community and perceived as federal experiments.

Outcome 2:

Increasing Student Attendance

Attendance data were available for only four of the five comparison programs.
Three of these programs apparently outperformed
the CIP in the attendance area.
The other program appeared to be
about equal to the CIP.

The three projects that were able to maintain high attendarre
levels all had strong sanctions relating to unexcused absences.
it
appears that such sanctions represent a strong force serving to
raise attendance.
Other factors that appear to contribute to high attendance
include paid work experience, half-day school sessions, transportation subsidies, abd child care services. In addition, attendance is
improved when students absent from school are'contacted each day by
telephone.

it.

The CIP's inability to meet its attendance objectives was a
direct function of the operational difficulties each site experienced.
When the prograR was functioning koperly, attendance was
good.
When implementation difficulties arose, it fell off.
Implementation difficulties also tended to detract from the program's

climate, thus providing a further disincentive for attending.
Another problem was that staff could not follow up on absent students because rectuitment took too much.of their time. It is RMC's
belief. that attendanC6 rates would have been higher had the CIP
experienced fewer and less frequent implementation problems.
The
presence of such incentives as day ,..are services, car fare expenses,

---
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and :half-day school sessions would have also improved the CIP's
attendance, rate had they been available.

Those comparison programs that included a job training component tended to have better attendance records than those without.
Attendance was also higher in the job training sessions than in the
academic portions of the same programs., These findings raise the
question aiio whether the incorporation of job training_component__

..into-the---C-IP-wou-l-d-rai-ded-a-This question is not an easy,The
Two problems, however, come quickly to mind.
one to andwer.
One_
.first concerns the accreditation of skills training activitiesdvant-age-of-b-eing an independent school, as is the case of one of
the comparison programs, is that the school itself determines the
A clear disadvantage for the CIP
amount of credit to be awarded.
would be that awarding credits for work experience would require the
LEAs to modify their curricula to accommodate these non - academic
-.pursuits.

i11s rainj
The second problem related to incorporating a
vueut Zanters-onthe compatabtlity of such a component with the
While the program makes a major, effort
overall design 9E::* 'cp.
to:''infuse" its academic' offerings with career-related content, it
00-0/haVe-a;prIOSiOy academic orientation and many of its graduates
RtiCs opinion that the college orientation
It
igh.O4ito%C.011ege.
of the CO would -Change to a job placement, orientation (as is the
case ,with the comparison programs) and would thus diminish one of

thf0.amain strengths.
,A final paint relevant to attendance concerns summer programs.
Progtams that operated during the summer (including the CIP)

Limlicked lower attendance, than during the regular school year.
.iting,summer programs to a half-day helps, particularly if students
,

cam obtain jobs, foi- the other half-day.

OutdOrde3.:

Retention

Of_the four comparison sites reporting retention data, none had

,00.04ic,:**-ktop rate Objectives, althOUgh each had an implicit
,loit,o'f retaihihg:ii-_thanstudentaa0
possible. On the other hand,
,. ,
,
'(basedon
the piototype program's
mate
the,,CIPiaorgeted,-teiention
,
.-,

,.

.

.,
1M

r#ent4o0-40. was

\

Retainingstudents.was difficult for both the CIP and the comThe reported, retention rates at,the comparison
*StisOn ;programs.:.
fiars,:44% to =5t, Only one CIP' site cale'close to
_y programs;,`
Part of the difficulty the CIP
Olt ,est0044a*O, 10dt:criterion.
experienced in retaining youth appears to have been the extreme
This
AsreaSure,:the .sites were 'Under to meet enrollment quotas.
;pressure; led` to the enrollment of students who should not have been
isditited,Ahd,who'left the progiam
almodi instantly.
,
ee
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In the comparison programs

it was more difficult to retain

out-of-school youth than in-school youth.

(Comparable data were not

reported for the CIP.)
In all the programs, including the CIP,
strict termination policies decreased student retention,. but attendance rates were improved.

Unfortunately, non-comparable retention data from the.CIP sites
and the comparison programs make it impossible to draw firm conclusions 'regarding thr advantages of different program features in
improving_s_tudent_retention
-Seeming-l-y1-programs-wh-ich--serve
primarily dropout students are at a particular disadvantage since
dropouts are more difficult to retain than potential dropouts.
While paid work experience and half day sessions would appear to be
incentives for retaining dropouts, their effectiveness is marginal.
Out-of-school youth appear to have a greater dependency, on full-time
work than in-school yotith.

Program-that.-are-4-enient-wit*--student
give-Ebel second
chancesto remain in the program is well as programs that follow up
on absent students are able to maintain students longer than programs that have different policies.
On the other hand, prograins
that terminate poor attenders do appear to improve attendance.
Finally, programs offering part-time paid work maybe at a disadvantage since students are often lost to the program because their
part-time employment leads to offers of full-time jobs.

Outcome 4:

Graduation

-Both the CIP and the five comparison programs failed to graduate all the students who could have graduated.
At all four CIP

sites, there were fewer graduate;s than expected, and students
generally took longer than necessary to graduate.

One of the most important findings of the analysis was that the
two GED programs were able to graduate a larger proportion of eligible youths than were regular diploma awarding programs. One advantage of the GED programs is their accelerated nature. Youth can
graduate in as little as three months compared to the average of two
years that they'took to earn regular high school diplomas.

A second advantage of tile GED programs is that they are not
perceived as threats to the status of the LEA (as was the case of
the, CIP and'the one comparison program operating as an independent
school).
Since they do not compete
offering regular high
school diplomas, the GED programs enjoy positive relationships with
their LEAs that may include the acceptance of transfer credits,
funds, lunches, transportation, equipment and materials, and even
The CIP sites ultimately established posi1E4-provided teachers,.
tive relations with their respective LEAs and received similar
in-'kind Support.
But initial difficulties with the union and
school board delayed the award of academic credit and subsequently
11;'),

credip

for

all

coorsework already completed.

In the case of the

tw,r,

comparison

sites offering a regular diploma but operating under the auspices of
theAJEA-, awarding academic credit was not problematic.

Seemingly,

this kind of institutional arrangement poses no threat to the feeder

School* and-teacher unions.

;,

_.

ii -third

-and final advantage of the GED programs is that attendauce :and punctuality, are not prerequisites for graduation. Failure

to -Meet attendance and. piinctualityrequirement-s- v---ier-e- major reasons

forwhyfewer--e1igi5Ie-3;uths graduated from the CIP and the three

.

Comparison programs offering- regular diplomas.
Placement

Outcome- 5:

The, placement findings indicate that the CIP has some advantage

s uents
in ,college. In
. .
-.
Jo :p acements, however, the comparison programs have the

ttrs'' the ConThiyar4.SonprO gramsin
_

Thit- :findirig is not vnexpected, given,the different
0):4,dptve4:, of theprograms: The ,CIP -placed. 50% 'of its
graduates in college while three of the four comparison programs had
college placement ,;rated of 8%, 9%, and 20%. One other, coiaparison
program also ,placed
of its students, in college. and- the fifth
comparison, ,Rrog:00,yclia,; not ,repOrt placement data.
Job placement
--;;statisticsat 35Z and the 'four reporting comparison
ac4viintiege..

.04;

55ri. and'

The findings -Suggest that placing -students in jobs, college, or
:O#AirOgraMS. is dependent 'OPon. -(a)

the kinds of linkages that the

program has vi
,college and business persons in the community, (b)
the availability of employment in the area, and (e) the orientation

of the .iiregrant and -staff. In -ter* of cotriesunity, linkages the CIP
staff
contact with colleges than they had with businesses.
jobs for youths ; Were not ,,generally availCaSe,-of:,thOse coMpar,inon, sites that provided : paid work

,experience, -greater emphasis was ptaced on OurricUh ni. activities and
nster410:= that prepared the students for employment.. Also, the
*-04u,i4#4;,ke,qei'Ainktiges- with the
,e4 of the, community

then with the colleges.

The extent to which the fulltime place-

,isee(4:Were--;liiiked:-0,7the-, stndert'"S- part!riline. jobs is not known, but
there, are 'data,ff,
suggest that .ixeme of the full.-..,t4Te placements were
direct outgrowth fik.:,theattidents, 441,9P4.4,.rt,00.47438.

::,

I

placement of, students in
'through. an Advisory Council..
programs established Advisory

.but personal
associatiOns

associations
ctatIon

programs', including
ludi,g

the
to-the

colleges that
formal
The CIP and two of the
placements,
laceients,
,04ne.
-ere and colleges and the CIPs'

4i. 0-y/ their local
,

--

were seemxngl$?, more effective.

-
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Two other implications drawn from the placeient findings are
First, GED programs are as likely to place graduates in
jobs as are programs offering regular diplomas.
Second, programs
run by community-based organizations do not appear to have any
important.

advantage over other programs in OJT placements, even though a major
objective Of their parent organizations is to provide skills training placements.
It should_b pointed out, howt.ver, that the CIP's

ocu3 -is different than the OIC's.
Nevertheless, the kinds of
placements that programs make seem to depend on factors other than

the types of affiliation they have

or the type of diploma they

grant.

Summary.

The findings of the comparison study suggest a few changes that
might improve the CIP's capability to attract students, to improve
their attendance and retention, to graduate and place them in jobs,
college, or an JJT program. In terms of enrolling students, the CIP
as designed has no obvious disadvantages.
The findings indicate
that success in recruiting depends on a good reputation, a large:
enough pool of candidates,. an intake schedule that is compatible
with the regular school schedule, and v:asInably stable funding.
While the CIP, as implemented in the demonstration effort, failed to
meet several of these' conditions, the problei did not lie in the
program's design.
The design could be strengthened, however, by
incorporating a requirement to coordinate intake periods with the
regular school-schedule.

The CIP appeared to be at some disadvantage with respect to
student attendance.
Programs that offered paid work experience,
half-day sessions, child care, and car fare as incentives had fewer
problems-with-maintaining regular year and summer school attendance.
Even more important, however, were strong sanctions relative to
truancy.
It appears that the CIP would be well advised to enfdrce
such sanctions more consistently than was common in the demonstration.
One disadvantage the CIP had resulted from implementation
difficulties.
These difficulties led to frequent inability to
provide daily follow-up of absent students and to maintain the
caring, supportive climate needed to enhance attendanEe.
Without
implementation,difficulties of the magnitude experienced in the CIP
demonstration, it is highly probable attendance problems would
greatly decrease.

No striking advantages or disadvantagei were noted for the CIP
in terms of improving student retention.
Programs serving high
proportions of dropouts were at a particular disadvantage in that
out-of-school youth were more difficult to retain.
If a,recommendation were to be made in this area, it would be to screen applicants more closely_and toreject high-risk cases.
On the other
and, the pfogram makes its greatest contribution when it succeeds
in reaching high-risk youth. There needs to be appropriate recognition of the fact that very high retention rates can only be achieved

by -excessive "creaming" of tfie applicant crop--certainly an undeAirible approach', and one that would contradict the basic thrust of
all the Programs' to serve those most in need.
.

,

_in terms of graduation, the GED programs appeared to have some
adVaritage. They not only produced more graduates, but they were as

successful in ,placing them in, jobs as programs leading to regular
One might hypOthesize that the quality of
jobs and the growth potential of students who earned regular high
high 111ctiotil diplomai.

school diploMai would exceed that of students who earned LEDs, but
such.-an hypothesis -would require more data over a long period to be
tested: In any Case), none of the comparisons led to any recommendstionthat might enhance the percentage of .CIP students who graduate.

-1e CIP ,doeS' appear to have some, advantage in, placing students
in_-'64fpio,,:but in terms; of jOb placements, the .other programs have
more
The .placement of graduates in jobs or college, how:ev0*.--400enda,,,,nPon,-the'nachoOln':or. "Work"'lnientation-ok the program

41,nd upon -OorrespOridint:.Persohil contacts site ,perSOnnel have with
Oi,-imainesies,i As mentioned, tke'CIP places more
eMiikaails,,,Onlioest7raecondary schooling as an avenue to career developaignifiOant 'advantages were 'fciund betWeen regular diploma
;awardng,programs: 404,,,t40-,,GED 'programs in placing students in jobs.

Prograine were not fonAd to gave any significant

advantages
:over ,other, `types of _programs in,',placing -graduates, into
tom.
OJT' :p rogr ale
,
"Theae,,!sumM_
arY
_

White,sUpportable

by

the data RMC has

misinterpretation unless, viewed, .in the
144, ,of both, the ,410.10eritation)_ata0pr.4 the programs .and. :their
- objectives:,
,five;
PrOgramil all haVe existed for
several'-jearki :the, oldest
eight ,,Year, old. In -contrast, the
1978.
Seyeral, of the
-'collected,

Compar4,sOri',PrOgrante: were initiated by and 'are :parts of lOcal.school
;systems;, ',Whete**-the :CIP was" Imported .frOM ,outside the local

threatening to ioin,exiating ,agencies.

[tile-ceiipairion-prograMe
initial, advantages over the CIPs
-.that. -*OtiOly,-, affeOted, snob, yrogram, -characteristics as recruitment

,andgetentiOn.
;to. program ;goal's;" the five comparison
-04KOierkk, 4t9:*093rike!1 over place:01:0104,0'*.
merit` -'into further
!The* '4ifferences, are
,reflecte ,
:clUtOnake,statiatias,, but Should; not
construed as
-Ityipt*
chapter these ,cOnsidera-are';
-to,k,ear on the ,findings.

;0.0e14
=
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V.

SUMMARY.AND CONCLUSIONS

The primary purpose of

this report is' to provide details of
were made between the CIP and five similar pro!gt*M4, 11* common and unique_ feafutes of the comparison programs
described, as is the .process of identifying the
44-t00., #?
five: .comparison
Some causal_ linkages are drawn between
ili**14;Otes and fiVe indicatora..of Success;
enrollment, atten-4Wei,;-retentiOn-,. :graduation, and placemetiti, As pointed out,
loyever, 'the' ilifereiices- 00e be-regarded as tentative because data
I**,,khdl,t04
sites and the comparison, progiaps are not entirely
jirogi*MS, are know* for ,example, to have used
different. itf**0100" lot ColiputingLiteO44sce,
-retention rates.
,'co_0,44-040iti.. *Kite -diO4e4aes. in -0tAosm,:fdai-Uie*, are readily
1* not ,possible to link them, COnClUSively to -desired
outcomes.

00MparitOna
,
_ that

,

.

,

,

4onth=oriented .programs
.reviewed and five were
for ,nomPariaOatO, the :tip., In terms of the :fiiit indicators
,programs were found; to .haVe: some advalr.
tageti' ,over"
in regard- to student attendance
and jolr,,'pl`acemept
the
to be
0,!:.6._:13.00r.
4.9).100.:p4CertientS.

'.the: _Programs. had,,Some

40fickiwy--,.:64,SisiiitaiO4:--high :attendance- levels," :but ,programs pro,.

.:,v540,00,,S00:Ekiii*,-44
appeared to have;'so

work, child 4*e s, 014: car' -far

what, iiiOre;a-uCCeee-_ 40, this

area.

Ottohg- -use-

.Shser,i4s. appeared' 'to be very effec-

;"4,0*4.4:th`, 470444,

-.4*.:.'4**0140i4OOd Attendanct-lthough_ at the cost -of lowering

.,-A4,0*;iktiOssis'',406, ',had' some difficulty- retaining :students,
thokel-Selfirlsc
in;athOol, yOUth had ,More ,success than
'thea*'that,
Icighl-,prePOrtionS Of, drOPOnts:.
reSpect to
.programs- appeared
success
than .p;ograms =offering, =s regular 41iigh-'schoo).-400ss--.
100.:successful. _than- :these providing reg*a;
=44r
.placements 'for- graduates.
theaa--f,Offeting; .diplomas, on
hand, were more sucCeSsfUi, in

college, Moreover.,, in light of differences
ott,:ent,,itOgt-,iss.:kors,,, -pis; data imply no superiority to any of the

iprOgrama-:,-

1,-i.igti14ght 'their, ,different intents.

t4niajer ;prOgrain feat:Urea that appear important to the various
outcome7',artaa-art,summarrzed- as 'folio/at
',i'sati411,0*-*hanging:,Enrifiriment

'Loci ion. -in an .area, !haying few competing alternative schools
:Reputation- in ,the -COmmunitY- as a 'viable, effective alternative

- Acceptance by regular high schools as a non-competitive and
useful entity

- Coordination wiih,the feeder schools in terms of intake schedules

- Rucruitment from a catchment area large enough to provide an
ample pool of potential recruits
- Accelerated nature of program

Features Enhancing Attendance
rs

- Firm attendance policies where attendance is linked to graduation and unexcused absences are grounds- for termination

- Such incentives as paid work experiences, half day school sessions, carfare, and on-site or nearby child care services

- Caring staff who provide daily follow-up of students absent
from school or work

Features Enhancing Retention
- Paid work experiences
Lax attendance .policies

- A positiVe, caring program climate

Featurel'Enhancing,Graduation
- Accelerated nature of program
-- Offering of:GED rather-than regular high school diploma

= Operation under the auspices of the LEA

Features

ritiari0.4,P,Iticeiteht- of Graduates-.

-Personal.

Ihisinesael

of program- staff with colleges, community
and community: organizations,
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With respect to the CIP, RMC's general conclusion is that had
it been fully implemented throughout the demonstration period, it
,wpild-have met andpethaps surpassed the objectives set for it on
Once the CIP established a positive reputation
ill,fiVe outcomes.
intht-COMmunityi became perceived as "non-threatening" to the LEA,
ancorPorated more flexible intake procedures, and expanded its
-oatehinent 'area; it was able- to meet its enrollment objectives.
.when it was able, to provide summer employment opportunities
.and' daily follow-up-of absent students, in-school attendance was
While paid work. experiences, half-day school sessions,
*Proved:
oar fare, and child ,care services might have enhanced its perfor
,MSitein-Some areas, these features would have .increased costs and
On the other hand,
:altered the fUndaientil nature-of the program.
lesS,flexibilityiiith,respect to unexcused absences ,miiht profitably
be :1060tect-hY2:0i*CIP.-In any case, it .appears that it was the

persistent iMplelentitiOn difficultieS exPerienced by the CIP that
*reVente&thePrOgraisfrol,Meeting all,ofits'objectiVes. With =more

time,

ire.,belieVethat-theiedifficulties WOUriFheve been overcome.

:The igisue'of'whether.incorporating such; incentives as paid work
.experience;, child 'care, tar fare, and half: day sessions would ento retain students or improve their atten*A0C0he:CIP'S
diinee,oainot be-resolved here.. When the ,program -was able- to provide
through the local social seri
SoMeOild- care SerVicei. indirectly
iii-*uSgencies, aittendande'd4seem to 'Improve. On the:Otheriland,
;adopt'ing ',half -day ,sessions. would appeir to impair -seriously the
and thus one -.of the features apparSeCiler*ted'llature
LikewiSe,,the
;eitlyrelated to 'its, ability toe graduite students.
ahOorpOration. otpaid work experience would appear to alter the
OreerorientatiOn;ohjeetive.ofthe OP: It is EMC's opinion that a
-ChSige,from; the Prenent career .orientation to a work'crientation
164d, redUte-the-CIP,'7s ability- to place as many graduates in colSuch a change would represent a major
iegiS_Ss-it;has_AOne-to date.
cleOriure from the CIPliObjectives:
.

A
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APPENDIX A: -DISPOSITION OF NOMINATED PROJECTS

Project Name and Location

Reason .for Rejection

Advancing Careers Through Individual
Opportunities Now (ACTION)
Evergreen AL

Outside,Project Scope

Outside Project Scope
Exploration and Preparation in Careers
(PIC) (Experience-Based Career Education)
Searcy AR
c'

Fort Smith Public Schools
Fort Smith AR

No Response

Little Rock Public Schools

No Response

Little lock AR
No Response

Pine Bluff Public Schools

Pine Bluff AR

Weft'. Lab
Mesa

No Response

AZ

COehise County Career,Educaion
Mesa. AZ

Outside. Project Scope

Extended School Day Program
Tucson. AZ

No Response

Pita4ounty-DevelOpmental Career-

.Insufficient Information

tnidinde4tOject
Tdtson

AZ

ItiCinn.iPUblic "Schools Experience-Based

Outside Project Scope

CareirEducation Program

tncsOn AZ
No Longer Exists

..-Career-Opportunities'Progrmn
CA
*ItqliPiPP

lOisonAligh-Sehoo llxperfence-Based

Outside Project Scope

'COree'rtdbcation

;Preáñó
.

',OA

Outside Project Scope

tXeC4iVe intern Program
.FreOlonr
Farl4eat...

'CA

Outside Project Scope

High School

*Perience-Based Career Education
llaktind

!CA

944-

10
.99

Project Name and location

'Reason for Rejection

S

Pacific Horizons High School
.Experience-Based Career Education

Outside Project Scope

SturZ sLairson Continuation School

Outside Project Scope

ttoc

On CA
.CA

Stocktoti

_

Youth Career Action Program
Sii JOse CA

No Longer Exists

'PUSH. for -,Ext.ellencz'-"Program
Loa:Angel:es::: CA e-

Outside Project Scope

*. _

<

-Denyeir Public Schools-:Projects

Dér

No Response

C0-

Exploring Careers. in the Community (ECC)

Outside Project Scope

,takeei:EdiitatiOn,PioleCt K through 14

Insufficient Information

14646nd-co

"Bridgeport 10T

Yo_Catiolial- Arts Program
.

No Response

.

çcmunity :PCIfoal PrOgram

No Response

:EXpetienCel-BaZedl Career -Education
-y90 land::43:gh, School
Portland:.
.

Outcide Project Scope

'Weist-itisktford, CT

.

Harding High

choo1

,Catee'r'idlication.

-Ekierience-Based:

No Lo,nger Exists

'441KetiOt CT
s'.projZO:Option,
ii,e144.

Outside Project Scope

:Project Aya.,,.(E*Orience-13.tied Career

0064190'

Outside Project Scope

17iii-1aingtOn 'DE
<B4OwardY,COunir Schools 'project,

No Response

-lort:LaUderdal*
.aaecsonvi.1:Ie. ;it

Project
-

---No Response-

100.

107

,
Reason for Rejection

Project Name and Location

E.D. Beggs Vocation and Career Center
Pensacola FL

No Response

John-E. Ford CareerEducationCenter

Outside Project Scope

-

C

tIreaksoniii

,Community Based Vocational,Education
i
(Experience-Based Career EdUcaton)
Brunswick- GA

Outaide ProjeCt 'Scope

No Response

Skills,Education Program:Operating

Eng/mars Union Local #13
Agana,:Guam
4.1t.t;

Outside Project ,Scope

Project. HOloitua

Hilo -HI
Outside Project Scope

Comiunity Career Experiences

409-fall! IP
Insufficient °Information

C"aree,r/"Eiliication,
Program
..,

Boise- ID'.
yOr

Outside Project Scope

,Pocatello School District #25
Pocatello ID
at

Decatur School District ti
Experience-Based Cazeer Edubstion,
DeCatur IL

.,,Outside Project Scope

L

Joliet Township High, School District #204
Experience-Based Career Education

Outside Project Scope

JOliet 4'
.Ombudsman ,Educational Services
TD
Mundelein IL

Outside Project Scope

SiCiadre :Community Schools
;BiPerient.,e4aSed-Career Education
SYCsiorei IL

Outside Project Scope

L,

?erek i:Deite/OPMentProgrim'

Outside Project Scope

4ort4:todge. IC

11e:0110141901v A P40.Y4 to

No Response

-tikh4Pc;;01,-

4.

116111.1amn

,

-

ProjéctYNimendLocatión

Re-ition for .Rejection

,
NO Re'sponse,

-r

:149je 0"

'Ocitokide'fproject Scope

1°'
;411061Youth -Deilothitrat
-C.
.. ion

Prjec

No Longer Exists

,_.

'ectIOper4.0.90);

Solirez*t

4-

'Dropout Prevention

Outside Project Scope

'Audio=

-1144' ..4.4$4A0

Opelusa. 4.A

Ea1Erii416341SChOot-'Rekit1cItTrOjett,
aton'Rou'e LA

ie.spOnie,-`v.

- 4

.

jpbPlacesient Center
New Orleans

Outside Ii,010et: Sccipe

LA

Outside ,Project Scope

St.. CharlesParish 'Expert êtce-Based

Luling LA

-

Uiban League Street Acadenty
NewOfeans LA'

SeleetecU

,

'Adult

:.:

.-,.-'7.

t

*hensi.
-;,:"

-

.

Insufficient information

Career-

Experience-Based
Education
"e.

47?*

,

;

,

Program

EducationProg
4,7

t

.

*15:41**::11;eikrng7',CC*"/r

Ol1iid

.

-

l'Appilaterstr:Marylind.';'EXPOrrenC*-7Easect

6

OutSide; -tirOjeCt Scope

, iitaide tPr64j,eCt SCOpe
thiO4'0e

-

-

SelectCd
.

s

.

4cope

;,

Cusberlad Center Experience-Based Career

..--

OuPi140 kre-j°ct

4-

'

.

Reason for Rejection

locatioti:_-__

:Pro-eCt'

Outside Project Scope

:.Ca.r,00,rEdOCatiOn.-,Eitperience

Outside Project Scope

Eigier,;,e40-Bittied Career Education
'Beadier: -; Mt

Outside Projert'Scope

Walkábbut

Eittansiñg Mt

Outside Project Scope

ntinAng,l'eartiingCenter
Gulfport MS

:

,Marri;sdn;.Cciuntildjnsilienti-,-Schoor..
Gulf port

!iP

MS

h.%

-Response
Hattiesburg MS

= --4-chaiitillOPtiOnal;Serv,,toe ,rograiS:

Project f

NôResponse

Alternative learning

-Otitaide: PrOject Scope

,H4,1,ena,OMT:
.

onie

!orld of Work--Vocational Exploration

PrOHelena MT

)6'
o

;Otitiade,,Troject
Scope
.
"

Berlin

NH

-otittiae ,i1rCoj*ct Scope

*ain4tternatisie,.iSehobt
Hanovir-.Aftérnative School
.

No 'ReaPOilac

Project Second Start

Concord NH

Rochester Alternative --i School

Outside Project Scope

Experience-Based Career Educition

61.48ye- Project Scope

.Sewell

NJ

\

eteCted,

4010004110;i0iti.;,:l'SciOolk

.

_

.

,

.

,,,,. ,

=

.,,f103.,
0

.

_

.rOje6

imie,:in& Location

I:'as
Cruces
b'
.

il

Reason for Rejection

Nigh School'

Outside Ptoject Scope

,

:Auxiliary Services StUdent Program

Outside Project Scope

4k00436i, 1#

Students Helped on, Atitdiali'e

Route

to

Outside Project Scope

:iiiPtOyinekt=-.0rOject,
,
sMiddl'etowri
Career Internship
West; Nyack. QNY

Program

Outside 'Project Scope

roject= ''aLeiirning ';Experiences Advancement

Outside -Project Scope

ants;:Fe Alternative :?Hi`gh ;School,

Nollesponse

itiket

Outside Project Scope

,

Plus: Planning,

,I earn ng;,Understanding

(Experience-

Naikel:Vcsieer.,',-EduO#404)'

MinoV

opicOitOc4o91

Outside Project Scope

-Outside

Project Scotie:

-'44O ,Longer

rahotai0i0,4*It-a4y--CArk-,q.eilo.F,

Exists

1

No Response'

kli OmeCitys-10r;

Outside 'Preject

90414c
Greer

Scope

Project Scope

Outside 'PkOject Scope

Outside Ptoject_Scope

.

,,

y

,4rejeciAame and Location

Reason for Rejection

,:piojeta,. InC.

Outside Project Scope

Portlànd OR
.Aiadeifor.direerlducation
,Philadelphaa

Outside Project Scope

PA.

.,

Outside Project Scope

Project

-1-nigh
etib
PA.
y

Aitii*piirety.ifor:,biopoup. Prevention,

Outside Project Scope
4.

lleirniiii4e4ieninUprogram,

Outside Project:. Scope

liteitiative,,LearnSfig'cpt,ers.
014.34*-J0(:

Outside Project Scope

Bettèr Education
Training

Through Service

and

Outside Project Scope

Philadelphia ?P.
Outside Project Scope

ST linteriedi*e-Uniiiili
11i14,10.409ft PA

\Outside Project Scope

Bishop I.earning Center

Philadelphia PA
Outside Project Scope

procio4TreVention,and Retention Program
Tork,,TA

i:

Outside Project Scope

prOpout :Prevent ion.

Philadelphia
Electrical Academy

EAison. High School

Outside Project Scope

Philadelphia PA
Insufficient Information

';04###*$40.04)).64T,#tXicr411de'
Based Câèer Education
40,,t004,' PA

Outside Project Scope

--:,:r-i!*41iei,ichaOfiirO0OUt4)reyention
,-^

Clumbi.a PA
.4o

Insufficient Information

1324,14pglx0e#epOO"Beqed'c*Ednoatton)
Philidelphi.a

-

41-

;Projict. .Name, and Location

Reason for Rejection

Insufficient Information

Parkway 'school.

-.Philadelphia

PA

l'eetiigton-Edison-Youth 'Program

Selected

'(kEY),

4

ii004elphia PA
StieciaI, Services to Disruptive Students
-WilliaMeyort

Outside Project Scope

PA

ipe:nalion- tutorial Assistance Program
i0Ti043'
York Springs

Outside Project Scope

PA

No Longer. pasts

.4Jkhaff,'Cittear--EdficatiOn-Center

-PhilitaelPhia

PA

IMSE:OheittiAieS4Choet District

Outside Project Scope

Alternative '''PrOg**'''

L

'Cheitei,:. ;PA.

Westinghouse High School

Outside Project Scope
and

.J.4#00.1.4041:41*149:0
Pittsburgh, PA

T--Tribejo-

'

:No Response

i!..4*-Ifiri.! ?,i.i..rt...0'.,:.Rka0.,'
..--,

Outside Project Scope

!Attio-aei*-.,i?..ii-o.i4.,..: :.at.:))009:Fc...'0,00'cr
144.-,01:ik:;;A:tiOg0i0.-414-,.

1104f9w, §c,:-:_::,
-: 4401*:st:=

'''. '

.,:,-,::::".,'-':,;:1;;C-..-'' f':'-."-.--...;#4/4'04ei:;':i*Ojeck.,'
,W*'#'9i#i'--csP:':'':'''s
,:,:

.

'06itele Project Scope

',

..

,,,,,,-,---7.-4--

rfee-iariP44.',.A0±:4'.0tat

Aopoko-

,,

,-.

,

.

.1:hit/Ade: Project :Scope

:,':',

:'1/,.94.401.0:.:,*0).:::i1:,',,,-=.:-''''''''.2'2",,,:...--:,--:..,',;:;,:-;:7-r:A:.;,,:,",-.,:::-.''.i

.".'-,.;:i., ,

:::

'iiOiiiiiiiIiiiii:Ce,',-(44:"..t4,'egi!,:9A.1.Q.
o
4iiiiiii.--iiiiii;'''-'",...'
xmri.APF--,,,,,,,,,,,-,::
.,,,A,,,,,,,iii*itoiLf-t).(-:::--, ,-.,-,---,,-----:, ,
Occupational. and Continuing

,..

.,

4

,.

.

....,

4)4t#i401iiiojec Scope
_ ..
_.

,.,

,...

,-

0

Education

No.;iteapentio,

.

Project Name and Location

,Vocational. Education Project
- Corpus .Christi

Reason for Reject4wi

No Response

TX,

;A/ieitiative\tearning\Center

Selected

Ixperienci-Eased*Career Education
'Westover ,WV

Everielice4ased Career Education
:-ChariestOn, WV

Outside Project Scope

."It

iiiither,Aiternative High School

No Response

Ken9114
l*giaillOf.kite:rnitiye

in Career

Outside Project Scope

(Okoie-Ct PACE).

4104146e*
4104t0'9.0YMT;HiE4 s004
VPkrGrOe 'WV`
C040tY School's

No Response

No Longer Exists

)

,;:-

The following discussion provides the details of the various
problems encountered by RMC in its analysis of the outcome data for
the foUr CIP sites and the five comparison programs. The analysis
employed five outcomes -- enrollment, attendance, retention, graduates, smd.placement-of graduates, With the exception of placement
of graduates, different indices were used to measure quite similar
outcomes, making it untenable for .RMC to carry out comparisons
using the reported statistics.
In all instances, RMC tried to
obtain raw data and recompute indexes on a common ground.
Unfortunately, the raw data could rarely be obtained, particularly in the
attendance and retention areas.
The problems associated with the
four outcomes are summarized below.

rollment

r

Two aspects .of the inrollment data made it difficult to draw
firm conclUsiont.
Firat,:,What was meant' by enrollment apparently
varied' itom_prograi to program. AlthougN it was not entirely clear,
it appeared that, for several programa, enrollMent was defined as

eSUMber of students enrolled in the _program at the time of

adausSioniince Attrition

high, during the first few days or
Sven,weeksOf,,Vragra*Operations, this lind'of inforMation is likely
to: be 1UitS mis Biding.
AnothSr program used average monthly
enrollment -a muCh..-4ire:=Meaningfui statistic.
In the case of the
eniollMent count was; the number of applicants who were
4,4
to the ;progrAM--regardfieS-ok, whether or not they ever
attended: -Ta like,OpreWslidooMpariscins- among- progrims, it was
2

:admitted'

-400s#0,to4rObexeCOrdi carefully and aitempt,tocasethe enrollMenta_Of eachprograisin ACOMMaii..ieiric.

For the comparison sites

shirthS,C/t,,enrolfiment was defined as the number of students
assigned'. tO,:the,,Oragraiy-minuS those who never showed up for the,
4rOgriei,,iiiitrUCtionaltreatMent

The secand4oint to be made regardin& the validity of concluSiOnS about -enrollment i.that only a_ few program:3740 reported
enrollment-goala-or:oapaciiiesne program, for, example, is operAtinOt,maXimOmCapacity When-lierliing 35-students per month, Thus,
SathOUgh-ithad enrolled fewer Students than the othek programs, it
haid,enr011ed as many *Sit, could, accommodate.

For another program,

00401-ciOSICity,Wsa 90'studenta, 4bile it was clear that programs

00450e eXpeatedtoeXeendSeOices:beYond,their maximum capacity,
..it:-Als*SeeMed .00fairtoinS0*,COmparisons in terms of success in

achieving
programs

,enrollment. Oates; ,.hetWeem< large- and :small- capacity

For the Snaly,S;S, 'eni011ment quotas of the various

-OragrAIW,were not cOMPAred against each other.

'to

Rather, the factors

or were not able to accamplish
theifenrOgieni.objeCtiOAWere-diseussed'.

oft

Three factors made drawing conclusions about attendance rates
hazardous
First, it is not clear whether the reported rates were
basedt upon average daily attendance or some ,other estimatea.
For
several Cl? sites, the data reported represented the average atten-

7,--

dance '.0,Ver a Period of three months (March, April, and May 1979).

.Althoughy the,.:program,s

operations were more stable during this

11ieriOd:tbitiv,theY!-iiere-earlier, the figures are likely to be unrepresentatively low because the Months of March, April, and May are
gekrallY, the months in 'which. attendande. is poorest in most public
1009.4e.
.,

I1

A second factor related to attendance- is the .previous atten-

danceof the participating youths

4000 one 01,10rActeris,4c, ,,of:'-'01;e:j444,';0001;#0*, for ,these programs is poor attendance,
consideration should have been given

0100**f-,:fit04066 records

and/or changes in attendance patterns Ticiii,:piiiiiOnn-yeara. Only one

#11040*:00oot-,io:o40*:140L4ii4
fital 1:46.P0r: 'F§4k.eli: ;to, ,atiendande is the prObleut of attritjóh In he 4-0
--prOgraite, it is 'clear that students
who actually 34# the program Were ''ctionted ati absent rather than
.,..

itenitOiOtateH.'.
Different
retention
a;

..,

,#1.51sia*,.!

i*o:e,:'prA,.pr s

o),. t'iSie the calculation 5/4i' made 4t-nFiiii:i!
it ;',..Y''C.
iir-4i-e,;:nniliet--,..0:0itOdentS.,- initially enrolled 'TniS,Iito
procedure did
enrolled at

al4_a,,tesiltc.i:aes7e.c,211-04d,!,accligfr3a0tZe
04 #00411- :',,' .,Hici: 4iiiiiiiteii:*4-

***-'.*"?-4".
w0:4 , .:.-

--.7 ------N-::

t'

,c.:4!

rate was
At iiii'41iir''1*Pg"-a''
e,
5
il'ie:,'n'p,-'''!
number
'4Cyouths
y-:.:: currently
obtained
by- adding
to --T-.
'tiai'''°
;1
li'
en
rolledin the
..-,,
:*'.,ib.: !! ,,,--ittie
terminations"
or
dsultibnyg
ITOT1,,
--

'':,ih-i')4:,

-.

,

system) .,.
and
'*-4iikiiiiii.fio'',:00;r0i41:4P°8
i00.h0-01 '*-.,k4P
tor'arinic-44Virc0112e.fiP
,..
,

...

_

--

A.,, s :00 oitif.,'pi0Jiteia; ..With,,,reteintion...rate.,,datir-wiiii the lack of
-eisuis" among programs TieF-. '`'':--44.**'1.L'ileAn-t;-1;5),141..--,1,421--vh --:-t-ip.-,.i,

positive

itrYho4onld'wo°ngladt-i:°bee
return to the, regular ,4.gs,,
school
,
,..'77',v. -''''":->r,'
tiiiii,
regarded ''*.ii', l':,''ii:a84`,!..0''CerT---la'-----,--'' for one program, at another
'-',dei4cirlieglitiwe.
,

terminations.

,

_

ltiiiitiii::"44.*"1*,:"",.4t*,.0:A.9t4:&';!!:. cP.1:111,3.

.

Finally, there was n';'1aCk-nf. cOnsenifus:Oliet tie time
student was: Ottiicsified its, .having, terminated.
*st)-,f0rOgrit*e use the '1041: 'LEA, criteriti for ,determining. when a
student'; :T*6 Ibould be removed f.,ro the-, enrollment, list', but :these
criteria vary among the :LEAS:
'on ,prottifia the. :en-ter-ton for
- ,student;7AS
,
,
days' absence,, while in
.-.Annthei ,. a- lident was :considered : termina ed after four weeks

Also, in some. instances,
absence within a twelve-week period.
students returned to the program just prior to being dropped from
Only one
the enrollment list, or were dropped and then readmitted.
program reported the number of students dropped from the total
For these
enrollment who subsequently returned to the program.
various reasons inferences regarding program features related to
high retention rates were drawn quite cautiously.

Total Number of Graduates
0

It was considered inappropriate to make simple comparisons
among programs in terms of the number of students "graduated." Programs differ from one another in terms of at least the following
(a) the kind of diploma
three highly relevant Characteristics:
offeredi,(b).the proportion of enrollees who were former dropouts as
opposed to potential. dropouts, and (c) the, number of students who
could meet graduation-requireMents in the time period being conIt seemed almost certain, for example, that graduating
sidered.
students with GEDs is easier than graduating them with regular high
It is also easier to graduate potential rather
school diplomas..

,ha,1 actual dropOts and those who have completed' most of the
requirements for graduation as opposed to those who
When taken together, these factors were more
fewer.
explain all differences in graduation rates that were
We were unable to identify any treatment
programs.
appeared to be related to graduation rates.

have completed
than enough to
observed among
variables that

Summary

Assessing the advantages and disadvantages of the CIP in comparison to other alternative approaches is a complex and problematical

task.

Offiveindicators of success,

fourenrollment,

attendance, retention, and number of graduates--had inconsistencies
that rendered the drawing of conclusions extremely hazardous.

major issues related to data comparability are summarized
as follows:

Enrollment Issues

ti

- Programs used different methods for estimating current nd
total enrollments (i.e., duplicated vs. unduplicated counts)
- Enrollment capacity was confounded with total enrollment

.Attendance Rate-Issues

- Programs use different methods of calculating attendance rate
- Programs use different procedures for recording attendance,
113

t.
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Retention Rate Isiues

Programs used afferent methods of calculating retention rates
- Programs differed in their definitions of negative and positive
terminations

Issues Related to Number of Graduates
- Programs varied in the type of diploma offered to youths (i.e.,
GED vs. regular high school.diploms)

- Relationships existed between the number of graduates and the
number of c.edits needed to graduate when youths entered the
project. The programs that were compared Served target groups
that differed in this respect

In order tn make useful comparisons mmongprograMi, some degree
..,
of comparability with respect to such conceptsas "negative termina-

tion,""posiiiite tefmination," "current enrollment," and "attenRMC was able to make some recalculations,
but the deiired degree of comparability could not be achieved from

Iiiiace" were essential,

the, inforMation aitailible in any existing records.
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